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tU MONSTER CRBLE" 

Play iPod Tunes Through Your car Radio 
iCarPlay Wireless FM Transmitter 
• Includes dock connector 

• Monster Smart technology 
ensures longer battery life 

ONLY 
55995 

#472791 

Share Music and Movies 
iSplitter Mini Y·Adapter for iPod 
• Connects two headphones to iPod or PowerBook 

• Sharing music and movies with friends is 
made simple 

ONLY 
5995 

#443392 

Ht MONSTER CRBLE" 

Earphones for Your Portable Devices! 
Retractable Headphones for iPod 
• Connects directly to iPod, CD player, 

DAT recorder, hi-fi system 

• Retractable, tangle-free 
cable for easy storage 

•Belt clip 

• Easy access in-line 
volume control 

ONLY 
51395 

#424540 

Securely Stores iPod BELKIN. 

TuneDok Car Holder for iPod 
• AirGrip suction-cups functionality 

holds iPod in place 

• Fits directly in car's cup holder 

• Height adjustment capability 
and cable-management clip 

ONLY 
51895 

11467989 

256MB of Go-Anywhere Storage! 
Fire Flash-Firewire Flash Drive 
• Plug-and-play easy 

• Weighs just 1 ounce 

• Solid-state design for 
enhanced durability 

ONLY 
58995 

#5313583 

Real-Time Motion Graphics Design 

Motion 
• Procedural behavior animation 

• Final Cut Pro HD integration 

• Custom particle system 
realistically animates smoke, 
fire, and sparkles 

ONLY 
5299 #5084733 

New version 
Acrobat 7.0 

No"{ 1 ~hipptnB· 

• Convert more document 
types to PDF 

• One-button PDF creation 

Upgrade ONLY 
58995 

#5485406 

r .. ~ Adobe 

ti 

Authorized 
Reseller 

Shoot Like a Pro 

PowerShot G6 
Canon 

• 7.1-megapixel CCD 

• 4X optica l zoom 

• New ergonomic 
SLR-style grip 

• 2" flip-out LCD 

ONLY 
5699 115355661 

Cool, FREE Patriots™ Experiences can Be Yours 
Patriots Extra Points'" Visa® card 

~i • Low 2.9% APR 

• Earn Extra Points toward free Patriots gear. 
experiences, memorabilia, and computer products 

• Receive FREE Shipping on your first 
MacConnection order 

Go to macconnection.com/patriots ~·c"1 

and apply today! 
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All-In-one Desktop Solution 
X2250 All-In-One 
Print, scan, copy, fax 
from one machine 

ONLY 
59995 

#5082164 

Print Photos from Memory cards 
HP Photosmart 8150 
• Direct photo printing from memory cards 

• 8-ink color printi ng at up to 
4800 optimized dpi 

• 2.5" LCD preview screen 

ONLY s19995 
#5312370 
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Introducing oe a Minute Calling-Worldwide 

IP Connection Netphones ~connection-
• Unlimited FREE calling to other 

IP Connection subscribers 
around the world 

• FREE voicemail, 
FREE call forwarding, 
FREE caller ID 

ONLY $11490 
#5263731 

800.998.0031 I MacConnection® www. maccon nection . com/ ma 
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features 

16 Total Troubleshooting 
Even a good Mac can have a bad day. Hardware, Mac OS X, peripherals , top software
our experts show you exactly what to do after you say, "Oh,$#&@!" 

26 The Best Things 
in Life Are Free 
Sure, you can spend big bucks on commercial software like Microsoft 
Office 2004 and Photoshop-but you owe it to yourself (and your bank 
account) to try out these no-cost open-source apps first. 

how to 
54 Ask Us 
You asked us how to add 
Internet radio stations to your 
iTunes Playlists, make CDs that 
play on Windows (or don't), 
banish Microsoft Office's infernal 
PDFMaker toolbar, force Disk Utility into 
compliance, and uncover Mac OS X's 
hidden PDF prowess. We answer all, and 
throw in some Terminal navigation trix 
just because. 

56 Add Special Characters to 
Documents 
Whether you're an international jet 
setter or just mindful of your Ps, Qs, and 
umlauts, sometimes you need to use 
characters that aren't imprinted on your 
keyboard. Here's how. 

58 Network 
Your Macs over 
Fire Wire 
Your mom taught you 
to share; now we teach 

you a new way to do it. 
Share files, printers, and Internet 

- connections over FireWire. 

GO Command 
Command-F 

When you lose track of something 
on your Mac, you can either dig 

through files all day or just follow 
our guidelines to find it fast using a 
surgically precise Command-F strike . 

__ .... ..,.~rm~ 
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04 tJ ~?e~:~~~~e. a better magazine. 

ever~ month 
08 Editor's Page 
When will Apple Computer become simply Apple? 

10 Get Info 
Learn all about the new podcasting phenomenon. 
Check out a jewel-encrusted iPod and MP3-enabled 

sunglasses. Run Mac OS X on your Xbox. Find 

out how to participate in the 776 BC Olympics. 

Solve iMac GS hiccups, discover Mac-savvy 

tWeb gems, and learn a whole lot more. 

33 Reviews 
36 BBEdit 8.0 text editor 
41 Color Efex Pro 2.0 Photoshop plug-in 
47 Ear Jams iPod earbud enhancer 
39 Flash Trax portable media player 
50 Future Boy text adventure game 
48 iDrum software drum machine 
44 lntuos3 drawing tablet 
34 iPod Photo photo-capable iPod 
43 Live 4.1 audio sequencer 
49 Now Up-to-Date & Contact 4.5.3 personal info manager 
40 Photo/Graphic Edges 6.0 image-enhancing software 
46 Production Suite video-production software package 
49 QuickVoice voice recording software 
38 REAlbasic Professional 5.5.3 developer tool 
47 RoadTrip iPod transmitter 
42 SoundSoap Pro audio-cleaning software 
51 Spider-Man 2 video game 
48 Stitcher 4.0 panaroma photo stitcher 
44 SyncMaster 192MP LCD monitor 
46 Union video-performance synthesizer 
50 Wireless Optical Desktop keyboard and mouse 

52 The Hot List 
We'd spend our own hard-earned 

money on these products. 

QUICK TIPS 
FROM THIS MONTH'S ISSUE 

+ OU EST LA FENETRE? 
Your Mac is multilingual 

and smart enough 

~::::::.;:..:. . ...,...~.... to search your files 
for foreign-language 

content. Open Finder> 
Preferences > Advanced, and tell it to. 

From "Command Command-F," p60. 

+ RECALCITRANT RAM 
When you try to start up your Mac and 
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78 Log Out 
78 Letters 

Check out reader-recommended 

shareware alternatives, hear from the 

man who created Gumby, and catch a 

glimpse of the rare German Tiger-Cow. 

Monks continue to lust after Macs, and 

John Kerry may have lost, but at least 

he has a PowerBook. 

hear either four beeps or the sound of 
breaking glass instead of your usual 

happy chime, your RAM is probably bad . 

Shut down your Mac, ground yourself 

by touching your Mac's power supply, 

and remove any third -party RAM. 

From "Total Troubleshooting," p16. 

+ TUNE IN 
iTunes radio presets work just like any 

audio file; you can drag them right into 

79 Contest 

Close your wallet and sharpen your wit : 
This month, win the Web design and 

development software powerhouse, 

Studio MX 2004. 

80 Shut Down 

Sit, RAM, sit! Good boy. Get a mean, 

clean-running machine using our visual 

hardware-troubleshooting guide. 

your Playlists for easier access. 

From Ask Us, p54. 

+ PULL THE PLUG 
When USB devices go bad, 

they can cause havoc on 

your Mac. Try unplugging all 

nonessential USB devices if 
your Mac starts exhibiting 

odd behavior-such as not being able to 
shut down. From Ask Us, p54. 



1Apple trade-in program now available; save up to SSOO; contao your CDW account manager for details. Customer understands that CDW is not the manufaourer of the products purchased by customer hereunder and the only warranties offered are those of the 
manufaaurer, not CfJW. Al! pricing is subject to change. CDW reserves the right to make adjustments to pricing, products and service offerings for reasons including, but not limited to, changing market conditioos, produa discontinuation, product unavailability, 
manufacturer price changes and errors in advertisements. All orders are subjed to produo availability. Therefore, CDW cannot guarantee that it will be able to fulfill customer's orders. The terms and conditions of sale are limited to those contained herein and on 
CDW's Web Site at CDW.com. Notice of objection to and rejection of any additional or different terms in any form delivered by customer is hereby given. Cl 2005 COW Corporation 



the disc 
A bargain is good, but totally free is 
waaaay better. Starting on page 26, 
we introduce you to no-cost open
source apps that rival their commercial 
counterparts-we put some of the best 
on this month's Disc, plus a pile of 
other useful apps and utilit ies . 

GIMP 2.0.5 jEdit 4.2 
Photoshop is great
but so is saving $649. 
This open-source image 
editor may have all 

Want to compare this 
open-source text editor 
with the industry
standard BBEdit? 

OpenOffice.org 
1.1.3 
Don't want to pop $399 
for Microsoft Office 
2004? Th is open-source 
productiv ity app has the featu res you' ll 

ever want. 

AUDIO & MUSIC 
Ableton Live 4.0.4 demo 
Audacity 1.2.2 
iDrum demo 

DEVELOPMENT 
Bare Bones BBEdit 8.0 

demo 

jEdlt4.2 

REALbasic 5.5.4 demo 

FUN&t:;AMES 
Future Boy! Release 1 

demo 

t:;RAPHICS& 
MULTIMEDIA 
Blender 2.34 

GIMP 2.0 .5 

GRID2 demo 
Livid Union 1.1 demo 
Nik Color Efex Pro 2.0 

demo 

Stitcher 4.0 .2 trial 
VideoLAN Client 0.8.0 

INTERFACE 
CandyBar 2 .0.1 
Desktop Manager 

0 .5 .2rc2 

Folder Icon X 1.9.6 

UPGRADE 

You can-they're both 
on the Disc! all the office abilities 

you may need. 

INTERNET& 
COMMUNICATION 
Chicken of the VNC 

2.0b2 

Cyberduck 2.3.3 

iPodder 1.1 

IPodderX 2.2 
iStumbler 89 
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JiWire Portable Hotspot 
Locator 1.0 

PRODUCTIVITY 
Now Up-to-Date & 

Contact 4.5 .3 trial 

OpenOffice.org 1.1.3 

SPECIALTY 

World of Aqua Icons 

UTILITIES 
DiskTracker (Classic) 2 .3 

DiskTracker (OS X) 2.3 

SPONSORS 
J IWi re Portable Hotspot 

Locator 1.0 

If you don' t receive the Disc with your copy of MacAddlcf, you might want to consider upgrading. Each monthly 
disc contains cool demos, useful shareware and freeware, and the inimitable MacAddict Staff Video. To get 12 
issues of MacAddict that include th is value-packed disc with your subscription (prorated if necessary) for just 
$ 1 more per issue, call 888-771-6222-the operator will t ake care of everything. 
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08 /l EDITORS' PAGE 
Jr' a note from the kernel 

What's in a Word? 
-
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When Apple announced the iMac GS late 
last August, much was made of the fact 
that it looked surprisingly like an iPod 
with a thyroid disorder. Pundits averred 
that Apple was mimicking the iPod's look 
to capitalize on the runaway success 
of its industry-leading digital-music 
player-and Apple proved them right by 
using the tag line " From the creato rs of 
the iPod" in its iMac GS promo materials. 

And why shouldn't Apple hook the new iMac to the iPod's 
rising star? After all, Apple sold 2,016,000 iPods last quarter, 
and market-watchers are predicting that around 2,700,000 more 
of the lil ' darlings will sell before we all watch the ball drop in 
Times Square. Apple is ch anging everything-again . The Apple II 
changed the scope of computing, the Mac ch anged the way we use 
computers, the iMac changed computer design , and now the iPod 
is changing the way we listen to and distribute music. 

And, conversely, the iPod is changing Apple . Most obviously, it 
and its costar, the iTunes Music Store, have helped boost Apple's 

stock price to levels unseen since the first 
The iPod is few months of this millennium. It has also 

changing Apple. firmly relegated memories of the bumbling 

and beige Apple to The Bad Old Days , 
and instead solidified the perception that if you just gotta have the 
latest and greatest technogoodies, you just gotta have Apple. 

But there's another, more-subtle change taking place-the word 
Computer in Apple Computer, Inc. is becoming less central to the 
company's activities and vi sion . Ca se in point: On the morning of 
October 26th, I watched Steve Jobs, Bono, and The Edge engage in 
a series of group hugs during a presentation that introduced the 
iPod Photo (t:H;t;t; p34), iPod U2 Special Edition ($349, www 
.apple.com/ ipod / u2), U2's 400-song downloadable virtual box. 
set, and a fanciful set of iPod holders called iPod Socks. The iMac 
GS was mentioned in passing, but the rest of the presentation was 
pure Apple Not-Computer, Inc. 

Most certainly, in light of its professional-grade offerings, Apple 
is a growin g, dedicated, and focused Power Mac GS computer 
company. But on the con sumer level, the iMac is merely a vessel for 
i life, the iTunes Music Store, and the new king of the hill, the iPod. 

The iMac GS-the ultimate iPod accessory. 
Enjoy, 

comingsoon :february2005 
Here's what our editors are preparing for the next issue of MacAddict. 

Niko Coucouvanis SHAKEN AND STIRRED 

Should Apple change its name? If so, what should Its new name be? 
Yes, Apple should change its name to The Bastids Who Just Stole 
Former MacAddict Features Editor Kris Fong away from us. Now 
pour me another shot. 

Jenifer Morgan GROUPIES' GROUPIE 

Should Apple change Its name? If so, what should its new name be? 
How about Groupies A Us? Of course, that would make me a 
groupie of Groupies, which is-let's just get it out there-
really pathetic. 

Noah Tsutsui PUNK PUNDIT 

Should Apple change Its name? II so, what should its new name be? 
If North Korea can still get away with calling itself the Democratic 
People's Republi c, then Apple shouldn't have any trouble with its 
mildly misleading name. 

Roman Loyola NAME GAMER 

Should Apple change its name? II so, what should its new name be? 
Apple should take a cue from Prince (aka the artist formerly known 
as The Artist Formerly Known As Prince) and just use 9 as its 
moniker. We would all pronounce it as "Apple," but• employees 

wou ld have to learn to draw 9 using Fine Point Sharpies when filling out forms 

Peter Marshutz KRISLESS 

Should Apple change its name? If so, what should its new name be? 
Apple will eventually change its name-it 's only a matter of time. 
The new name will probably be something like Apple AOL Time 
Warner Disney Pixar Universal Media, Inc. 

Kris Fong 
THE ARTIST FORMERLY KNOWN AS A MACADDICT EDITOR 

Should Apple change its name? If so, what should its new name be? 
It can't change its name-it'd just confuse the bejeezus out of 
everyone. Just look at nomenclatural enigmas like Chyna aka Joanie 

Lauer aka Chyna Doll ; Sean Combs aka Puff Daddy aka P. Diddy aka Sean Jean; 
Cat Stevens aka Yusuf Islam; and Martha Stewart aka #55170-054. 

Mark Rosenthal MR. IDEA FLESHER-OUTER 

Should Apple change its name? If so, what should its new name be? 
Apple must change their name\ I don't quite have a bead on it yet, but 
maybe something li ke Apple It's New Co. or Apple Who Knew? Co. 

..,_..._,,,,. .. Maybe even Apple: A Hard Act to Follow Co. or Apple iWhatever Co. 

Max MARKETING WHIZBANGER 

Should Apple change its name? If so, what should its new name be? 
It shouldn't , but it should change the boring al' Apple Store to 
something more au courant, such as App le Hut , Apple Max, 
Apple Barn, AppleShack , Apple Depot, Apple-Mart, Apple Zone, 

AppleValu , Apple Warehouse, Appleco, Apple City, AppleUSA, Apples'n'Things, or 
Apple's Secret. 

The iPod isn't just about music. We'll reveal incredible superpowers to transform your 'Pod from a mere digital-music player 
to an all-in-one wonder. We're rounding up all of .Mac's competitors- including the freebies-to find out which ones offer the 
sweetest deal. We'll also show you two ways to blog (complete with template-customization but without the messy database 
twiddling), photography tricks to make your surplus crap look its best on eBay, and a cheap-and-easy way to add voice-chat 
to your on line gaming. Finally, we'll review and rate Corel's Painter IX, SeV solar-powered jacket, Griffin's RadioShark, Nikon's 
Coolpix 8400, and more. 
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Q ~ G ET I N F ohe news of the month in bite-size chunks 

Podcasting brings portable audio to portable players. 

award Stern may jumpstart 
satellite radio, but if 
you enjoy terrestrial 
and Internet talk shows, H and miss out on favorite 

programs due to work and sleep 
obligations, look no further than your 
iPod . We're talking podcasting-a new, 
fast-growing method of delivering radio 
content on demand . Unlike standard 
and Internet radio, which generally 
broadcast live programming, podcasting 
enables you to subscribe to prerecorded 
content that automatically downloads 
to your iPod (or similar portable player) 
whenever you plug it into your Mac. 
Podcast content gives you the freedom to 
choose when, where, and how to listen
similar to subscribing to text-based RSS 
(Really Simple Syndication) feeds on your 
Mac to read the latest news headlines 
and other topics of interest. 

A podcast is essentially an audio 
file-usually MP3-of a radio show, but 
podcast files differ from downloadable 
MP3s in that you can set them up to 
automatically download straight into 
iTunes and then onto your iPod, if 
you so choose. To do this, you need 
a receiver app such as iPodder (free, 
http://ipodder.sourceforge.net) or 

ON THE iPodderX ($10, 
DISC http://ipodderx. com) 

iPodder 1.0 and 
iPodderX 2.1.2 

that can interpret RSS 
feeds for podcasts, a 
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iTunes 

f!J Recently Pl•ycd !;. 
[jJ Top 25 Masc Plilytd J 
Qi Ad•m Cuny D"IV 1 
[lJ Ad.im Curry IPodder 

Enks Omer 

[/J Evil Ge.mus Chronlcl 

(J iTunes Playlist 

KOMO News 

Kris's Playlist 

On the Go 

The Weekly Standar 

Whole Wheat Radio~ · 

@I Beautiful 
8 Push And Pull 
!!I Kiss From A Rose 
@I Hold On 10 Mt 

8 Crawli ng In Ihe Dilrk 
Remember Me. 

3:31 Aimee Mann 0 Magnolia. Sound 
3:58 Christina Aguilera 0 Stripped 
5:26 Nikka Cos1a O Evel)lbody Cot T 

4:48 S"I () Sco.J 
3:45 Counney l ove 

2:55 Hooba.stank 
3:34 Hoob.man 

Free software sucks podcasts into iTunes- then put 'em on your 'Pod for on-the-go shows. 

subscription to the site that hosts your 
coveted shows (they're generally free), 
and iTunes (free, www.apple.com)-plus 
an iPod if you want to take your shows 
on the road. Once you install it, set the 
software to automatically scour your 
subscription sites and download any 
updated content in the background . 

Because of its infancy (not yet two 

CASTING CALL 
To join the podcastathon, equip yourself 
with a mic, audio interface, recording 
app, and iTunes. If you want to add 
music or sound effects, use Soundflower 
(free, www.cycling74.com) to bridge 
iTunes with your recording app. Create 

months old at press time), most pod cast 
content comes courtesy of opinionated 
bloggers who are finding a new voice 
in the Internet community-literally. 
Rather than wax poetic about everything 
and nothing using Web text, audio
savvy bloggers are stepping up to their 
computer mies and speaking their minds 
to anyone who wants to listen. To find 

your recordings, then wrap them 
in RSS 2.0 enclosures (see www 
.thetwowayweb.com/payloadsforrss 
for more information), and make 
subscriptions and your recordings 
available for download. 



content, check out www.ipodder.org 
and www.podcast.net, both of which 
list podcast feeds that cover a variety of 
topics, including news, comedy, politics, 
music, poetry, food , and technology, as 
well as a few podcasts from terrestrial 
radio stations, such as KFI, WGBH , and 
KOMO. If you ' re looking for commercial 
programming, AudioFeast ($49.95 for a 

one-year subscription, www.audiofeast 
.com) offers licensed radio content 
from broadcast biggies such as NPR, 
BBC, Discovery Channel, SportsNews, 
and Bloomberg. The service wasn't 
Mac-compatible at press time, but 
Audio Feast told us it would roll out Mac 
support by the end of 2004. 
-Kris Fong 

POOCAST PIONEER 
ADAM CURRY 
The name Adam Curry may conjure 
up memories of a big-haired MTV 
veejay popular in the 80s and 
90s (Headbangers Ball, anyone?) , 
but did you know he's also one of 
podcasting's three pioneers, along 
with Dave Winer and Dave Slusher? 
That 's right. The same guy who kicked 
it with Ozzy, Def Leppard, and Bon 
Jovi is responsible for cobirthing 
podcasting. And he also happens to 
be a Mac addict. 

With the help of a team of 
programmers and designers, 
Curry developed iPodder, 
an open-source app that 
can automatically download 
podcasts you subscribe to 
directly into iTunes, then 
place the audio content 
on any connected iPod . 
(Since its release, iPodder's 
source code has spawned 
a shareware version called 
iPodderX .) 

every day is actually prerecorded
whether it's a news story presented 
by a "live" news team or an edited 
radio segment played "live" on the 
air-Curry researched the possibilities 
of making prerecorded content 
available to broadband-equipped 
Internet consumers. He wanted a 
system in which he could subscribe to 
content and create his own channels 
for others to tap, and he wanted the 
content waiting for him (instead of him 
waiting for it) to download. Today, that 

But podcasting's roots 
actually go back about 
five years . Curry, who has 
worked in the broadcasting 
industry for decades, saw 
the untapped potential for 

With his home cable connection down, Curry 
delivered his October 14th Podcast to the masses 
via his PowerBook .. He drove to a nearby school and 
"borrowed" its wireless bandwidth to do the upload. 

real-time broadcasting via broadband 
Internet back when the dot-com boom 
was still booming. His goal was to 
find a way to deliver audio and video 
content straight into people's homes 
via their computers. Unfortunately, 
having enough bandwidth to stream 
audio and video content was-and 
still is-an unattainable goal for 
most consumers. 

So he changed his way of thinking. 
Since most broadcast content we hear 

\ 

system is Podcasting. 
If you're interested in finding 

out more about this new broadcast 
medium, Curry podcasts his own 
show, Daily Source Code, from his 
home using a G4 PowerBook. You 
can subscribe (using RSS) to his daily 
musings at http://wolk.datashed.net 
/users/adam@curry.com/curryCom 
.xml and keep up with what's going 
on in his daily life via his blog at 
http://live.curry.com . 

NEWSTUi:F I 
~ DON'T LOOK BACK 

Altec Lansing GTSOSl 
$149.95 
www.alteclansing.com 
Available: Now 
With the GT5051, 
you don't have to 

But will they work 
in an open field? 

worry about finding room for the rear 
surround-sound speakers-they're 
mounted on top of the front speakers 
and bounce sound off of walls so that 
you hear.audio behind you. 

~ VO, GI JOE! 
Feral Interactive Commandos Battle Pack 
$50 
www.feral.co.uk 
Available: November 2004 
Commandos 2 and 3 finally come to 
the Mac in one glorious package: the 
Battle Pack, in which you control a 
rag-tag group of Allied forces in World 
War II. LAN play includes options for 
death match or cooperative combat. 

~ LOOK MA, NO MAC! 
ILY SlimDVDup 
$699 
www.ily.com 
Available: Now 
Using the Slim DVD up, 
you can make copies-er, 

backups-of your CDs This CD/DVD 
and DVDs without using burner doesn't 
your Mac. The compact need your Mac. 
unit supports all DVD 
media and can serve as 
a portable music-CD player. 

~ POCKET OFFICE 
PalmOne Tungsten TS 
$399 
www.palmone.com 
Available: Now If only the TS had 
The latest Palm PDA/ a clickwheel... 
MP3 player has 256MB 
of memory and built-in Bluetooth, and 
connects to your Mac as a USB drive 
for transferring photos and videos that 
you can view on its 320 by 480 color 
screen. You can even use it to edit and 
create Word and Excel docs, and to view 
PowerPoint files . 
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DROOLWORTHY 
Sexy Stuff We Can't Wait to Get Our Mitts On 

Maxi-Bling mini.+ 
You may think the iPod mini is the ultimate 
digital-music fashion statement, but Simple 
Solutions Technologies' Crystalmini-Jaguar 
($899, http://crystalmini.com) ups the bling 
factor by encrusting a gold mini with 1,000 
Swarovski crystals . Crystalminis are available 
in a variety of colors and patterns from $699-
and a "Tigerrr" version is in the works. 
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Ewtras 
Settings 

Shuffle songs 
Batklight 

+-Feed Your Head 
The sunglass superstars at Oakley believe that 

since your ears are on your head, maybe your 
MP3 player should be as well. The new 

Thump line of MP3 player-equipped 
eyewear ($395 for 128MB or $495 for 

256MB, http: //oakley.com) comes 
in seven different lens and frame 

color combinations, with polarized 
lenses on the 256MB models. 



PIRATES OF THE 
CARIBBEAN: THE 
NEXT GENERATION 
Pirating today is a major problem for high-seas commerce; now 
you can be a part of the solution-or the problem. In DioSoft's 
Pirates Of The XXI Century, expected next year, you can play 
an American navy seal, a malicious but freedom-loving modern 
pirate, or a minion of the Hong-Kong Triad-choose your side 

and fight the corresponding enemies. The game combines 

linear story lines with nonlinear opportunities for mayhem or 

bravery, as in games like True Crime and Grand Theft Auto. The 
main action is first-·person shooter but changes to third-person 

when you're driving, sailing, flying, or even diving in the ocean . 
Multiplayer action includes death match and assault modes on 
large ocean vessels.-Matt Osborn 

GENTLEMEN, 
START YOUR 
CHARIOTS 
~If you dream of taking 

on Ben Hur or wish you 
could experience the 
Olympic games without 
softball or curling, we 
have good news. Candella 

Software's Chariots: The 
First Olympics plops you 
in the driver's seat of 
your very own tricked-out 
chariot and gives you the 

chance to participate in the 

.i 

One solution to high gas prices. 

776 BC Olympics. Choose from one of eight charioteers and one 
of eight chariot models-each character has unique abilities, 
and each chariot handles differently. You race throughout the 
ancient world, traversing snowbound 
mountains, deserts, and meadows, 

and passing monuments such as 
the Temple of Zeus, Lighthouse of 
Pharos, Acropolis, and Pyramids of 
Giza.-MO 

Chariots: The First Olympics 

Price $39.99 

Candella Software 
www.candellasoftware.com 
www.planetchariots.com 

NEW MYST WORLDS-BUILT BY FANS 
~Ever finished a game and wished that you could create the 
next installment? A group of gaming fans are doing just that, 
creating Ages of llathid, a side story to the Myst series, with 
permission from Myst developer 
Cyan. In I lath id, you go on a mission 
for Atrus, a character in Myst, and 
seek Linking Books that lead to new 
worlds. - MO Independent Myst fans 

http ://ilathid .losing-ground. net 

He's gunning for the guy who sold him that ludicrous shirt. 

EXPERIENCE YOUR OWN DIGITAL 
QUAGMIRE 
~The creators of Medal of Honor: Allied Assault plunge you 
into the most controversial conflict of the modern era (until 

recently, that is): the Vietnam War. In Aspyr's Men of Valor, the 
political situation, racial tension, and violence are all historically 
accurate, from search-and-destroy missions in Da Nang to the 
slurs used by your computer-controlled fellow grunts. During 
some of the missions, a camera crew follows your patrol, trying 
to take movies of combat-saving their sorry asses is one of your 

priorities. When you get hit (and you will), 
you can press and hold a bandage key to 
stop the bleeding-but you can't shoot 

... ~----- while applying first 
aid, so find cover. 

Up to 24 players can play 
on line as either Viet Cong or U.S. 

forces.-MO 

Experience the 
thrill of a low 
draft-lottery 
number. 

Men of Valor 

Price I $49.99 

Available I December 2004 

Aspyr Media 
www.aspyr.com 

MOD YOUR XBOX TO RUN MAC OS X 
You can now run your favorite OS on your favorite game 
console . Caveats: Performance is slow, and getting your 
Mac OS-equipped Xbox running is far from trivial. You need 
to install the Xbox-specific Xebian Linux, compile the Pear 
PC PowerPC emulator (see "Mac OS X for PCs," Dec/04, 
p16), then install OS X on your Xbox. Learn how to do it at 
www.cc.gatech.edu/- ranm a1/mac_install.html. .... -

I 
I 
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14 ~ ~E~!~!~e month in bite-size chunks 

l'M JUST A LONELY COW 
If your iMac G4 has been feeling low since the snappy new iMac GS upstaged it, cheer 
it up with one of the many Ubercute accessories from ani ani design studio (www 

.anianidesign.com). Give it a mouse pad with the poignant legend "I'm just a lonely 
cow" ($S.99), a Cababo Frog Design Cable Winder ($S.99), a Frog Dust Blower ($2 .99), 
or any of their colorful friends, and you'll put a smile on its optical drive tray-just 
don't tell it you're saving up for an iMac GS in both your Sumo Jira Coin Bank (onscreen, 
$11.99) and your Big Chicken Coin Bank ($12.99).-Rik Myslewski 

BUG OF THE MONTH 

Troubleshooting Solutions for the M acintosh 

SOLVE IMAC GS HICCUPS 

As positive as the response to the iMac 
GS ( tl ~ Dec/04, p38) has been , 

early purchasers are reporting some minor 
problems. Here's how to overcome them. 

PROBLEMS EJECTING DISCS If you're having 
problems ejecting CDs or DVDs from your 
new iMac GS, try booting into Open Firmware 
(hold down Command-Option-0-F during 
startup). Then type the command eject-cd, and press Return. Type reset-all, 
and press Return again to restart back into Mac OS X. 
HUMMING, BUZZING, AND CLICKING If a humming, buzzing, or clicking noise
quite loud in some instances-is emanating from your iMac GS (in most cases, the 
noise level varies with screen brightness), you may need to replace its internal 
power supply. Apple has identified these faulty power supplies as AC-Bel-branded 
and claims the noise occurs only when the iMac GS is plugged into a 220-volt 
outlets. You can obtain a replacement through Apple 's iMac GS troubleshooting 
assistant (www.apple.com/support/imac). 
OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE To optimize performance, install matched pairs of DOR 
SD RAM DIMMs. With two identical DIMMs (for example, two S12MB DIMMs rather 
than a single lGB DIMM) installed, the memory bus works at a 128-bit width, which 
improves your iMac GS's performance-up to 30 percent faster for some operations. 
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SHAREWARE PICK 
OF THE MONTH 
•mm•:• www.naratt .com $15 

G eneric is fine for toothpaste and 
dishwashing liquid, but shouldn't 

your Mac have the best of everything? 
You can start by replacing those dull 

Mac OS X folder icons with fun and 

ON THE 
DISC 

Folder Icon X 1.9.6 

fruity custom ones 

using Folder Icon X. 

Here's how. 
-Andrew Tokuda 

Folder Icon X can spice up your folder 
icons, making them easier to identify
and a lot more fun to view. 

Drag an icon 
of your choice 
over the 
generic folder 
icon, and 
press Save. 

Drag a 
generic folder 
inside the 
Folder Icon X 
window. 

1---~ "'~"~''0-' ---i In the dialog that 
Sii vt: As: fovo Foldtr Icon I a 

Whu e· ( m 0t:1ktop I ; I 
appears, select 
Create As Folder, 

•--c-, .. -, .. -, ,-.,,-.. ---• name your new folder, 
Q Crute••".icns"Jcondocumt:nt and press Save. 

Q our,1'1!Ylt¥<1 

Q s.rO.ftultSll U 

~ .. .. 
Repeat with other folders and icons, and 
enjoy a whole new icontabulous world. 



BookReview 
> 

THE CULT OF MAC 

You think you know Mac? Well, we 
challenge you to open to any photo 

filled page in long-time Mac observer 
Lea nder Kaheny's 268-page exaltation 

This colorful 
coffee-
table book 
celebrates the 
"cult" in Mac 
culture. 

of the Mac communi ty, The Cult of Mac 
($39.95 ; No Starch Press, 2004), and not 
learn something new about the Mac's 
history or the creat ivity of its fanat ica l 
devotees-from Macquariums to mods, 
The Cu lt of Mac covers it alt. Especially 
interesting are a 25-page exp loration of 
Japanese Mac addicts and a co llection 

of over two-dozen fantasy Macs. You 
always knew you were a mem ber of an 
exclusive, creative community ; this 
book proves it .- RM 

MAC-SAVVY WEB GEMS 
MAC-HINTS-TIPS.COM DIFFERENTDISTRICT.COM MACMUSIC.ORG 
For years, www.mac- During the past year, Thi s bili ngual (Engli sh 
hints-tips.com has www.differentdistrict and French) www 
provided a free month ly .com has grown into .macmusic.org site offers 
PDF newslet ter t hat cull s a thrivi ng communi ty, an incredib ly broad range 
tips from user groups, shari ng co lumns, reviews, of both pro and amateur 
magazines, books, and rumors, and a vast resources for t hose who 
Web sites . Now, fo r $4.95 collection of old Apple - make music wi th the ir 
a month, you can also commercia l QuickTime Macs-and it 's been 
access the si te's entire videos-more than 270 of around since t he Web 
tips database, which them, including a choice started wearing Huggies 
reaches al t the way back 1983 Lisa ad that stars a Pull-Ups. Raise a glass 
to The Beige Era . Be youthful Kevin Costner. of you r best Bordeaux to 
forewarned that some The site is now offering all MacMusic.org's visionary 
features work only in of these videos on one $9 founder, Fran~ois 
Internet Explorer (t hough DVD ; check it out at http:// Dechery, in celebration 
full Safari support is mo vi esd ifferentd i st ric t of the site's seventh 
coming soon). .com/dvd . birthday.- RM 

~t§,@ips 
~ Q, ... ., 

The Different District soy~z .un 
lh• bul9TT£rouh• ... nu t•k.., mus1c1en 

Here's your source for tips This lively site is run by a anglais ou 
ranging from lotus 1-2-3 to crew of true Mac addicts- fran~ais, ce site est de 
Mac OS 10.3 (Panther). check their About page. valeur inestimable.* 

* If you are an English or French mu sician, this site is invaluable. 

SATA BREAKS OUTSIDE THE BOX 
Drive and disp lay vendor LaCie (www.tac ie.com) 

has introd uced the Mac's first externa l SATA 
(serial advanced techno logy attachment) drives 
with prices beginning at $269 and capaci ti es up to 
400GB. When attached to La Ci e's two-channel SATA 
PCI card installed in your Power Mac, these drives 
will have a theoretica l maximum transfer rate of 150 
MBps- we can't wait to RAID a pair. - RM 

Sure, it looks 
like every 
other LaCie d2 
drive- but this 
one hooks up 
to your Power 
Mac in a whole 
new way. 

~ ~ 
canon introduced 

several new 
PI XMA photo printers, 

~ ~ 
including the iP6000D 
($179, www.usa 

~ Q) 
.canon.com), iP5000 
($199.99), iP4000R 

.--+- ($229.99), and 

....... iP8500 ($349.99). 

Cf) 
Th e com pany's new 

'U mu ltifun ction PIXMA's 
:u inc lude the MP130 

z z ($99.99), MP750 
-I ($249.99), and 
Ill MP780 ($299.99). 
:u 

CD The portable Selphy en 
DS700 ($199.99) lets 

:e you print directly from 
your digita l camera 
or memory ca rd and 
connects to your TV 
for image viewi ng. 

--=- ! """""'. Epson's new Stylus 
Photo R320 ($199.99, 

m-~-- www.epson.com) has 
.,J' """'f a maximum resolution 

HP's Photosmart of 5,760 by 1,440 dpi, 
325 doesn't uses six indiv idua l 
include the cute ink cartridges, and 
photos. pri nts directly to 

CDs and DVDs. 
The mu lti fun ction Stylus CX4600 
($149.99) comes with a photo kit. 
Hewlett-Packard unleashed a ton of 
printers for consumers and SOHOs. 
The Photosmart 325 ($149.99, 
www. hp.com) and Photosmart 
375 ($199.99) are portab le photo 
pri nte rs, whi le t he Photosmart 7450 
($99.99) , Photosmart 8150 ($199.99), 
and Photosmart 8450 ($299.99) 
are desktop photo printers. New 
monochrome laser pri nters include 
the Laserjet 1160 ($329.99), LaserJet 
1320 series ($399.99 to $599.99), 
and laserjet 2420 series ($549.99 to 
$899.99). HP's co lor lasers now inc lude 
the Color laserjet 3550 series ($799.99 
to $999.99). HP also unveiled the 
Business Inkjet 1200 series ($199.99 
to $349.99) and the Designjet 110plus 
series ($995.99 to $1,595.99), which 
can pri nt on 24-by-64-inch paper. 

Lexmark's latest, the C760 ($1,349, 
www. lexmark.com) and C762 ($1,869) 
are 25 -ppm co lor laser printers. Its 
SOHO E232 ($199) and E330 ($419) are 
monochrome lasers.-Roman Loyola 
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Minimum Maintenance 
Your Mac may be running like a champ, but that doesn't mean 
you should ignore preventative maintenance. With a little 
monthly tune-up, you can squash little inconsistencies before 
they fester into major, cantankerous problems that take down 
your whole system. We recommend that you do the following 
things every month. 
Run Software Update Apple releases software updates for 
a reason. Select Software Update from the Apple menu, and 
install everything it pulls up that's applicable-for example, 
ignore Bluetooth updates if you don't have Bluetooth. Yes, 

these updates can take a long time over a dial-up connection, 
but they'll save you time in the long run by keeping things 
running smoothly. 
Fix Permissions The OS is supposed to keep this stuff in 
check, but in reality, it often doesn't. Launch Disk Utility 
(/Applications/Utilities), select your boot drive, and click 
Repair Disk Permissions. 
Restart Your Mac Some of you strangely leave your Macs 
running morning, noon, and night. While Mac OS Xis quite 
reliable, we recommend rebooting at least once a month 
just to ensure that you don't have some renegade process 
unnecessarily eating up CPU time and memory. 
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Enlist Some Help 
Though Mac OS X can take care of most of its own problems, 
we like and regularly use two utilities for two different 
reasons-the first for maintenance, the second for emergency 
use. We highly recommend having both at the ready. 

fil C'od<1<1 fl fn• fllu format v- Wllldow ~Ip 

60 "' ....... 

--~)----

~ a. ... w... 
!i!i ~<..,.,wlc•u 

~ R--"'91 

e ,.,..- ...... tlll 
~ ~""--

Cocktail is a definite 
must-have for any 
Mac OS X user. 

Cocktail ($14.95, WWW 

.macosxcocktail.com) One 
of the best of the shareware 
bunch, Cocktail is a great, 
all-purpose maintenance 
app that takes care of a lot of 
the behind-the-scenes stuff 
on your Mac. It can repair 
permissions, clean caches, 
prebind your system, run 
cron scripts, and do other 
optimizing and maintenance 

tasks manually or at scheduled times. 
DiskWarrior ($79.95, www.alsoft.com) DiskWarrior has 
saved our lives. After booting from a CD or external drive, this 
app scours your main drive and rebuilds and optimizes the 
directory from scratch (as opposed to just patching it like other 
utilities do). We think it's the most complete, reliable, and 
trustworthy disk-repair utility available. If your own tinkering 
isn't fixing the problem, DiskWarrior is the way to go. 

If your Mac is acting funky, 
DiskWarrior is your best bet 
for getting things whipped 

back into shape. 

Pion <:hoo'e • d"k rrom 11\e l)(IPllP meriu ~low ind lhtn dick 
11!1 Rtbuildbunonlor1bulldthedlr1c1ory. 
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CaminoKnight.plist 

Capacity Auto Ru.n 

Capacity Helper 

CD Sessio ... Preferences 

Name: CO lnfo.cidb 
Kind: Document 
Size: 604 KB on disk (61S,192 

bytes) 
Created: Monday, November 10, 

2003 9:14 AM 

~=-~~~~~~ 

es;:~~: r 
~.,__,,,,,_.otn/t9Md ~ 
:.r:~-"'~"---Dt""-·• · "''"' 
°"""'-.-~«i.U..~Siwcw! ,._CD!ft9Cl .. Alll~&.qli(lll • 

-tMi";;.:..:..:!.") 

(Iii;- @ 

Last Login: Thu Oct 28 12:33:24 on ttyp1 
Welcome to Darwin! 

-----

[rmyslewskt:~] rmyslews% sudo rm -rt ~/.Trash/* 
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TOTAL 

Peripheral Problems (cont.) 

UNMOUNTABLE 
FI REWIRE 
DRIVES 
SYMPTOM: You installed Apple's latest 
OS X update, and now your Mac doesn't 
see your external FireWire drives. 

I CAN'T SEE 
MYiPOD 
SYMPTOM: You have a PowerBook or 
iBook with a FireWire drive hogging its 
one port, so you plugged your iPod into 

Software Issues 

DIAGNOSIS: This issue can rear its ugly 
head if you updated your Mac while your 
FireWire drives (including your iPod) 
were plugged in. 
PRESCRIPTION: Disconnect all of your 
FireWire drives, download the latest 

your 'Book using its included USB 2.0 
cable-but your 'Book acts like your 
iPod isn't there. 
DIAGNOSIS: Apple originally built the 
iPod's USB connection to accommodate 

combined updater from Apple's site 
(www.apple.com/support)-not from 
Software Update-install it, reboot 
your Mac, and then reattach your 
FireWire drives. Your Mac should 
mount them. 

Windows users and didn't offer USB-to
iPod Mac support until Mac OS 10.3.4. 
PRESCRIPTION: Update your Mac to the 
latest version of Panther (10.3.5 at 
press time). 

When one of your daily go-to apps misbehaves, it can cripple your productivity like a cast on your leg when you're trying to run a 
marathon. If you're apps are hurting, we're here to play Dr. Feelgood. 

SAFARI UNEXPECTEDLY 
Are you sure you want to reset Safari7 

Restnlng Silfafi erues your browsing his1ory, 
empdts tht utche. dt.ln 1he Downloads window, 
and recnovt:S cooklu. It illso removes ;'lflY saved 
n.l!TIU and p.uswords or 01her Autoflll 1ur and 
clean Google surch entties. 

viewing movie trailers or listening to 



a at ome. 
DIAGNOSIS: iSync is out of whack and 
has lost its footing on real data after 
syncing it to multiple Macs many times. 
PRESCRIPTION: Tell iSync to forget , 
everything it knows and repopulate 

MISSING MAIL 

[S!isarari Bookmarks 

~Add ress Book Coniau s 

0 IC.ii Calendars and To Do il<!ms 

All Reg is t ered Comp uter s ---------

Name _ _ LasJ Sy"ChrOn"IUd J 
Dalli! H.1ml11on"s Power \ lO/Z/0~ 8 34 AM 
Oua1Ci4 Today at 7 56 PM 

-----

expedite searching and browsing. If 

Where to Get More Help 

Cllecbd login keychaln 
Clltckedpauwotcllol'...Ut1rary.Ke)'Ctlalnlldavt 
Clledledselli!'IQSIOf ... l.illiary,~•vcttalnsldavo 
Cllecir.!ddelauttke'r'(ha1n 
Clleebdkeyctialnsea1clltiu 
Clleckedcontan1Sol ...Ut11eryA<eycnalnsldave 
lttm ·~.backbu1rtwdt:uom• llH unspetH1td ... ~1ue for pon ~mibuit 
r.em i'nall.aiarterlntemau:om· has un'f>8Cllted value lor po11 attr•bllle 
!:em "milll.dlartet.ner ha.a unspecified val\HI lo1 pon anrlbura 
1tem'l>OP.ciurlerintemetcom•itasunsoet1tedva11Jt1lo1por1at1r1t1ole 
r.em ·oollOO!o:.ap.org" has unspoorJod value lo1 port atlnbuto 
r.em "POfJ.ch•t1et!ntemetcorrf has oospocilicd valli8 lol pon atlrlbull! 
l'.!m •smtpa\Sfl.eattnHnlt.ner hu UNpacWed value lofporl attrlbuia 
Mm "maH.ctw1e1.nerhea unspedBed value IDf port attribute 
r.em<pop.cl'l.J.nenniemet.com· l\3sunspec1t.adv11Jue10rponauot1uto 
t:em "pop.dlartenniemetcom· hat unsped~ vaiue lot port anribU• 
Upd~ud po" imlb111t lor ·riu;t.bukbo11111d!,.com· 
UpdAJadport~lllor"maP.tnar1erin1emetcom' 
Upd11tedportal!ributelor"malldlar\ltr111r 
Updalld port attribule kn '"P09..chl1llrirtVm1t.com• 
Upd;ited ?Oft attribute kl r "'OutlOOk.agctx.l)ll!" 
Updat&d pen: attribuia for "pop.chart&rintemet.com· 
Updaledportattri!>1Jtefor "stn1P1ulh.e&l1hl!nk.ner 
Updaledportattribul!'lot"rnaU.d'l1r»r.ner 
Updal&d l)O!t atn?J..11a lot "pop..ctllJ11rinltmaltom' 
UpdAJed pcn: allrb.Jte lot "tl0o.charttrinlem1tcom• 
ChKbdcontents ol-.A.ltl1asy.~11nilMS_viiermea1a1aCA_Cer'tilca1Bs 
Protilemssuccesslullyrepaked 
Rep1lr completed 

ev1ces to your master. en carry on 
as usual. 

When iSync gets out of sync, 
reset all of your devices to one 
master Mac to get it back on track. 

l!(;•!lllllm!Eam Mallbox 

•~ ln (20) 
~Mac.com 
iS'I DTN (18) 
~AOL Mall (2) 

, !21 AOlMa1! 1t 2 

I 
• i21 Hotmail 

fJJunk E·Mail 
j ~O\Jt 

'I ['! Drafts 'i:1 Sem 
• ta Junk (98) 
.,. Mac.com 

' ... 0 AOLMall 

\ •0 AOLMall'2 

Synchronize 

Erase Deleted Messages 
Erase Junk Mall 

New ... 
Rename 
Delete ... 

Go To 
Use Th is Mailbox For 

Face it. Sometimes there are problems you just can't fix on your 
own. If you try the solutions here, run a few·disk utilities, check 
online at Apple Support, Macfixlt.com, and MacOSXHints.com, and 
still can't find the answer your problem, it might be time to turn it 
over to the big boys in Cupertino-or at least to their local agents. 

technician . If there's no help close by, 

Take yourself and your Mac to your local Apple Store for some 
free, immediate help from a Genius (who will charge you only if 
they need to send your Mac in for repair), or to a certified Apple 

call AppleCare at 800-275-2273, which 
provides free help if your Mac's still 
under warranty or help for a fee if it isn't. 
Alternately, the Apple Consultants Network 
(http://consultants.apple.com) can put you 
in touch with someone who can drop by your 
home or office to help cure your Mac. 

,~ Dave Hamilton, President ofThe Mac Observer, likes to spend his free time laughing about how lucky 
~we Mac users are that he didn't have to include one sentence about " Spyware" in this article. January 2005 25 



If you want no-cost, powerful apps that 
rival the commercial big boys, meet open 
source. by Johnathon Williams 

0 nly one thing beats free music, free love, and free beer 
(well , maybe not that last one) : free software. We're 
not talking about freeware or those damn AOL discs; 

we're talking about open source, software that's released for 

free by developers who want to further its development. We 
show you how to make your Mac open-source ready, introduce 
you to some awesome alternatives to commercial apps, and 

walk you through Photoshop and Office alternatives. 

WHAT IS OPEN SOURCE? 
Open-source software differs from freeware in that developers 
make its source code freely available- open - to everyone. 
Anyone can improve the code, and anyone can redistribute 
it and sell their versions for profit in accordance with the 
founding Open Source Initiative (www.opensource.org) and 

the GNU Public License (GPL; www.gnu.org). But many Mac OS 
X open-source apps require an X Window System to run . 

An X Window System is a graphical front end like Aqua for 
Unix-based operating systems-including OS X's Darwin. 

ON THE 
DISC 

Apple created its own X Window System : 
Xll for Mac OS X. We help you install 
it (see "Make Your Mac Open-Source 

Cyberduck 2.3.3, JEdlt 
4.2, OpenOffice.org 1.1.3, Friendly," p29), but first here are a few 
GIMP 2.0.5, and more 

good reasons why you should. 
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AWESOM E ALTERNATIVES 
There are tons of open-source apps available, and while most 
are comparable to one-trick pony shareware utilities, there are 
also open-source alternatives to major applications-here are 
a few heavyweight open-source contenders and their pricey, 

well-known equivalents. 

GDIP vs. AHOBE PBO'fOSBOP CS 

file ~tns J:ielp 

~ (~ p 'I' 
Il I' P A + 
~~~~~ 
0i lJ t'~ D 
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- ~ 

000 

GIMP (top) doesn't skimp on features and can hold its own against 

Photoshop CS (bottom)-unless your work involves publishing. 

GIMP GNU Image Manipulation Program is a worthy competitor 
to Photoshop CS (t:H:H' Feb/04, p44) for image editing. It 

offers many of the same advanced features, such as tools for 
fixing and enhancing photos, compositing images, converting 
file formats, and designing documents. It includes painting tools 
such as brush, pencil, airbrush, and clone; selection tools such 
as ellipse, marquee, lasso, and magic wand ; and manipulation 
features such as layer support, paths, alpha channels, masking, 
and multiple undo and redo . It also supports text, channels, plug
ins, Beziertools, and animation. GIMP installs directly in Xll . 

GDll' No direct CMYK mode. 

t Amazingly full-featured tool Automation more difficult than 

set. Photoshop compatibility. using Photoshop Actions. 

Terrific collection of $ GIMP: free, www.gimp.org 

automated effects. Adobe Photoshop CS: 

"' Initially awkward interface. $649, www.adobe.com 
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OPENOFl11CE 
t Strong word processing and spreadsheet 

capabilities. Compatible with Microsoft Office 
documents. Easy automation with macros. 

.a. Impress is no match for PowerPoint. 
Entourage equivalent is MIA. 
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open-source counterparts to most Redmond

source applications (Word 2004, right). 
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The only way to get some business die-hards to part with Microsoft 

Office 2004 ( Aug/04, p42) is to pry it from their cold, 

dead fingers. OpenOffice.org, however, provides a compelling 

alternative for the more open-minded. Like Office, OpenOffice.org 

is a suite of productivity apps that includes Writer (comparable 

to Word) for word processing, Cale (comparable to Excel) for 

INKSCAPE VS. ADOBE ILLUS'l'llA'l'OR OR CORELDRAW 

spreadsheet and chart-making projects, Impress (comparable to 

PowerPoint) for creating and showcasing multimedia presentations, 

Draw (no Office equivalent) for making quick sketches and 

diagrams, and Database User Tools (no Office equivalent) to 

manage mountains of information in a database. OpenOffice.org 

installs directly in X11. 
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Vector graphics are Illustrator's bread and butter, but lnkscape 

is a raw, meaty alternative for those who don't mind getting 

their hands dirty. Like Illustrator CS ( ~ v Mar/04, p42) 

and Core ID raw Graphics Suite 11 ( ti 0 0 Mar/03, p51), 

lnkscape lets you create and edit complex Scalable Vector 

Graphics SVG artwork. It features a basic toolkit and a library 

(;YBERDUCK vs. PANIC 1'RANS~ll1' 

INK SCAPE 
t Powerful basic tool set. XML-based file format 

offers compatibility with other programs. 
Clean interface. 

.a. No advanced tools. Scarce documentation 
compared to Illustrator. Buggy. 

$ lnkscape: free, www.inkscape.org 
CorelDraw: $399, www.corel.com 

Illustrator CS (right) has more tools, butlnkscape 

(left) is capable, and its price tag is nada. 

of shapes, and allows you to make paths, add text with kerning 

and gradients, do pattern fills, and autotrace. You won't find 

Illustrator's advanced text-composition controls, lighting 

effects, or 3D support, but you won't find its price tag either. 

Use Fink (see "Make Your Mac Open-Source Friendly," p29) to 

install in Xl 1. 
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Your Mac offers built-in FTP capabilities via the Terminal. But you 

have other FTP options: Transmit rules the roost when it comes to 

FTP programs, but Cyberduck offers 90 percent of the features for 
O (zero) percent of the cost. Yeah, we know Transmit is technically 

~ Mf· I .,_. 
~ -~.-1.1 ...... .. __ .... , .... 1/l • i ... l 

- I / U ICI• 

t Supports secure and standard file 
transfers. Integrates with popular text 
editors such as BBEdit. 

.a. Interface is inferior to Transmit. 
$ Cyberduck: free, http://cyberduck.ch 

Panic Transmit: $24.95, www.panic.com 

If you're graphically inclined, Cyberduck 

(Left) gives you the same powers as Transmit 
(right) for free. 

shareware, but all good Mac addicts pay for their shareware. Like 
Transmit, Cyberduck allows secure file transfers via SSH, features 

an FTP browser, and supports multiple connections, drag and drop, 

Keychain, and Rendezvous. Plus, this duck quacks fine in Aqua. 
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st:nrnus vs. ADOHE INDESIGN cs Oil UUAilKXPRESS 

st: urn us 
t Famil iar tool set. Awesome PDF support. 

"' Font support limited to X11 fonts; Mac 
fonts unavai lable without conversion. 

$ Scribus : free, www.scribus.org.uk 
Adobe lnDesign CS: $699, 
www.adobe.com 
OuarkXPress 6: $945, www.quark.com 

Create pages fit for service-bureau printing 
using Scribus (left), and avoid the expense of 
commercial tools like In Design CS (right). 

Commercia l software has enjoyed a lockout on professional 
layout programs for many years, but Scribus is po ised to 

the big boys, offers vector-drawing tools, and supports 
CMYK, color separati ons, ICC color management, PDF, 

change th at. Like In Design CS ( ,_; Feb/04, p46) and 
QuarkXPress ( _, Sep/ 03, p42) , Scribus allows you 
to creative ly weave graph ics and words to design professiona l 

pages for publishi ng. It features many of the same tools as 

scripting, and more. However, it sti ll has room for improvement, 

especially regard ing text hand ling: It lacks the ability to import 
styled text-a must for pub lishi ng pros. Use Fink to install 
in X11. 

GNUCASD vs. IN'l'UI'I' UUICIU!N 2005 

\;I Xll Appllcallons Edit Window Help 

e o e l.\. JolntChecklng-Reglsw 

E,He '"' YJ~ ~cuons ~a ports roolt t:l_elp 

• di ~ Ii Dll~ateScn!dule ! 0 0 "' Close Enler Cancel Del eta SplH Blank Jump 

Prmnt:MZ9.65 Futtrre:$42S.65 Clea1ed:$O.DO Reconclted:SO.OO Projec!edMlnlmum:1 

DlltiHull 101- I 
09110/04 OC!OOO HASTJNGS-ENTERTAINME FAVffiEVI "" 09/10/0.t 00000 WAL-MART t0JS9 FAVETIEVll.LE AR "" OSJIOI04 000110 SERVICE CHARGE W/O CHECK!NG Uns 

09/Hl/04 00000 "N WEST ARKANSAS MAL FAVITTEVI ""' 0Sflllf042972 FED INCL EARING CHECK Uns 
05'10/042974 ODA REGUlAR CHECK Uns 

OSl13/04 00000 lrTUNES MUSIC STORE 866-71Z{775 I • ""' 09113/04 OOOCIO MIDWAY LIQ FAVmEVILLE AR Uns 
09/IJ.IQ.j 00000 JOHNSON C STOROOUZJ JOHNSON A Uns 

09113/04 00000 PIZZA HUT 1}UIJZ616ZtH3133 Uns 
0911ll'!M 000!10 LONE STAR-SPRlOC\440 SPRINGDAL Uns 
0Sfl3/ll4 00000 SERVICE CHARGE W/O CHECKING ""' 

GNUf:ASII 
t Foreign currency support. Easy importing 

of QIF fi les. Strong 
business-accounting featu res. 

"' No online banking support. 
Accounting-based structure may 
be difficult for nonaccountants. 

$ GnuCash : free, www.gnucash.org 
Intuit Quicken: $69.95, www.intuit.com 

For personal or small business finances, 
Gnu Cash (left) offers comprehensive tools for 

less than Quicken 2005 (right). 

Quicken 2005 (t; ,_; Dec/ 04, p42) may be the standard 

bearer for personal finance on the Mac, but GnuCash wi ll track 
your money wit hout demanding t hat you part with some of it 
too. Like Quicken, GnuCash features too ls to schedu le recurring 

transactions for all you r persona l needs, set up and keep track 

of mortgage and loan payments, and hand le all facets of small 
business accoun ting, includ ing invoicing, customer and vendor 
tracking, and payments . Use Fink to install in X11 . 

,JEDI1' vs. HAREHONES HBI!DI'I' H 
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,JllIH'I' 
t Syntax highl ighting for all major code types. Powerful 

search-and-replace capabilities. Optional extensions 
add support for just about any feature. 

"' No AppleScript support. 
$ jEdit: free, www.jedit.org 

BareBones BBEdit 8, $179, www.barebones.com 

Aesthetics aren't priority when it comes to powerhouse 
text editors, but the freebie jEdit (left) looks more elegant 
than the price-tagged app BBEdit 8 (right). 

Text editors may be a dime a dozen, but on ly a few qualify 
as legitimate power apps-and jEdit is among them. Li ke t he 
ol' stalwart BBEdit ( t; p36) , jEdit features syntax 
highlighti ng (it supports over 130 fi le types), keyboard 

shortcuts for practica lly everything, unli mited undo and redo, 
markers, un limited clipboards, word wrapping, and more. 
Even better, its Java-based code runs right on top of Aqua
no X11 needed. 
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MAKE YOUR MAC 
OPEN SOURCE 
FRIENDLY 

B efore you start stockpiling free open-source apps, install 
an X Windows System on your Mac. Don't worry-it's 
easy, and the required software is free. You need a Power 

Mac G3 or faster, 256MB RAM, Mac OS 10.3, plus the following: 

Xcode Tools (free, install from the Panther Developer CD or 
down load from http ://deve loper.apple.com/macosx) 
X11 for Mac OS X (free, www.apple .com/macosx/features 
/ x11/download) 
X11 for Mac OS X SOK (free, optional part of Xcode Tools
install from the Panther Developer CD or the Xcode Tools 
download) 
Fink (free, http ://fink.sourceforge .net) 

If you're running Mac OS 10.1or10.2, don't growl; you can 
play too-just not with Apple's X11 (Apple dropped Jaguar 
support from its X11 implementation when the app graduated 
from beta status). Fans of that particular spotted cat need to 
install Developer Tools (Apple's predecessor to Xcode) and 
Fink, and then use Fink to install XFree86, an open-source 
version of the X Windows System. For more information about 
installing and using XFree86, visit www.xfree86 .org. 

For you Panther people, install all the software as you 
normally would , except for Fink. Install the Fink package 
from the disk image you download. Why do you need Fink? 
Simple: software dependencies. Y'see, while we Mac users 
are used to simple installation procedures that take care of 
everything, open -source apps are often distributed without 
the additional support files they need to run . Fink solves this 
problem by automatically downloading all dependent files 
when you install open-source software. When finished, drag 
the FinkCommander app (from its eponymous folder on the 
disk image) to your Applications folder. Alrighty, let's launch 
some apps! 

I:: About App .. . Studlo.pdf 
..., About Xcode Tools.pdf 

Packages 
iJ Utilities 

What"s New.pdf 
XcodeTOols.mpkg 

AprZOO~X ... Extras. pkg 
BSDSDK. pkg 
CHUO.pkg 
CrossDev ... ent.nlpkg 
DevDocumentatlon.pkg 
OeveloperTools.pkg 
DevExamples.pkg 
DeVSDK.pkg 
gcc2.9S.2.pkg 
gcc3. 1.pkg 
gcc3.3.pkg 

MacOSX!O.l. pkg 
MacOSXI0.2.8.pkg 
MacOSXl0.3.pkg 

• XIISDK pkg , 

T Preview 

Name: XllSOK.pkg 
Kind: Installer Package 
Siu: 5.5 MB on disk 

(5,808,856 bytes) 
Created: Thursd.ly, July 22., 

2004 10:08 PM 
Modified: Thursday. July 22, 

2004 10:08 PM 

Despite its name, Apple's Xll SOK is not part of the Xl 1 for Mac OS 
X download-find it as an extra install on your Xcode Tools CD or 
download. 

DEPLOY THE APPS 
Let's start with GIMP, which you can install into X11 without Fink 
(download it from http ://gimp-app.sourceforge.net). Open its 
disk image, drag the app icon into your Applications folder, and 
double-click the icon to install. Once it's finished, GIMP opens 
in X11 , which functions similarly to Aqua-though there are 
differences. Each application's menu bar is contained within its 
own window, Windows-style. Also , open-source apps generally 
use Control-key shortcuts, and not Command- or Option-key 
shortcuts. To quit GIMP, close the window or press Control-Q 
(pressing Command-Q will quit X11). 

To in stall apps that require Fink, don't download them via 
your Web browser-use Fink instead. Launch FinkCommander; 
a window appears, displaying a list of current apps available 
to install. Select an app, and click the install binary package(s) 
button (the icon with the blue plus sign), which installs a 
ready-to-roll package. Always choose this option it it 's available . 
If it's grayed out, click the install package(s) from source 
button (the icon with the green plus sign), which downloads 
the program's raw source code and compiles it. Either way, the 
download and install process can take a while, depending on 
the app's size and complexity, so go grab a snack. When you 
see the word Done at the bottom of the window, FinkCommander 
has finished. 

Fink puts comp iled app lications in /sw/bin . To launch an app 
in X11, first launch X11 (/Applications/Utilities/X11) . In the Xterm 
window that appears (which looks like the Terminal window), type 
the path to your desired app. For example, if you installed Scribus 
via Fink, type /sw/bin/scribus, and press Return . 

...... &. lnst;i!lt d 

scan ssh 
Seid 
sclentlr!cpyl hon-
sell ab 
scll.J b-atlas 

scrtbus -118n-en 
scrollkeeper 
scsh 
<di 

sdl-lmage 
sdl- imaoe-shlibi 

~libs (i.2.S-2)' . . . 

ihllbs {6b-16) . .. 

t (8 .00-3} ... 

Pac.kages : 1739 Displayed, 37 Installed 

U.tut Bin.try _£ mgory 
1.6b-2 l .6b-i ntt 
3.5- l 3.5 - 1 games 
2.4.3- 1 l.4.3-1 SCI 
3.0- 4 3.0-4 sci 

3.0-4 3.0-4 SCI 

l.0 -1 l.0- l U!lct 

0.3. 12- 2 0.3.12- 2 gnome 
0.G.4-11 O.G.4 - 11 shells 
1.2.7-1 1.2.7- 1 oaimes 
l.2.3-1 U .l - 1 games 
1.2.3- l 1.2.l-1 gamu 

0 

rDtsc_,lfptlon __ 

~~s;s~51~f:rr~~~:1n5~::~:se ;. 
Python modu les u.~eful for sclerll 
Software packaige for numerlul c 
Soltw.:are package for numerical c 

Engllsh documentation for scrlbu 
C.:11.:aloglng system for document: 

~~:s5-~~1;:!'!du~~1:e~~=~1:~, = 
SOL Image 1111! loading libmy 
SOL Image flle IGaid!ng library 

r 
FinkCommander is an installation portal to open-source's 
offerings-from games to scientific computing modules. 
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To fi x exposure 
problems, use GIMP's 
menubar and select 
Tools >Color Tools > 
Levels to open the 
dialog. Below the 
histogram (the 
mountain -like graph 
that represents image data), move the black slider (if 
needed) so that it sits directly below where the mountain 
starts to alter shadow detail. Move the white slider direct ly 
below where the mountain ends to readjust highlights. 
Move the gray (middle) slider left to brighten the mid 
exposure levels or right to darken them . Alternatively-if 
you' re lazy-just click Auto to have GIMP do the work for 
you . Tweak until satisfied, and then click OK. 

111X COLOll 111.UH 

To get rid of color 
oddities, go to 
Tools > Color Tools > 
Color Balance. The 
dialog that appears 
offers three sliders 
to boost or diminish 
color, along with 
three radio buttons 
to choose the tonal range you want to affect. With the 
Midtones radio button selected, we moved the Cyan/Red 
slider toward Red to get rid of our image's cyan color cast 
and moved the Yellow/Blue slider toward Yellow to warm 
things up. We did the same in the Highlights range. When 
colors look right to you, click OK. 
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One of GIMP's most '"'e-"-"'o __ "-=' 

alluring features 
is its awesome 
collection of effects
filter scripts-these 
treasures are stored 
in GIMP'S Script-Fu 
menu (standard 
filters are under 
Filters) . To make our 

• S:.ubtsm.N 
t> iMIMPJtHiorWft 
• Olllfy_ 

photo look as old as its subject, we selected Script-Fu> 
Decor> Old Photo. We also rounded our photo's corners 
and added a drop shadow by selecting Script-Fu> Decor > 
Rounded Corners. With most scripts, selecting the Work On 
Copy option in the filter's dialog produces the effect in a 
duplicate file, keeping your original intact. 

SAVE AND OPTDIIZE 

Unlike Photoshop, GIMP 
doesn 't have a ready
made Save For Web 
feature. But if you need 
to compress your file, 
you can achieve similar 
results by choosing 
the right save settings. 

-· .. -c,_ .... _, 1 

······-·· · e°"""''' ,., .. ,.,.-. 
lil , ...... -,f4• .. :HW.~ ·· ... 
o ..... iu ..... 

Select File> Save As. In the dialog that appears, enter a 
name and location for your new file, select JPEG from the 
Determine File Type drop-down menu, and click OK. In the 
resulting dialog, check the Preview In Image Window box. 
Move the Quality slider to the left to decrease the file size 
(along with the image quality) until satisfied. Then click OK 
to save. 



INSER'I' GRAPJm;s 

Placing charts and images into Writer docs is easy. To 
import your Cale chart into Writer, click its graphic to select 
it, press Control-C to copy it, click your Writer doc, and then 
press Control-V to paste in the chart-if you prefer, you can 
select commands from the contextual menu (Command
click or right-click). To resize an image, click and drag 
its green border. To move it around, click and drag from 
its center. To insert an image, select Insert > Graphics> 
From File. In the • • • 
resulting dialog, 
choose an image 
and click Open. 
Your image 
appears in your 
document, ready 
for you to move 
and resize. 

Pod Capacity and Pr ice Comp arisor 

••• 

SBAllE YOUll DOCS 

To share your documents with others, select File> Save As. 
In the dialog that appears, choose the Ale format you want 
from the File Type drop-down (it includes Rich Text Format, 
plain text, various Microsoft Word and Excel choices, 
HTML, and other Ale formats). If you want a PDF, select 
File > Export As PDF. 

Save as 

sersfjohnathonwUUams/Desktop/MA-OSfearurt' 

le Type Size Date modified 
OS. SIOE&WHATisOS. I Folder 10/01/2004, 14:42:42 
OS -masterolmp·shots Fo lder 10/04/2004, 14:49:09 
OS-maketrlendly·plcs Folder 10/01/2004, 14:05:32 
oecmoreapps.sxw OpenOrtlce.oro 1.0 T· 53~6 Bytet. 09/26/2004, 21:26:10 
IPodmemo.sxw OpenOrtlce.oro l ,O r. 55.9 KB 10/0412004, 14:54:13 
maln apps.,xw OpenOffice .org 1.0 r, 5 733 BytH 09/26/2004. 16:08:25 

ename: l1Podmemo 

e type· Op<>riOUicc OHJ 1 O Tr xt Oocu1ne-nt ( SKW) 

OpenOffice.org 1.0 Text Document (.sxw) ' ,.,. 
OpenON'lc«.oro 1.0 T•xt Document Ttmplate ( .ltW} 

Save ttlth pus~1!'1!fimk*3/£Z'ffi~~IQlff*#GWi ( 
Microsoft Word 6.0 (.doc) 

ettoi l\lch Text Format ( .lt f) 

... --.. ~~:~~:~=~~:~~!~~ate (.VOr) 

~ave 

cancel 

t:1elp 

FORGET THE BABY. DADDY NEEDS AN iPOD! 

J10Jl SPEED, GO AU'l'OPILO'I' 
~~~~~~~~~ 

Rather than reinvent the wheel, use Auto Pilot to build a 
custom word-processing template for your project at hand. 
For example, to create a memo, select File> Auto Pilot> 
Memo, and use the assistant that appears to choose a 
design, a layout, and Aeld types for your document. When 
Anished, your new memo template appears in Writer, which 
sports a familiar word-processor interface. The app's text 
entry and formatting tools work like those in most other 
word processors, so you shouldn't have any trouble writing 
your masterpiece. 

~\ I OpenOffice.org 1.1.2 

fJle fdlt rools. Window ttelp 

~ AutoPllot Memo 

lr;:=j b;;;~;;;:=:=~:_= ... :;;:_;;;.~;;;1:::;1:-- w•1c~ '~::£ v•u ••• ,.~ 

CllllA'l'E A CllAR'I' 

Select File> New> Spreadsheet to open a spreadsheet 
doc in Cale, which has an interface similar to that of Excel 
and AppleWorks. Enter data as you normally would in any 
spreadsheet app. When Anished, highlight the cells you 
want to chart by dicking and dragging across them, and 
then select Insert> Chart. The resulting chart assistant 
helps you set row and column labels, and choose a layout 
and design. Make your selections, type a title, and click 
Create. The chart appears in your spreadsheet window. 

'~Johnathon Williams has the entire GNU Public License tattooed 
~ on ... well ... you don't want to know. Read his blog and contact him 

at www.johnathonwilliams.com. 
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-iTrip 
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Let metake 
• you on a tr1p ••. 

Quick, where do you most often listen to music? In your car, right? 

The easiest way to enjoy all of that music in your car is the Griffin 

iTrip. Snap iTrip on your iPod or iPod mini and suddenly your music 

is filling up your next road trip, daily commute or business trip - right 

through the built-in FM stereo of any car. Buy an iTrip for your iPod 

or iPod mini and your favorite song will always be on the radio. 

iTrip 
FM Transmitter for iPod 

·The only FM Transmitter designed 
exclusively for the iPod & iPod mini 

• iTrip for 4G iPods also 
available. Please visit us 
oniine for more information 

... 
• 

L-----:::::own 

·Choose any empty station from 
87.7 to 107.9, and change your 
iTrip stations directly from the iPod 

• Draws power from the iPod, no 
batteries ever needed-or wasted 

(actual size) 

iCurve 
Laptop Desktop Stand 

·Raises notebook screen to eye level -
no more sore neck from looking down 

·Creates room on the desktop for your 
favorite USB keyboard and mouse -
wireless versions work great 

• Keeps your notebook running cool 
(and loud fans off) with 360° airflow 

iMic 
USB Audio Interface 

·Record your old records and tapes to play 
in iTunes, put on your iPod, or burn to CDs 

·Connect any keyboard, guitar or 
microphone directly to GarageBand for 
high quality recording 

·Use line level output to connect your Mac 
to a stereo or external powered speakers 

• 

iTalk 

·iifJ;nu:::t 
........-.. .. ~::::::: : . 

!Talk r. ......... 1 
~=:::::::::·· 
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Voice Recorder for iPod 

s3999 

·Turn your iPod into a digital voice recorder 
with thousands of hours of recording time 

·Automatic Gain Control assures the best 
possible signal level for recordings 

• Features internal microphone and built-in 
laptop quality speaker for playback 

·Connect an external microphone or even 
headphones to the built in pass-through 
mini jack connection on top 

Another great idea from (GRIFFIN) 

Buy now at www.griffintechnology.com 
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iPod Photo 
OVERLY OPTIMISTIC PHOTO-CAPABLE iPOD 

The term kludge has a long and noble 
history in the world of computing, 

honoring the resourcefulness of 
k/udgemeisters, who assemble 
disparate components into 
effective-if inelegant-bits of 
engineering. At best, however, a 
kludge remains, well, a kludge: 
something that works fine but would 
work much better if it were designed 
from the ground up rather than 
cobbled together. 

Apple's new iPod Photo is a 
kludge-it grafts photo-viewing 
capability onto the existing iPod. 
In many ways, the iPod Photo 
succeeds. However, when all is 
said, done, and squinted at, its 
2-inch LCD does not a fab photo
viewer make. 

What's in the box. The iPod 
Photo is a fourth -generation 
iPod at heart, with love-'em-or
hate-'em clickwheel controls. 
Included in its colorful box are: 
a pair of Apple's better-than-
average neodymium-driver 
earbuds (with two sets of foam 
covers-thoughtful), FireWire and 
USB cables, a power adapter, and 
a CD with the requisite software. 
Make sure you install the iPod 
software update-we discovered 
that the iPod Photo performs 
erratically in Photo mode without it. 
Also included are a carrying case, a 1.5-
meter AV cable for connecting the iPod 
Photo to your TV (more on that later), 
and a dock that has a combo AV/audio 
minijack port and an S-Video port. 

Fire up the iPod Photo, and a bright, 
crisp, color screen greets you. The iPod's 
menus appear in a slimmer, easier-to
read font with a highlight bar that glows 
blue-the former iPods' 160-by-128-
pixel monochrome LCD looks positively 
dowdy next to this display. The iPod 
Photo's 220-by-176-pixel LCD uses a 
transflective technology that employs 

The iPod Photo may be 
undeniably hypercool, but the gee
whiz factor wears thin quickly. 

even, bright backlighting to illuminate 
it indoors, and a semisilvered mirror 
beneath the LCD that reflects sunlight 
back through the pixels to provide good 
readability outdoors on a sunny day. 

As a digital music player, it's still the 
good ol' 'Pod you know and love, with a 
couple of notable differences. For one, 
ifthe tune you're playing has album art 
associated with it, that art now shows 

up as a tiny 1-centimeter box on 
the display. Also, when you're 
viewing a Playlist (you can now 
view seven, not six, tunes at 
a time), long titles now scroll 
horizontally so that you can read 
their full refulgence. While this 
is useful for digging through 
titles such as "7 Bagatelles, 
Op.33: 3. Allegretto," there's no 
option to turn off this sometimes
distracting feature or to tell it to 
scroll only once. 

Loading and viewing photos. 
Getting images onto this 'Pod 
is a snap: Connect your iPod 
Photo to your Mac, launch 
iTunes 4.7, select your iPod in 
the Source window, then click 
the iPod options button in the 
lower-right corner of the iTunes 
window. Click the Photos tab, 
and a dialog will appear, asking 
which iPhoto albums you want 
to transfer to your iPod Photo. 
Make your selections or select 
Copy All Photos And Albums. From 
there, iTunes will convert them 
to iPoddable images (on our Dual 
2GHz Power Mac GS, we converted 
250 images in 2.5 minutes), and 
then download them to your iPod 
(our 250 test images took about 
half a minute to arrive at the 'Pod). 

When you select an album 
in the Photos menu, a 5 by 5 grid 

of 25 thumbnail photos appears, 
each a miniscule 7 by 5 millimeters
and there's no option to change the 
grid to show a more-readable 16, 9, 
or 4 thumbnails. If the photos are 
quite different-say, a face versus a 
flower-it's easy to find the correct 
one. But if the photos are similar-for 
example, a series of concert photos
your chance of selecting the photo you 
want drops precipitously. 

Select an image, and it appears on 
the display. Reasonably well-exposed 

COMPANY: Apple 
CONTACT: 800-795-1000 or 
408-996-1010, www.apple.com 

REQUIREMENTS: FireWire or USS 2.0 
port, Mac OS 10.2.8 or later (10.3.4 or later 
recommended), iTunes 4.7, iPhoto 4.0.3 or 
later (recommended) 

GOOD NEWS: Bright, crisp, color display. 
Massive storage capacity. It's an 1Pod 

MacAddict RATED 
0 

PRICE: $499 for 40GB or $599 tor 60GB 
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BAD NEWS: Small display equals small images 
M1mscule thumbnails Image playback only. GREAT 



images look fine, but it's a struggle to 
see detail in any underexposed shot. 
Happily, the display's 65,536-color 
range doesn't cause any posterization, 
even in test photos we chose for their 
subtle gradients. However, since the 
display's aspect ratio is 4:3, some of 
our horizontal photos had black 
letterbox borders above and 
below, and all of our vertical 
photos had black space fore 
and aft. 

Click the forward and back 
buttons to navigate through 
an album, or click the select 
button to go into slideshow 
mode. Settings such as Time Per Slide, 
Repeat, and Shuffle are selected in the 
Slideshow Settings menu, where you 
can also choose the Playlist you want 
to accompany your slideshow-choose 
From iPhoto, and your iPhoto slideshow 
music settings will transfer to the iPod 
Photo. Convenient. 

Viewing slideshows on the tiny 
screen is a solitary amusement, but 
if you want to share your photos, use 

STUCIOPRO 
Professional Desktop Audio Monitors 

Thousands of artists and pro studios 
around the world use M-Audio monitors 
to record the music you love. Now our 
new SludioPro 4s bring the same 
unparalleled performance, technology 
and value lo Mac lovers. They're the 
perfect companion for iPods, iTunes, 
AirPort Express, GarageBand and, 
well, your entire Mac music 
experience. Hear your music !he way 
ii was meant to be heard. Audilion 
the SludioPro 4s al an Apple dealer 
near you today. 

the included AV cable to hook up your 
iPod to the video and stereo input RCA 
ports on your TV. You can also hook up 
via S-Video, but you must supply your 
own cable. When showing a slideshow 
on TV, the iPod Photo's display shows 

Hook up the iPod Photo's dock to your TV 
using either the component-video minijack 
(left) or S-Video port (right). 

the current image, plus the preceding 
and next images-and you can use the 
forward and back buttons to navigate. 
Image quality is more than adequate 
when you connect to the TV via the 
headphone jack, and you can then use 
the clickwheel to control volume-you 
can't when connected via either port 
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in the dock. 
The bottom line. It's never fair to 

judge a product on what it isn't, but 
we can't help but wish that the iPod 
Photo more fully lived up to its name 
by including a media-card slot and the 

ability to view photos downloaded 
from inserted cards . Yeah, the 
iPod Photo relies on your Mac 
and iTunes to iPodify photos, 
but if devices such as the Archos 
Gmini400 ($399, www.archos. 
com) can accomplish that 
feat-in addition to having a 
larger screen and overall smaller 

size, having the ability to play MPEG-
4 video, and including an FM tuner-why 
can't the iPod? 

That said, the iPod Photo is still, 
after all, an iPod-the best digital music 
player on the planet. We only wish that 
when Apple decided to create a digital
photo viewer, it had gone back to the 
drawing board and created one from 
scratch, rather than try to kludge it into 
the tight confines of the iPod's 2-inch 
screen.-Rik Mys/ewski 
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PREEMINENT TEXT EDITOR 

when we were saving 
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Web authors will be happy to know 
that, holding true to Bare Bones 

Software's tag line, BBEdit 8.0 "doesn't 
suck." In fact, the latest version has a 
whole lot going for it. The new features 

reinforce BBEdit's position as a leader 
in HTML authoring, without making the 
application slow and bloated. 

Text Factory documents. 

Fortunately, Bare Bones has 
downloadable updates that 
fi x this bug, plus an update 
that fi xes minor instabilities 
associated with its FTP and 

We love BBEdit's way-cool drawer interface for Find and 
Replace functions. 

Our favorite new feature is the Text 
Factory-if you're a heavy-duty text 

processor, you'll discover instant 
benefits. Serious text-wrangling often 
requires performance of multiple 
operations on groups of files . Instead of 

BBEdit's drawer-based interface 
totally rocks. 

requiring that you either remember what 

you did or save each step, Text Factory 
allows you to save a series of steps 
as a Text Factory document. You can 
then execute the steps over your group 
of files. Text Factory supports any of 
BBEdit's built-in tools, AppleScript, and 
anyth ing you can run from the command 
line, including Perl scripts and Stream 
Editor (SED) commands. 

Get the updates. DISC Unfortunately, BBEdit 
crashed when we used 

~e_e_Ed_lt_e._o _d•_m_• _~ Text Factory-twice 

() () ('\ •_ Author lndt:x S.lkl 

SFTP open and save features. 
The first thing you should do after 
installing BBEdit is head on over to the 
Bare Bones Web site and get the updates. 

Most of BBEdit's new features are 
aimed at programmers or designers. 
It offers improved support for Mac OS 
X's Unix underpinnings-anything you 

can run from the command line, you 
can apply from BB Edit. Speaking of 
the command line, BBEdit also has an 
improved command-line tool. 

The integrated HTML Tidy Tool cleans 

up HTML and XHTML documents. 
CSS support and the syntax checker 
are better-you can check fragments 

of syntax and mark areas you don't 
want to check, dispensing with bogus 

errors generated by code for dynamic 
languages such as PHP. 

BBEdit's drawer-based interface 

totally rocks. It reduces screen clutter 
when you' re working with large numbers 
of files, and improves file handling 
and multiple-file searching. However, 
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BBEdit's Text Factory lets you perform a series of steps over a group of documents. 

we couldn 't find a way to open multiple 
documents directly into a drawer 

window. 
Geeky stuff. BBEdit supports Perforce 

and Concurrent Versions System, two 
versioning systems that maintain copies 

of documents as you revise them, 
enabling you to roll back to a previous 
version . The program offers support 
for Affrus, the only Perl integrated 
development environment for Mac OS X, 

and Exuberant CTags, an open-source 
technology that assists in navigating 
code and providing context-sensitive 
help functions. Bare Bones also added 
bbdiff to its command-line suite, 
allowing you to compare documents 

from the command prompt using 
BBEdit's efficient algorithms. Last but 

not least is support for codeless syntax 
coloring; no more programming to 
support a new language syntax. 

Designers will love the improved 
Preview Server. In BBEdit 7.0, the 
Preview Server would only render 
static code-HTML, XHTML, and so 

forth . Now it calls on the functions of 
Mac OS X's built-in Web server and 
uses its resources to support dynamic 

code. If you work with Macromedia's 
Dreamweaver, you may be disappointed 
to learn that you must have Dreamweaver 
MX 2004 to work with BBEdit 8.0. That 
stinks-not everyone wants to pay 
Macromedia's $199 upgrade fee. 

The bottom line: There are times 
when you love a piece of software so 
much that you think it's the perfect tool 
for a particular task. BBEdit 8.0 is one 
such piece-but make sure you get the 
updates .-Mary Tyler 

COMPANY: Bare Bones Software 
CONTACT: 781-687-0700, 
www.barebones.com 
PRICE: $179 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 10.3.5 
or later 

GOOD NEWS: Sleek Eff1c1ent Capable. Continues 
to kick serious ass. 

MacAddict RATED 
0 
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BAD NEWS: Problems with crashes (though 
downloadable updates can fix them) GREAT 
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REALbasic Professional 5.5.3 
QUIRKY DEVELOPER TOOL 

Application developers will delight in 
using REALbasic 5.5.3's drag-and

drop controls. ·REALbasic even prompts 
you to enter code for the relevant events 
when you double-click a control. With 

this strong upgrade, you can now 

even a new converter that makes ports 

from Microsoft's Visual Basic easy. 
REALbasic also has SOAP (simple object 
access protocol, a series of routines that 
you call to access Web applications) 

and XML support so that you can add 
live data from a 
variety of Web 
applications such 

" ~~:i)_O<_lm - o) Alarm~ rn 

as Google, stock 
tickers, and weather 
reports . All of these 
features make ...:~wn =wra[3 Ii~ __ {)d 
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the Mac a viable 
cross-platform 

development 
8 o.....,,_ O lotsol'-; 

environment. Cool. 
~@!!)<-> o Then there's 

0 
0

1 the plethora of 
0

' Mac-specific 

improvements. 
REALbasic now 
builds Mach-0 

You need lots of screen to sort your windows in REALbasic 
Professional 5.5.3-

(zero) console apps, 

in case you want 

develop a working interface in just hours 
instead of a week. Fantastic. However, 
once you get t hrough REALbasic's drag
and-drop features, you must develop the 
code behind the interface-REALbasic 
is a pro development environment that 

requires pro programming skills. 
REALbasic has several new and 

significant features. From the safety 

and comfort of your Mac, you can now 
develop app lications for Windows 
(98 through XP), along with Linu x 
distributions such as Red Hat Enterprise 
3, SuSE Linux 8.1 and later, and 

Mandrake Linux 9.1-just develop 
the app as you normally would (avoid 
proprietary features, of course; you 
can't use AppleScript for a Linux app, 
for example), and then compile it for 
~----~ the OS you want. For 

ON THE developers who want 
DISC to escape Microsoft 

REALbaslc 5.5.3 demo hegemony, there's 

to skip interface 
creation and make apps that run from the 
command line. It also does a better job of 
squeezing an application's file size
simple applications can now slip under 
1MB. Plus, it supports rounded buttons 

and combo boxes, interfaces with the 
Address Book, scrolls faster, offers 
full keyboard access, and responds 
to Apple's speech-driven command 

technologies. If you need to do any of 
those things, you're in good shape. 

Call for help. Unfortunately, REAL 
Software's tech support policy flat-out 
stinks. The free email support doesn 't 

answer even simple questions within 
72 hours, and phone support ranges in 
price from $49.95 for a single incident 
with a three-day response time to 
$2,499.95 a year for unlimited incidents 
and one-day responses. 

You'll rely extensively on the on line 
Language Reference and the over 
500-page PDF manual. The manual is 

fairly complete and relatively easy to 
understand, and has a conveniently 

linked index. The on line reference is 
decent, especially its context-sensitive 
features-it jumps to an object when 

it's selected. You can't, however, open 
more than one view at a time-you can't 
see, for example, info on the Date class 
and the ListBox class at the same time. 

The bottom line. Despite some 

usability quirks and inattentive tech 
support, REALbasic is an outstanding 
development tool. The learning curve for 
creating applications that actually work 

is phenomenally low. REALbasic does 
difficult things with aplomb-but heaven 

help you if you need to contact tech 
support-Mary Tyler 

FORMAT FOLLY 
In BASIC programming syntax, an if 
statement with a multiple-statement 

then clause needs an end if to 
close the block. A single-statement 
then does not require end if. 
For REALbasic, all of the following 
statements work fine. 

if (a) then x=b 
if (a) then 

x=b 
end if 

That said, REALbasic is finicky 
about formatting and white space, 
which goes against a programmer's 
conventional thinking. The examples 

below cause syntax errors even 
though, according to standard BASIC 
syntax, they shouldn't. REALbasic 
requires end if when a then clause 
is on a separate line, even if the 
clause consists of only a single 
statement. The example statements 
below cause syntax errors. 

if (a) then 

x=b 
if (a) 

then x=b 

COMPANY: REAL Software REQUIREMENTS: G3 
CONTACT: 512-328-7325, PowerPC Mac or faster, Mac OS 

COOD NEWS: Fast application development Easy 
learning curve for experienced programmers 

MacAddict RATED 

0 www.realsottware.com 8.6 to 9.x or 10.1 or later, 32MB 
PRICE: $399.95 (download) or $449.95 (boxed) RAM, 20MB disk space 
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easy tasks easily. Wonky syntax checker. GREAT 
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Flash Trax 
FINICKY PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYER 

S martDisk's FlashTrax cuts the 
carbs from your gadget gluttony. 

This portable hard drive and media 
player provides storage for your gadget 
data, plays music, and has an LCD 
screen to display pictures and videos. 
Now you can leave your notebook 
behind-and maybe even your iPod 
(gasp!)-when you go on location 
shoots or snapshot sprees. 

The device measures about 5.5 by 
3.5 by 1.25 inches with its lid closed, 
and weighs 12 ounces, so you can 
comfortably carry it in your coat pocket. 
Flip open the LCD, and FlashTrax looks 
like a Game Boy Advance SP. The LCD 
is bright-but the brightness isn't 
adjustable-and there's also no latch to 
keep the LCD closed, although the tight 
hinge stops it from flying open. 

FlashTrax comes in 20GB, 40GB, and 
80GB versions. Its single media card slot 
accepts only CompactFlash cards; if you 
use SmartMedia, Sony Memory Stick, 
Secure Digital, or Multimedia Memory 
cards, you need to pay $49.99 more for 
the optional media adapter. 

There are two ways to transfer files : 
Insert your CompactFlash card and press 

Leave your notebook behind
and maybe even your iPod. 

the Copy button to copy the contents 
of the whole card (copying our 512MB 
card with pictures and videos took 5 
minutes), or connect FlashTrax to your 
Mac via USB and transfer files and 
folders individually. 

Once your files are saved to FlashTrax, 
you use the device's File Explorer utility 
(which resembles the Mac's Finder in 
list mode) to access them. You navigate 
Explorer using the directional pad to 
select your directory or file and Enter 
and Esc buttons to open or close 
the directory or file . The interface is 
intuitive, but not snappy. 

FlashTrax displays JPEG, GIF, and 

BMP images, Tl FF thumbnails, and RAW 
images from Canon, Fuji Film, Minolta, 
Nikon, Olympus, and Pentax cameras. 
The Photo Viewer mode displays 
the image, along with the image's 
metadata, which includes information 
such as the date and time a photo was 
shot, its horizon t al and vertical pixel 
resolution, and the camera's f-stop 
and shutter settings. You can control 
the slide show manually using the 
directional pad or use the auto slide 
show feature, which cycles through 
images for you. During the slide show, 
you can zoom in and out of most 
images or rotate them, but you don't 
get the metadata displayed in the 
Photo Viewer. 

FlashTrax's video playback is limited 
to motion JPEG movies up 320 by 240 
pixels at 30 fps or 640 by 480 pixe ls 
at 10 fps. FlashTrax flawlessly handled 
AVI and MOV videos shot with digital 

still cameras but couldn't handle our 
latest iMovie creation. When we copied 
a MOV file to FlashTrax and tried to play 
it, we found ourselves staring at a blank, 
gray screen-and the only way out was 
to reset or power down. If you have 
QuickTime movies, the SmartDisk Web 
site recommends using QuickTime Pro to 
convert them into Photo JPEG files with 
8-bit mono or stereo sound. 

If you're not devoted to your iPod, 
FlashTrax does double duty as an 
MP3 player, but there's no seamless 
integration with iTunes. In fact, FlashTrax 
can't read the AAC format, so you must 
convert your iTunes Music Store files to 
MP3 and copy them to FlashTrax. 

If you're sick of lugging around 
a notebook, FlashTrax is a viable 
alternative. We're not ready to ditch our 
iPods just yet, but we're making room in 
our car trunks to stash our PowerBooks. 
Our backs are thankful.-Roman Loyola 

COMPANY: SmartDisk 
CONTACT: 239-425-4000, 
www.smartdisk.com 

(40GB), or $399.99 (20GB) 
REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 8.6 or later, 
USB port 

COOO NEWS: Small Easy to use. Lots of functmnalily 
TV connect1v1ty 
BAO NEWS: Slow interface. No brightness adjustment 
No AAC support 

MacAddlct RATED 

00000 
SOLID PRICE: $699.99 (BOGB), $499.99 
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Photo/Graphic Edges 6.0 
COOL-BUT-INEFFICIENT IMAGE-ENHANCING SOFTWARE 

Photo/Graphic Edges 6.0's 10,000-

plus edges (we lost count around 
1,734) enable you to turn straight-edged 
pictures into designer art with organic, 
industrial, geometric, or just plain 
weird edges. The software covers 
eve~imageedgeyoucandream 

The stand-alone app ran about 
15 percent faster than the plug-in. 

up (or have nightmares about), but 
it disappoints when it comes to 
performance and stability. 

layers, montage creation (multiple 

images in one layer), focal adjustments 

that alter the depth offield, and 
photo borders that emulate 
everything from old-school 1950s 
scalloped picture borders to 
Polaroid-print borders. You can 
also adjust a border's texture and 

lighting, as well as the texture of 
the image itself. 

Create montages featuring edge treatments 
on every image in a group_ 

faster than the final render time. 
To grant ultimate power over its edgy 

little universe, Photo/Graphic Edges 

provides a variety of brushes that can 
spot-apply any of the included effects . 
Unfortunately, the brushes provide only a 
single-pixe l line of application feedback 
so that we couldn't see exactly where we 
added the effect. It's a frustrating exercise 
in control-or lack of it. 

The app's preset edges and borders 
were useful, but we found that the end 
results depended heavily on the original 

photo's image quality. Our professional 
studio shots fared well after we applied 
a good dose of preset effects; however, 
our snapshots of Aunt Sally's visit to the 
zoo didn't benefit to the same extent. 
Using custom settings offered better 
results, but it took forever to achieve the 

desired effect. 
The bottom line. Photo/Graphic Edges 

succeeds in providing fun, unique, 
and interesting edges to enhance your 
images, but its performance is lackluster 
and its learning curve is daunting. The 

power to keep tweaking images to 

Unlimited tweaks and options 
abound, although the unique interface is 
somewhat perplexing at first. Although 
rollover pop -up menus provide handy 
hints to the interface's many buttons, 

Speed_ You can use Photo/ 
Graphic Edges as a Photoshop plug
in or as a stand-alone application 
that can import images directly and 
save in various formats, including 

bitmap, Photoshop, TIFF, JPEG, and 
PNG. We fou nd that the stand
alone app ran about 15 percent 
faster than the plug-in version. The 

Photo/ Graphic Edges 6.0's interface is unique 

we found this feature only occasionally 
helpful. The hints revealed wisdom when 
we least expected it, but then let us 
down when we really needed some solid 
help, and we couldn't find mention of the 

hints feature anywhere in the manual. 
In addition to offering an abundance 

of edges, Photo/Graphic Edges supports 

but daunting for casual users. 

plug-in's speed is wretched, even on our 
Dual 1.25GHz G4 Power Mac with 1GB of 
RAM-applying an effect crept along like 
an iTunes Music Store CD download over 
a 56-Kbps modem. We often rendered 

our images in the preview screen to get a 
peek at how the effect would look, which 
took some time but was a heck of a lot 

infinity and beyond may impress design 
and illustration pros, but Photo/Graphic 
Edges' endless variation coupled with 
its turgid rendering speed make it the 
kind of app you put aside to try out 
on a lazy day when you're not facing 

any deadlines-a pipe dream in any 
designer's world.-Steven Parke 

COMPANY: Auto FX Software 
CONTACT: 205-980-0056, 
www.autofx.com 

REQUIREMENTS: G3 or faster; Mac OS 9 
or later; 512MB RAM; for plug-in use: Adobe 
Photoshop 4.0 or Photoshop Elements 1.0, 
Corel Draw 9.0 or Photo Paint 9.0, or later 

GOOD NEWS: Abundant border designs Interesting 
presets inspire creativity 

MacAddict RATED 
000 

SOLID PRICE: $179 or $79 (upgrade) 
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BAD NEWS: Sloooow processing. Somewhat 
confusing interface Funky effect-application feedback 



Color Efex Pro 2.0 
COOL VIRTUAL LENS FILTER PHOTOSHOP PLUG-IN 
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What you see is what you get with Color Efex Pro 2.0's preview. 

For photographers who don't have 
the bucks to shell out for a gaggle of 

good lens filters, Nik Color Efex Pro 2.0 
is the ticket to a filtered photographic 
lifestyle. This plug-in package is loaded 

with 75 old-school filters and darkroom 
effects for Adobe Photoshop (or other 
compatible host app) that can transform 
your digital images-add warmth, boost 
contrast, tint images, remove color casts, 
mimic infrared photography, apply a 
vignette, neutralize colors, and more. 

Unlike most filter plug-ins, Color Efex 
doesn't destroy original images while 
tweaking; instead, it adds an adjustment 
layer over the original each time you 
-----~ apply a filter. Each filter 

ON THE DISC has its own dynamic 
color-processing 

co1orEfexPro2.odemo system that works 

Color Efex's Dynamic Skin 
Softener takes the original 

(left) and makes skin lustrous 
(middle). The Black & White 

Tonal Enhancer (right) 

creates dramatic 
black-and-white effects. 

to preserve the digital image's color, 
contrast, and detail relationships . In 
other words, the filters effectively allowed 
us to maintain control of our black and 
white points as well as everything in 

between while applying various nifty 
effects to our photos. Cool. 

No second guesses. The effective 
floating-palette interface provides quick 
access to the filters and painting tools. 
You can apply an effect with the default 
settings or use the paint and erase tools 
to fine-tune placement and application. 
We've had some bad experiences with 
filter packages in which the previewed 
effect looked great but the actual results 
didn't. With Color Efex, what you see is 

what you get. The interface provides basic 
editing options, but advanced controls 
are available in some filters if you're an 

REVIEWS Cr 41 

obsessive tweaker (like us). 
Unlike the developers of many filter 

packages, Nik didn't pad Color Efex 
with odd but relatively useless "look 
at my awesome effects, dude" filters . 
The remarkable Polarization filter, for 
example, works much like an over
the-lens filter, but better-its affect on 
contrast, color, and sharpening made 
our image more dynamic and crisp than 
we ever thought it could be. The Contrast 

filter works better than anything else 
available-avoiding the shortcomings 
of similar products, this filter enhances 
image contrast without blocking up 
blacks and blowing out whites. The 
Dynamic Skin Softener does just what 

it says, and it does so beautifully; it's 
not quite like smearing a lens with the 
traditional Vaseline (yuck), but it makes 

fine lines melt away. Overcast day got you 
down? The Sunshine filter comes eerily 
close to ordering up perfect weather. 

About the only filters we could do 
without are the Weird Dream and Weird 
Line filters, which are just the kind of 
odd effects that might look interesting 
once but rarely have any real-world 
application. They're too ... uh ... weird. 

The bottom line. Many of Color Efex's 
other visual treats made so-so work look 
gallery-ready or advertising-campaign 
hip-quite a feat for a bundle that acts 
like a Photoshop plug-in should. This is 
a fast, rock-solid upgrade and a must
have for traditional photographers using 
digital cameras. You can reproduce many 
of the effects through a combination of 
Photoshop's built-in tools, but Color 

Efex saves you the time and trouble. 
Now you can snub your nose at those 
archaic film photogs.-Steven Parke 

COMPANY: Nik Multimedia 
CONTACT: 619-725-3150, 
www.nikmultimedia.com 
PRICE: $299.95 

REQUIREMENTS: G3 or faster, Mac 
OS 9.2.x or 10.1.5 or later, 128MB RAM, 
Photoshop plug-in-compatible app 

GOOD NEWS: Faster. Better Stronger 
Polarization filter alone 1s worth the package price 
for outdoor-photography enthusiasts. 

MacAddict RATED 

BAD NEWS: Pncey for casual users. AWESOME 
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SoundSoap Pro 
THOROUGH AUDIO-CLEANING SOFTWARE 

I I' 

~ 
oe:FFIUl. T v 1e:w engineer's nightmare: a broad 

frequency of offending sounds. 

Broadband's Learn Noise 
option defines the best noise 

reduction setting based on its 
analysis of the sound file. After 
using Learn Noise, however, 

voices warbled-but we used 

the manual controls to make 
them sound less distorted. 
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SoundSoap Pro's Broadband tools can get rid of noise that spans a broad range of frequencies. 

Music producers and video editors 
often encounter pesky sonic 

anomalies that ruin audio tracks, such 
as hum caused by electrical grounding 

problems, vinyl-record crackle and pops, 
tape hiss, and ambient noise from air 
conditioners and fluorescent lights. 

SoundSoap Pro can help-it does a 
great job of cleaning up dirty audio while 
leaving the desired sound intact. 

SoundSoap Pro is a plug-in requiring 
an RTAS·, AU· or VST·compatible host 
app, such as Apple's Logic Pro 7 ($999, 
www.apple.com), Digidesign's Pro Tools 
LE(~ ti Dec/03, p52), or Bias's 
Peak ( ..., , Nov/04, p41) . Apple's 

Final Cut Pro ( Sep/03, p44) 
needs an external audio-editing app 
such as Bias Peak LE ($99, www 
.bias· inc.com) to run SoundSoap Pro, 
because Final Cut Pro doesn't let you 
use SoundSoap Pro's interface-and 
it's virtually impossible to effectively 
operate SoundSoap Pro with Final Cut's 
slider-based interface. 

Tab definitive. We tested SoundSoap 
Pro on a guitar recording with a ground· 
loop hum, on a vinyl recording with 
crackle and pops, and on an outdoor 
interview with camera noise and cricket 

chirps. SoundSoap Pro's layered 
interface is tab-based; the first tab, Hum 
& Rumble, eliminates low-frequency 

noise, and eliminated the 60Hz hum in 
our guitar recording. The process was 

incredibly easy: We simply turned on 
the Hum & Rumble component, and the 

hum disappeared. You can also make 
adjustments to find the fundamental 

problem frequency and reduce it. 
The second tab, Click & Crackle, 

fixes snaps, crackles, and pops in vinyl 
recordings. With two sliders for the click 
and crackle threshold values (the levels 
at which the effects kick in), processing 
your audio is a breeze. 

The third tab, Broadband, is the 

deep cleanser. The camera noise and 
crickets in our interview test recording 
are examples of a classic audio 

Producing a video? During 
location checks, remember that 
sound is just as important as 
the visuals-if not more so. Even 
the quietest rooms have audible 
air-conditioning units, and the 
loneliest fields are full of bird and 
insect sounds. 

The fourth tab, Noise Gate, 
takes the quietest portions of 

your audio and reduces them 
(or completely mutes them) 

to further cleanse your audio . 
It worked well for our guitar 

track but not as well for the 
vinyl-recording and interview 

audio - it made these sound a 
bit unnatural. Noise Gate is a simple and 
common effect, however, and one that 
can come in handy. 

SoundSoap Pro's Noise Only button 
(which you can use within any of 
Sound Soap's four tabs), plays only the 

noise in an audio file . In our interview 
test, for example, Noise Only played 
only the camera and cricket noise, with 
the interviewee toned down. Testing 
our tweaks with this feature allowed us 
to get the best possible signal-to-noise 
ratio-our final track still had traces of 
noise but was considerably improved. 

SoundSoap Pro's wonderful, four· 
slot comparison feature called A/B/C/D 
Compare Buttons allows you to compare 

your tweaks without save and load 
presets (which you can also do). This is 
especially useful for the Broadband tab, 
which can require lots of tweaking. 

The bottom line. Aside from the 
fact that you can't effectively use 
SoundSoap Pro in Final Cut Pro, we 
found it easy to use while allowing a lot 
of manual control over parameters. Also, 
its tabbed interface keeps everything 
visually clean. Most important, it does 
an awesome job of cleaning up noisy 
recordings.-Andrew Tokuda 

COMPANY: Bias 
CONTACT: 800-775-2427, 
www.bias-inc.com 

REQUIREMENTS: 500MHz G4 
or faster; Mac OS 10.2 or later; 
compatible 120MB RAM, USB, RTAS, 
AU, or VST host app 

<iOOD NEWS: Noise Only feature provides better tweakability. Clean. 
intelligent, and audio engineer-friendly controls Easy to use. 

MacAddict RATED 
00000 

AWESOME 
BAD NEWS: Final Cut Pro doesn't support SoundSoap's interface. 

PRICE: $599 
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Live4 
SPLENDID AUDIO SEQUENCER 

The previous version of Ableton Live 
( e ~v , May/04, p58) brought 

improved live-performance features. 
With version 4, Ableton Live greatly 
upgrades the scope of its MIDI-recording 
powers to include full MIDI control 
(the previous version merely used 
MIDI keymapping to control sampled 
sounds), making this versatile audio app 
compelling for studio work as well. Live's 

Q cttotr1 

~ - <I , -

into your chosen groove. 
Live 4 isn't as full-featured as a 

dedicated MIDI -sequencing app, 
however. Missing tools include 
programmable quantization and 
transposition, real-time MIDI input 
filters, and an editor for after-touch 
information (a MIDI instrument's ability 
to sense the amount of pressure you 
apply to a key). The missing tools may 

R EVl EWS ~ 43 

Live 4's new ability to edit and record 

MIDI notes and velocities makes it a 

fully realized recording app. 

Live's Chord filter automatically builds 
chords by using a root note you select. 
Live's Pitch filter perfectly shifts pitch
the newly added MIDI pitch-shifting 
involves simple data reassignment, so 
there are no audible artifacts, whereas 
pitch-shifting sampled audio is more 
complicated and can sound imperfect. 
The Random filter takes notes and 
randomly pitch-shifts them, which is 
downright wacky but fun for messing 
up drum-machine sounds by randomly 
altering triggered percussion sounds 
without changing the actual drum 
rhythm. The Scale filter is a sweet device 
that remaps incoming note values to 
specific target notes-for example, it can 
automatically change every occurrence 
of an A note to an F, every F note to an 
E, and so on, making it easy to create 
nonstandard scales. 

Virtual instruments. There are two 
new devices bundled with Live : Impulse 
and Simpler. Impulse, a drum machine 
that plays existing audio samples, plays 
up to eight simultaneous percussion 
sounds and has extensive modulation 
and filtering abilities. Simpler combines 
a general-purpose sampler with a 

cool array of traditional 
synthesizer controls, 
such as envelope and LFO 
sections, making a very 
useable musical synth 
that doesn't eat up much 
processor power. 

excellent pitch- and tempo
bending tools and snappy 
performance have always 
been great for manipulating 
sampled sounds in real time, 
and now you can record MIDI 
from an external keyboard 
controller or any other device 
that spits out MIDI mojo. 

A straightforward interface makes it easy to noodle with MIDI note info. Even more exciting is 

MIDI management. Once you record 
MIDI notes, they show up in the timeline 
where you can directly edit, transpose, 
or otherwise manipulate them. You 
can directly edit velocity curves, which 
allows you to customize response 
dynamics on the fly-critical for precise 
tonal control. You can also choose to 

ON THE 
DISC 

Ableton Live 4.04 demo 

quantize recorded 
MIDI to tighten up 
sloppily played input 
and put your tunes 

annoy MIDI masters, but you can create 
MIDI files in another app and directly 
import them into Live 4. Another cool 
feature allows you to use your computer 
keyboard as a MIDI input device-a great 
solution for recording and editing when 
a MIDI keyboard isn't available. 

Live has always had a potent array 
of filters and audio-processing tools . 
With MIDI support comes MIDI-based 
effects that allow real-time processing 
of incoming or existing MIDI information. 

that Live 4 now works 
seamlessly with Audio Units and VST 
virtual-instrument or effects plug-ins, 
including storing plug-in manipulations 
as part of recorded sequences. We 
tested loads of third-party plug-ins in 
Live 4, and they all worked cleanly. 

The bottom line. There's a lot to 
like about Live, and its new features 
make it an even more compelling 
choice for studio production and live 
performances. It's an easy Editors' 
Choice.-David Biedny 

COMPANY: M-Audio 
CONTACT: 626-633-9055, 
www.ableton.com 

REQUIREMENTS: Power Mac G3 or 
faster, Mac OS 9.2 to 9.x or 10.1.5 or 
later, 256MB RAM 

GOOD NEWS: Extensive MIDI enhancements. 
New percussion and sampler instruments. 
Audio Unit support. Beefed-up audio routing. 

MacAddlct RATED 

PRICE: $499 BAD NEWS: Missing extensive MIDI-editing options. AWESOME 
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SyncMaster 192MP 
VERSATILE MULTIFUNCTION LCD MONITOR 

You want a new TV, but you need 

a new display for your Mac. Or 
perhaps you have two computers and 
want them to share a display with 

dual inputs (one DVI, one VGA) . Heck, 
maybe you just want to watch Comedy 

Central as you write email. The 19-inch 
SyncMaster 192MP addresses these 
and other viewing needs, although 
not spectacularly. 

MP stands for multipurpose, as 
evidenced by a plethora of signal-source 
inputs. We're talking VGA, DVI, TV RF, S

Video, analog-RGB, component A/V, and 
composite RCA, plus RCA and mini-jack 
audio inputs to feed headphones or the 
display's built-in 5-watt stereo speakers. 

We had a blast playing Unreal 
Tournament 2004 while watching TV in 

an 8.5-inch onscreen window. Switching 

video sources to a connected TV or DVD 
player, or to another connected computer, 
is straightforward via the wireless 

remote, which also controls the TV tuner. 
One catch: The 192MP's multitasking is 
limited to one picture-in-picture window. 

The 192MP may be more versatile than 

an Apple Cinema Display, but it doesn't 
look as good. Even after using Mac OS 
X's Display Calibrator Assistant and 
the 192MP's built-in gamma and color 
settings, games weren't as vibrant and 
text wasn't as sharp as they were on our 

Cinema Display. Television and game 
consoles displayed a nasty smeared 
picture caused by interpolation . 

Though the 192MP stops short of 
performing any one of its plentiful 

This flat panel sports more features than 
you can shake a coaxial cable at. 

features flawlessly, it's a good choice 
for those living in tight quarters-its 
versatility offsets most of our image
quality concerns.-Noah Tsutsui 

COMPANY: Samsung 
CONTACT: 800-726-7864, 
www.samsung.com 
PRICE: $829, $750 (street) 

REQUIREMENTS: Almost any 
device with video-out 

COOD NEWS: TV picture-in-picture capability. 
Wireless remote Extreme versatility. 

MacAddlct RATED 

00 
SOLID 

lntuos3 
SLICK DRAWING TABLET 

When we reviewed Wacom 's 
Graphire3 consumer-grade 

graphics tablet ( ~ ""'-' Feb/04, 
p56), we were annoyed with the acrylic 
overlay covering the entire surface, 
which made creating smooth strokes a 
challenge for slippery hands. The overlay 

was the first thing we noticed about the 
new lntuos3 tablet-at least the covering 
is now relegated to the frame. The 
drawing area is still made of that good 
old plastic we know and love. Acrylic 
frame aside, the lntuos3 improves on 
the lntuos2. 

The lntuos3 has the same excellent 
feel and precise drawing capabilities 
as the lntuos2 . The new pen has a 
new design but is still comfy, and the 
mouse now sports five buttons. Gone 
are clickable contextual menus such as 

BAD NEWS: Fuzzy text. Blurry TV display 

as grabbing screens, 
running scripts, saving, 

and mounting our server
and found them much 

handier than using the old 

menus. By default, the keys 
function as the Command, 

Shift, Option, and space 
keys, allowing you to easily 

call up Photoshop's modifier 
key functions and grab 

images without touching 
your keyboard. 

The lntuos3 is The lntuos3 also has two 
handier and easier to new Touch Strips that allow 

handle than its predecessor. you to zoom and scroll using 

Open and New. Instead, the lntuos3 has 
eight programmable ExpressKeys-a 
set of four sits on each side of the 
drawing space-that you can customize 
to perform practically any function via 
Preferences. We reassigned some of our 
keys to handle various work tasks such 

your finger. However, the 
Strips didn't always work when we tried 
to scroll windows. 

If you already have an lntuos2, this 
upgrade isn't a big deal, but if you're 
tabletless or use a Graph ire, the lntuos3 
makes working on the Mac just that 
much more intuitive.-Kris Fong 

COMPANY: Wacom 
CONTACT: 800-922-9348, 
www.wacom.com 

REQUIREMENTS: G3 or faster, 
Mac OS 10.2.6 or later, USB port 

COOD NEWS: Excellent pressure sensitivity and 
tracking. Superhandy Keys and Touch Stnps 
BAD NEWS: Some fussiness with Touch Stnps 
Beware of frame in humid conditions. 

MacAddict RATED 
0 

PRICE: $329.95 GREAT 
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Production Suite 
IMPECCABLE VIDEO-PRODUCTION 
SOFTWARE PACKAGE 

Apple's new Production Suite is 

a bargain moviemaker's dream, 

serving up three meat-and-potatoes 

video apps in one package: Final Cut 
Pro HD for editing, DVD Studio Pro 

3 ( Sep/04, p48) for DVD 

authoring, and Motion 1.0 ( 

Nov/04, p36) for building slick 

animated title sequences and motion 

graphics. You'd pay about $1,800 if you 

bought these apps separately, but the 

Production Suite costs only $1,299-a 
hefty savings . You won't encounter any 

gotchas by going the bundle route : You 

get the same manuals and extra software 
you'd find in the stand-alone versions, 

and can upgrade each app in the future 

as you like. 
A perfect union. The 

Suite's three apps work 

great together. Their 
interfaces are similar, Motion may be the odd app out in your video production setup. 
so you can learn one 

app quickly if you know another. The 

apps also work better together than 

similar software from Avid and Adobe 

in the Windows world . Some examples : 

Motion opens Final Cut projects, leaving 

cut points, multiple tracks, and other 

compositing settings editable (you can 

also launch Motion projects with a click 

from Final Cut's Timeline) . And DVD 

Studio Pro can import menus made in 

Motion without rendering them first-a 

huge time-saver. Note: Final Cut videos 

require exporting before DVD authoring. 

The bottom line. If there's a weak link 

in the Suite, it's Motion-it runs only on 

top-notch hardware, and Adobe's After 

Effects is a strong alternative. But even if 

you never install Motion, the Production 

Suite will save you a few hundred bucks 

on Final Cut and DVD Studio Pro, making 

it a no-brainer if you're buying these 

apps for the first time.-Helmut Kobler 

COMPANY: Apple 
CONTACT: 800-795-1000 or 
408-996-1010, www.apple.com 
PRICE: $1,299 

REQUIREMENTS: Varies 
depending on type of use 

CiOOD NEWS: One-stop video and OVO production. Saves $500 
over buying the same apps separately. 

MacAddict RATED 

BAD NEWS: Steep hardware reqwrements for Motion. 

AWESOME 

Union 
INSPIRING VIDEO-PERFORMANCE SYNTHESIZER 

Livid's Union joins the growing 

market of real-time QuickTime-video 

presentation apps for video performance 

artists (aka Veejays) . With an array of 

special effects, extensive MIDI control
mapping, and live video-handling tools, 

Union is a serious powerhouse for live or 

studio work. 

Union's no-fuss interface unites 

file management, MIDI controls, and 

video mixing on one screen . And while 

it supports QuickTime formats and 

codecs, Livid recommends 320-by-

240-pixel movies and the Cinepak or 
PhotoJPEG codecs for maximum playback 
performance-it provides a simple 
ut ility for converting videos into these 

formats. Union also supports Flash and 

Shockwave animation 
ON THE formats, still images, 

DISC and audio files for max 
Union 1.1 demo performance flexibility. 

In the mix. Simply drop media into 

Union's Clip Grid bank, which holds 36 

files. You can increase media options by 

programming up to 127 Clip Grid banks, 

and trigger clips via either your Mac's 
keyboard or a MIDI keyboard; response 

times are snappy and precise enough to 

keep up with a musical beat. You can also 

choose to pipe in live video, with options 

for four frames per second or full frame 

rates if your Mac has the muscle. Save 

your processor for the excellent real-time 

video effects, which range from distortion 

to OpenGL-assisted 30 mapping. 

Beneath the surface are creative 
possibilities galore, including a Low 

Frequency Oscillator panel that can 

cyclically trigger any of the effects 

parameters normally controlled through 

MIDI (such as having the blur amount or 

a video layer "breathe" in and 

out without user intervention). 

Union also offers extensive 

controls for tempo and beat 
synchronization of effects to 
any MIDI master sync. 

The bottom line. Union 

unleashes vast creative 

possibilities. We expect this 

marvel to appear soon on 

Union offers tons of control over real-time performance. 
a projection screen near 

you.-David Biedny 

COMPANY: Livid 
CONTACT: www.lividinstruments.com 
PRICE: $299 

REQUIREMENTS: 400MHz 
Power Mac G4 or faster, Mac 
OS X or later, 256MB RAM 

CiOOD NEWS: Shck interface Extensive controls 
Excellent performance 
BAD NEWS: CPU hog. Documentation lacks 
extensive tutorials. 
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Ear Jams 
BOOMING iPOD EARPHONE ENHANCERS 

Griffin's Ear) ams boost the bass playing through iPod 

earbuds by funneling audio deeper into your ear and using 
earpads that create a better seal between your ear canal and 
the buds. 

EarJams snap to the iPod's stock 'buds and have three sets of 

Make your pads, so you can experiment to find the best fit. 

head go boom, The newfound bass gave us mixed results-

boom, boom, 

boom. 

sometimes it enhanced the music, other times 
the booming both sounded and felt too 
intense. You need to adjust the iPod's EQ 
settings to get the right sound. 
The bottom line. If you want a cheap 

alternative to buying bass-enhanced 
headphones, Ear) ams definitely have the bass for 

your face.-Roman Loyola 

COMPANY: Griffin Technology 
CONTACT: 615-399-7000, 
www.griffintechnology.com 

PRICE: $14.99 
REQUIREMENTS: iPod earbuds 

l'OOD NEWS: Increases bass response 
Ad1ustable earpads 

MacAddict RATED 

BAD NEWS: Questionable aural enhancement. 0 
GREAT 

. . REVIEWS ~ 4 7 

RoadTrip 
RESTRICTIVE iPOD TRANSMITTER 

The RoadTrip iPod FM transmitter comes in two 
models, one permanently set at an 87.7 FM 

frequency and the other at 107.7 FM. Here in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, 107.7 is home ofThe 
Bone, a popular classic-rock station - our 107.7 Hope your 87.7 
RoadTrip couldn't overcome that station's powerful or 107.7 FM 
signal and was therefore rendered useless. channel is free. 

We had better luck with the 87.7 RoadTrip. Plug 
one end into your iPod headphone jack, and the other end into 

your car's 12-volt socket (now where do you plug in your cell
phone car adapter?), and you're good to go-at least until you 

drive into an area with a strong 87.7 signal. 
The bottom line. If you have a free 87.7or107.?FM 

frequency, RoadTrip works. If not, it doesn't.-Roman Loyola 

COMPANY: Newer Technology/Other 
World Computing 
CONTACT: 800-275-4576, 
http://eshop.macsales.com 

l'OOD NEWS: Easy to use. Inexpensive 
BAD NEWS: Can't change unit's channel 

PRICE: $19.95 
REQUIREMENTS: iPod, car stereo 
and 12-volt socket, free 87.7or107.7 

FM si,_gn,;,;,a_t --------

MacAddict RATED 

000 
SO-SO 

Xtremely attractive! 
Formac's new digrtal solutions. 

Gallery 1900 Xtreme Studio 1VR Gallery 2010 Xtreme 

- Xtremely big: 19", 1280x1024 - Convert analog to high-qua lity DV - Xtremely big: 20.1", 1600x1200 

- Xtremely bright: 280 nits - Watch, pause, record live TV - Xtremely bright: 300 nits 

- Xtremely sharp: 700: 1 contrast ratio - Free online program guide - Xtremely sharp: 700: 1 contrast ratio 

- Xtremely fast: 15 ms pixel response - Encode to mpeg2 for DVD burning - Xtremely fast: 15 ms pixel response 

• • • • 
FGD1900-2 FST2052·0 FGD2010-2 

Mand·~ 2004, formac El~ctronlc , Inc. AU rights ri.'5er.-ed. Jl.U 01her 1md'!mm1tS am µroi:iezt·t of their rusvec!.Nc owners. 
01 \fl!!d ln combination with rirr1 olher prornotion.Price:> am subjt:ct to dmnpr. without no\.iro. Prices ;;ire limited to :.\oc~. on hhmt. Mot re~pou:>ib!~ for typof;.rnplli<:a! coors. =- Formac 
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Stitcher 4 
IMPROVED PANORAMA PHOTO STITCHER 

Q uickTime VR photographers use 
RealViz's Stitcher for transforming 

multiple still photos into multiple types 
of panoramic images, from prints to 
cubical or spherical QuickTime VR 
panoramas, which place you in the 
center of a scene and let you visually 
explore a.full 360-degree view. Version 4 
improves on the retouching capabilities 
of 3.5. 

Stitcher 4 lets you use Photoshop to 
edit panorama files, giving you access 
to all of its image-enhancing tools. This 
is a giant step forward, because you 
frequently need to retouch a panorama 
after creating it, especially if it contains 

movement such as 
ON THE people who changed 
DISC position between shots 

Stitcher 4·0 trial or tree branches that 

swayed in the wind. 
Other welcome improvements include 

the ability to export each image in 
a stitched panorama as a separate 
Photoshop layer for retouching, and 
refinements to the Artifact Removal Tool 
(now called the Stencil), which creates 
masks to hide unwanted details. Version 
4 also introduces a QuickTime preview 
that allows you to check pan, tilt, and 
field of view before rendering. (Apple's 
QuickTime VR Authoring Studio, forever 
stuck in Mac OS 9 at version 1.0.1, has 
always had this feature). 

What's our quibble? These 
enhancements come at a steep price. 
The upgrade is $200, which is especially 
bitter if you paid Stitcher 3.5's retail 
price of $450. That total investment is 
more than the $580 that RealViz charges 

Stitcher offers improved tools for cleaning 
up your image. 

for a completely new Stitcher package. 
The bottom line. If you're a panoramic 

photo novice, there are less-capable, 
less-expensive alternatives-Kekus's 
PTMac ($49.95, www.kekus.com), for 
example-but if you're billing clients for 
QTVR, Stitcher quickly pays for itself. 
- Tom Lassiter 

COMPANY: RealViz 
CONTACT: 415-615-9800, 
www.realviz.com 

REQUIREMENTS: G3, Mac OS 
10.1 or later, 128MB RAM, 24-bit 
screen resolution at 1,024 by 768, 
50MB disk space 

GOOD NEWS: Photoshop integration Image export flexib1hty 
Better Qu1ckT1me previews 

MacAddict RATED 

00 
SOLID PRICE: $580 or $200 (upgrade) 

iDrum 
DIVERSE DRUM MACHINE 

G laresoft has made it extremely 
easy and cheap to get on the beat 

with its software beatbox, iDrum. While 
seemingly simplistic, iDrum comes with 
loads of great sounds and one of the 
slickest interfaces we've ever seen on a 
drum machine-software or hardware. 

You can use iDrum as a stand-alone 
app or partner it with your preferred 
sequencing software-anything from 
GarageBand to Ableton Live (see our 
review on p43)-as long as that app 
supports Audio Unit plug-ins. iDrum's 
intuitive interface handles individual 
drum instruments in their own channels 
and provides simple controls for level, 
pan, and mute and solo switching. 

ON THE You program drum 
DISC notes by clicking and 

IOrum demo 
dragging across the 
display to the right of 

BAD NEWS: Expensive, even for the upgrade 

can follow whatever 

iDrum's interface makes it easy to whip up rhythms. 

tempo the host application 
sets, but it can inherently 
handle only 4/4 time-a serious 
drawback if you want to indulge 
in musical styles other than 
pop and rock. Forget waltzes 
and Bulgarian folk tunes in 
11/8 time. 

the instrument track; the higher you drag 
the indicator, the louder the sound of the 
triggered sample. 

Deeper drumming. You can edit 
everything while a pattern is playing. 
A side panel slides out to show deeper 
options for each channel, allowing you to 
pitch-tune samples up or down-a great 
way to extend the sonic possibilities 
of a single sampled instrument. Other 

iDrum ships with hundreds of 
sampled drum instruments, and loads 
and plays any AIFF or WAV file up 
to 2MB. There are also hundreds of 
premade drum patterns, so even the 
most rhythmically challenged weekend 
musician can whip up a danceable dittie. 

The bottom line. For $49, iDrum is a 
great tool for anyone looking to beef up 
their beats .-David Biedny 

COMPANY: Glaresoft 
CONTACT: www.glaresoft.com 
PRICE: $49 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 10.2 or 
later, Quicklime 6.5 or later 

GOOD NEWS: Simple interface. Excellent included samples and 
patterns. Low processor overhead 

MacAddict RATED 

0 BAD NEWS: No alternate time signatures (4/4 only) 

GREAT 
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Now Up-to-Date & Contact 4.5.3 r=·;;;-

1~§~~~~~ 
LIMITED PERSONAL INFO MANAGER 

Now Up-to-Date & Contact 4.5.3 
has more calendaring and contact 

features than Apple's iCal/ Address Book 
combo or Microsoft Entourage-but 

some of its limitations may prevent you 
from switching. 

Like iCal and Address Book, Up-to-Date 
and Contact are separate apps. Unlike 
Address Book and Entourage, however, 
NUDC doesn't work hand in hand with 

any email app. Clicking the envelope icon 
next to any email address starts a new 
message in your default email app, but 

it's not the same as having your email, 
contacts , and calendar in one window 

(as with Entourage), or double-clicking 

ON THE a name in an email 

DISC 
Now Up·to-Date & 
Contact 4.5.3 trial 

message's To or From 

fields and having it 
automatically added 

to your contacts manager (also as with 
Entourage) . One nice feature: NUDC 

has an Address Book syncing app that 

lets you keep those two apps in step, a 
feature absent in Entourage. 

Cooperative commingling. NUDC's 
ability to share calendars and contacts 
on a network, and to easily schedule 
meetings, is its most useful feature. We 
also like that it installs two menubar 
items-one for each a pp-for quick access 
to info in the apps. Up-to-Date has more 
calendar details than either Entourage 
or iCal, including six ways to view your 

schedule . Contact lets you view contacts 
by letter (such as those starting with A) 

and includes powerful search capabilities. 
On the downside, Contact provides only 

two dedicated email fields (Entourage and 

Address Book don't have restrictions)-

- -
b:\rn 
1•Pn>0•" 

Now Up-to-Date lets you view your 
week's duties easily_ 

any more addresses must go into one of 
12 custom fields. When we synced data 
with Address Book, NUDC lost our IM field 
as well as our extra email addresses. Also, 
NUDC can't handle vCards and vCals. 

The bottom line_ If you need a good 
group scheduling solution or you use a 
standalone email client, NUDC offers a lot 
of powerful features. But if you're looking 
to streamline your contacts, calendar, 

and email situation, NUDC won't help 
much.-Cathy Lu 

COMPANY: Now Software 
CONTACT: 800-344-9160, 
www.nowsoftware.com 
PRICE: $119.95 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 
10.2.8 or later 

CiOOD NEWS: Group scheduling. Quick access via 
menubar items. 

MacAddict RATED 
0 00 
SOLID 

QuickVoice 
SIMPLE VOICE RECORDER 

Email is great, but there's nothing like 
the human voice. QuickVoice 1.8 taps 

QuickTime to bring the power of speech 
to email and helps you use your Mac as a 
multipurpose digital-audio tool. 

QuickVoice records via a microphone 
or any other audio -in device, and then 
automatically names and saves those 
record ings as .MOV files-you can't save 
any other audio format (you use iTunes to 
convert the file to MP3). The Voice Sticky 
feature sticks voice-recorded memos to 

your Desktop, but it lacks instant access; 
Command-L calls up a Voice Sticky only 
when QuickVoice is in the foreground. 

Each of the 11 audio compressors, 
plus an uncompressed option, has 
sound-quality and file-size settings. We 
got great results from using Qualcomm 

BAD NEWS: No direct integration with email. Limited fields. 

PureVoice compression with a 
PowerBook G4's built-in mic, 
as well as with an inexpensive 
headset mic plugged into a 
USB digital-audio processor 

on a Power Mac G4. 
Voice maiL QuickVoice 

has a one-click option that 
attaches a recording to 
outgoing email in Apple's OS X 
Mail, or Microsoft's Entourage 
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No, that's not iTunes. It's QuickVoice's Manager, 
or Outlook Express. When you which keeps your voice recordings organized. 
get an email message with a 
QuickVoice file attached, just 
double-click to open it. Since it's a 

.MOV file, it opens in QuickTime and 
plays automatically-PC folks can 
download QuickTime at www.apple 
.com/quicktime/download. 

QuickVoice's Manager window (which 
resembles the iTunes interface) has 
10 channels to record and categorize 
content; each channel can hold 99 

messages. Manager also lets you 
playback, add descriptions, and delete 
recordings, but there are no tools for 

format conversion or CD burning. Audio 
editing requires a third-party app. 

The bottom line. QuickVoice's ease 
of use and organizing tools make it 
great for voice annotations, but you 
need other apps to make up for its 
limitations.-Tom Lassiter 

COMPANY: nFinity 
CONTACT: www.quick-voice.com 
PRICE: $19.95 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 9.1 
to 9.x or 10.1 or later, microphone 

CiOOD NEWS: Easy to use Saves fi les as Ou1ckT1me MDV files 
BAD NEWS: No aud10-ed1tmg tools No export to other 

MacAddict RATED 
0 0 

SOLID 
audio formats 
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Future Boy 
SPRUCED-UP TEXT ADVENTURE GAME 

With a name like Future Boy, maybe 
you wouldn't expect a text-based 

adventure game. But General Coffee's 
Future Boy isn ' t your father's text-based 

adventure. It combines illustrations, 
simple animations, and sounds to breath 
new life into a fading genre. 

Future Boy is based on Hugo, a design 
system used to create text adventures 
with supplemental visuals and sound. 
The game itself runs on a Hugo engine, 

which runs smoothly on current and 
older Power Macs, and consists of basic 
text, illustrated stills, short animations, 
and simple audio-no Doom 3-like 
artistry and gameplay here. General 
Coffee recommends an 800 by 600 
screen resolution, and it's best to 
heed that suggestion-the game didn't 
resize itself on the fly, nor did it take 
full advantage of our Apple 23-inch HD 
Cinema Display's native 1,920 by 1,200 

ON THE resolution . 
DISC You start your 

adventure with a 
greeting from a 

command prompt. For the uninitiated 
(read: anyone born in the late 1980s), 
text-based adventures require that you 

read a story as you go along, typing in 
commands for your moves accordingly. 

You play the roommate of superhero 
Future Boy, who's been kidnapped and 
needs you to save him. Experienced 
text-based gamers will fly through the 
game easily. If you've immersed yourself 
in modern-day graphical adventures, 

you're in for a shock- instead of clicking 
through a scene, you have to read 

carefully, react, and experiment. 
Future Boy's storyline is well-paced 

and interesting, and provides hints if you 
are stuck in a scene. You can save the 
game anytime, and you can even undo 
your last move. Also, if your eyes get 
weary but you just can't stop playing, you 

can increase the text size. 
The bottom line. Future Boy is a nice 

change of pace from adventure games on 
the market today. It won't razz le-dazzle 
you, but you may find the mental exercise 
invigorating.-Roman Loyola 

Basic animations and stills complement the storyline of Future Boy. 

COMPANY: General Coffee 
CONTACT: www.generalcoffee.com 
PRICE: $19.95 

CiOOD NEWS: Good ol' fashioned text-based fun with a twist 

REQUIREMENTS: Mac OS 9.1 to 9.x or 10.2 or later, 
QuickTime 5 or later 

MacAddict RATED 
BAD NEWS: Screen ad1ustments aren't automatic or opportunistic. 00 

SOLID 
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Microsoft's Desktop set encourages productivity. 

Wireless 
Optical 
Desktop 3.0 
COMFORTABLE KEYBOARD 
AND MOUSE 

Apple keyboards and mice look good, 
but they can be impractical-the 

keyboard has only basic keys, and 
the single-button mouse's only major 
evolution was its switch to optical 
tracking. Microsoft's Wireless Optical 
Desktop 3.0 has more to offer. 

The Optical Desktop keyboard has a 

slight curve for ergonomic comfort, and 
its sturdy keys have just enough give. 
Programmable keys abound (we like 
opening the Terminal at the press of a 
button), and there are even dedicated 

keys for iTunes functions . There's also 
a nifty zoom slider, which is handy for 
Photoshop and for changing text size in 
Web browsers . 

The mouse feels good in either hand 
and has two buttons plus a clickable 

scroll wheel. The smooth-rolling wheel 
also does horizontal scrolling. 

The wireless base, which uses a 
27MHz radio frequency, plugs into 

your Mac's USB port. On the downside, 
Microsoft includes Energizer batteries , 
not rechargables. 

The bottom line. The Optical Desktop 
doesn't really jibe with Mac aesthetics
but if that's important to you, use what 

came with your Mac. What's important 
to us is that using the Optical Desktop 
helps us get more work done faster. 
-Roman Loyola 

COMPANY: Microsoft REQUIREMENTS: 
CONTACT: Mac OS 10.1 or later, USB 
800-774-3256, 
www.microsott.com 
PRICE: $84.99 



Among Spider-Man's powers is his 
extrasensory ability-a Spidey

sense that tells him when something 
bad is going to happen . For example, if 
Peter Parker (Spider-Man's true identity) 
were game-shopping and picked up a 
copy of Spider-Man 2, his Spidey-sense 
would tingle and he'd put the box back 
on the shelf. Whew-bad thing avoided. 

When it comes to avoiding 
disappointing games, you're in luck, 
because your Spidey-sense comes in the 
form of this review. 

This game has the same problems as 
most video games based on movies
they're frequently uninspired and 
run-of-the-mill. Spider-Man 2 is simply 
a cookie-cutter action-adventure game 
in which you run the gauntlet to get 
through a level, beating people up and 
achieving your goals until you get to the 
boss at the end of the level. Then there's 
a button-mashing rumble until you're 
successful, then it's on to the next level. 
And so on. And so on . And so yawn. 

As in the movie, Doctor Octopus is 
a meanie with too many evil-minded 
appendages. You're Spider-Man and you 
have to stop him- eventually. Unlike 
Spidey in the movie, you don't spend 
time battling teenage angst, pining 
overthe girl you can't bring yourself to 
love, nor do you temporarily give up the 

COMPANY: Aspyr 
CONTACT: 512-708-8100, www.aspyr.com 
PRICE: $29.99 

superhero act. In fact, you're a superhero 
all the time, journeying through a series 
of levels where you battle other baddies: 
Mysterio, Puma, Rhino, plus your 
everyday thugs. Battling the baddies 
could've been fun, if it weren't for the 
simplistic nature of the fights. 

The controls for the game are easy to 
learn-the mouse controls your point 
of view, while you use the keyboard 
buttons to go forward , go backward, 
jump, and strafe. You direct your action 
using the crosshair that sits in the 
middle of the screen . For example, if 
you want to do some web swinging, 
point the crosshair at the point where 
you want your web to go, and press the 
mouse button. When you want to bash a 
thug's head in, point at the guy with the 
crosshair, and press the mouse qutton. 

When it's time to battle a boss, 
the action stops for a cut scene that 
introduces the boss. Then a minitutorial 
appears, telling you what moves you 
need to do to win- and thus removing 
any reason to continue the game. 

Starting to get that tingly feeling? 
That's your sense of awareness about 
the Spider-Man 2 game. If you're a hard
core fan who has to have everything red 
and blue, get the game. If you demand 
a worthwhile gaming experience, this 
one'll disappoint you.-Roman Loyola 

REQUIREMENTS: 700MHz G3; Mac OS 10.2.8 or 
later; 32MB ATI Radeon 7500, nVidia GeForce 2, or 
better; 1GB disk space 

GOOD NEWS: Variety of baddies to beat up Easy-to-learn controls 
SAD NEWS: Uninspired. S1mpllst1c fighting. 

MacAddict RATED 
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THE BEST OF T H E BEST FROM RECENT R E VI E W S 

@Last Software SketchUp $475.00 Aug/04, p54 Even professional architects will value this 30 sketching tool. 

Adobe lnDesign CS $699.00 Feb/04, p46 More features and easier navigation make layout a snap.v 

Adobe Photoshop CS $649.00 Feb/04, p44 Just when you thought Photoshop couldn't get better, it did . 

Alias SketchBook Pro $179.00 Dec/04, p40 This elegant app makes sketching and annotating easy. 

Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 $399.00 Jan/04, p48 Our favorite Web-design tool adds improved CSS support. 

Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Pro $699.00 Jan/04, p48 Don't know how to write code? Flash MX will do it for you. 

Macromedia FreeHand MX $399.00 Jun/03, p49 In the race with Adobe Illustrator, FreeHand pulls ahead. 

$695.00 Dec/04, p43 Whether you're a 30 newbie or expert, this app's for you. 

oodWing Software Smart Styles CS Save and apply lnDesign styles for objects, tables, and text. 

A complete rewrite vaults this database into the big leagues. 

$349.00 Jul/04, p53 This digital video recorder will change the way you watch TV. 

$729.00 Aug/04, p57 This rugged DV-encoding drive includes a hot-shoe mount. 

$2,999.99 Aug/04, p39 Want to move up to the big leagues? Here's your camcorder. 

$499.99 Aug/04, p36 This compact, inexpensive camcorder has great image quality. 

$129.99 Nov/04, p50 You won't believe the sound of this compact radio and speaker. 

$89.99 Sep/04, p28 Ninety bucks can buy an exceptionally capable photo printer. 

Canon i860 $149.99 Sep/04, p29 This printer's Photo Black cartridge makes color photos pop. 

Canon i9000 $199.99 Sep/04, p31 Gorgeous prints, CD printing, color-LCD editing-all good stuff. 

SCANNERS 
Epson Perfection 2580 $149.00 Oct/04, p37 This flatbed handles both refl ective and film scans with ease. 

Epson Perfection 4180 $249.00 Oct/04, p39 Superior image quality earns this scanner our recommendation. 

Microtek ScanMaker i320 $129.00 Oct/04, p35 Killer photo-rescue software comes with this affordable unit. 

STORAGE 
LaCie Big Disk Extreme 500G8 $449.00 Aug/04, p55 Cutting-edge technology provides cutting-edge performance. 
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PDF SECRETS 
Can I send my printing-press folks 
PDF files created with the standard 
Mac OS X Save As PDF command from 
the print dialog? 
When you choose Save As PDF from 
the print dialog, Mac OS X creates a 
PDF all right-but it's not a complete 
press-ready document. Your Mac uses 
the same rendering engine (Quartz) that 
it uses to generate onscreen images, 
which isn't high enough quality for 

Filters : 

c:::l§:me JJ 
ri Black & White -1 

i Blue Tone I 
I a Gray Tone 

i i Lightness Decrease 

1 
I' ii Lightness Increase 

a Reduce File Size 
1 

i Sepia Tone 

~~~ 
I Apply I 

beiaiis · History 

-{ Color : }-

Options for co nverting color: l . 
Objects: 

~All ' Text : 1 

Re ndering intent 
----~ 

printing, even 

though it looks 
great on your 

screen. Plus, 
Mac OS X's PDFs 
always use the 
RGB color space 

even if you set up 
your document 
with its own color 
profile. Apple's 

Apple's Color 
Sync Utility packs 
a lot more PDF 
mojo than you 
may realize. 

quick 
answers 

RADIO PRESETS 
It's such a hassle to navigate through 
all of the genres among the streaming 
radio stations inside iTunes. How can I 
set up iTunes to show only my favorites? 
You can treat iTunes radio stations just 
like any other music files-simply add 
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underpublicized workaround is to 
create a PDF from a raw Postscript (.ps) 
document via the Preview application 

(/Applications/Preview) just as you'd 
do with Acrobat Distiller. Just drag 
the Postscript file onto the Preview 
application's icon, and it will generate 

the PDF. Wh ile this PDF file doesn't 
contain all the information a Distiller
created PDF would have, it's a quick 'n' 
dirty workaround that's good enough 
for many design jobs. For even more PDF 
powers, check out the tools under the 
Filters tab in Apple's ColorSync Utility 
(/Applications/Utilities). 

CROSS-PLATFORM CDS 
How can I get my Windows computer 
to recognize a Mac CD? 
You need special software, such 
as MacDrive for Windows ($49, www 
.mediafour.com), to read it on the 
PC-but this is necessary only if you 
specifically created a Mac-only CD on 
your Mac. CDs created with Mac OS 

X's built-in CD-burning software work 
just fine on both Macs and PCs without 

extra software, as do CDs created using 
Roxio's Toast. Just be sure to choose the 
Mac & PC format option in Toast. 

0 Mac Only 
0 Mac & PC 

0 DVD-ROM (UDF) 

0 ISO 9660 

0 Cus tom Hybrid 
0 Macvolume 

If you tell it to, Toast will make Windows
compatible discs. 

them to your Library via drag and drop. 
You can even create a Playlist that 
contains only your favorite stations. 

You don't have to limit your Playlists 
to song files-they can contain radio 
stations as well. 

BAN THE ACROBAT BAR 
How can I remove the annoying little 
two-button Adobe Acrobat toolbar that 
shows up every time I open Word, Excel, 
or PowerPoint? 
Don't you just hate that little thing? And 
getting rid of it is way more complicated 

than it should be. For a temporary fix, 
select Tools> Customize in any Office 

application (in Office 2004, it's Tools> 
Customize> Customize Toolbars/Menus). 
and uncheck the Adobe Acrobat 
PDFMaker item, but this only works until 
the next time you run that Office app. 
To remove it permanently, navigate to 

/Applications/Microsoft Office X or 

2004/0ffice/Startup), and delete 
the PDFMaker files inside the Excel, 
PowerPoint, and Word folders. 

To get rid of ... trash these files. 
these little 
buggers ... 

LARGE DRIVES 
I bought a 160GB hard drive to put in 
my old Power Mac G4, but it shows up 
as 128GB. Where's the other 32GB? 
The IDE drive controller in your G4 

doesn't support drive volumes larger 
than 128GB. Starting with the Mirror 
Drive Door (MDD) Power Macintosh G4 in 

2002, Apple began to use built-in drive 
controllers that can recognize volumes 
larger than 128GB. The only way to get 
your older G4 to recognize a volume 
larger than 128GB is to use an add-on PCI 
IDE card. Check out the four-channel SllG 

RIP DIFFERENT 
I copied a bunch of MP3s onto a CD, 
but iTunes doesn't recognize the disk. 
What gives? 
iTunes recognizes only MP3 CDs created 
using iTunes. 

SHUT ME DOWN 
My Mac won't shut down when I select 
Shut Down from Mac OS X's Apple 
menu. What could be causing this? 
An incompatible or malfunctioning USB 
device usually causes this problem. 
Disconnect all USB devices except for 



UltraATA 133/100 Pro ($74.99, www.siig 
.com) and Sonnet Technologies Tempo 
ATA/133 ($79.99, www.sonnettech 
.com)-both are available from Other 
World Computing (www.macsales.com). 

IMPORT MOVIES 
I use iPhoto to import pictures from my 
digital camera, but what can I use to get 
at the video clips I shoot using the same 
digital camera? 
Most digital cameras can record a small 
quantity of video (of limited quality), 

but iPhoto ignores 
these files when you 
connect your camera 
and click the Import 
button. To get to 
those video clips, fire 

Apple's Image up Image Capture 
Capture handles (/Applications/ 
movies-and Image Capture). This 
even some application will see 
scanners. your plugged-in and 

turned-on digital 
camera and let you import any movies 
you've recorded. 

RERIP YOUR TUNES 
I imported all of my CDs into iTunes at 
256 Kbps, but now I want to save space 
by using the more-compact 128-Kbps 
setting. How can I reencode all my 
songs at a lower bit rate? 
Unfortunately, there's no push-button 
way to reencode your tunes-you have 
to do it manually. Reset your importing 
preferences to 128 Kbps in iTunes' 
Preferences> Importing tab . Then simply 
highlight all of the files you want to 
reencode in your Main Library in iTunes 
and select Convert Selection To MP3 

your keyboard and mouse to determine 
if that's the cause. It may be necessary 
to reconnect your devices sequentially 
to track down the culprit. When you do, 
check the manufacturer's Web site to 
make sure you 
have the latest 
driver software
if you do, the 
device might just 
be defective. 

USB: It can be 
friend or foe. 

KEY INTO SPEED 
When typing commands into the 
Terminal, is there a faster way to 
navigate typed commands than 
using the arrow keys? 
Typically you can use the left- and right
arrow keys to navigate forward and 
backward on the command line. You 
can also access previous commands by 

Control-A moves the cursor to the 
beginning of the line. 
Control-E moves the cursor 
to the end of the line. 
Control-K deletes 
everything after the cursor to 
the end of the line. 
Control-LI deletes the entire 
line of text. 
Con t rol-0 deletes the character 
to the right of the cursor. 

from the Advanced menu. This will make 
a duplicate of each of the originals, 
encoded at the lower bit rate. When that 
process is finished, delete the originals . 

DOCK VOLUMES 
Can I put a link to all of my volumes in 

the Dock? 
You could simply drag your drive and 
network volume icons into the Dock, 
which works just fine . Or you could take 
a craftier approach-drag the invisible 
Volumes folder irito the Dock for access 
to all of your volumes in one folder. Do 
this by selecting Go To Folder from the 
Go menu in the Finder. Type /Volumes, 
and click Go to open the invisible 

FIRST AID FOR FIRST AID 
Disk Utility won't let me run Verify Disk 
or Repair Disk on my hard drive-both 
buttons are grayed out. How come? 
You can't verify or repair the drive that 
contains the copy of Mac OS X you're 
running. You need to start up your Mac 
from your Mac OS X install disc and run 
its copy of Disk Utility to verify or repair 
the drive that houses 

OS X. ( V:erify Disk ) 

These handy tools can ( Repai r Disk ) 
. be picky lil' devils. 

using the up- and down
arrow keys . However, some 
other navigation commands 
can make life a little easier. By 
default, the bash shell (Terminal in Mac 
OS 10.3) uses emacs-styled editing 
commands forthe command-line 
(emacs is a Unix text editor, similar to 
vi). The commands are as follows: 

Esc-0 deletes the entire word to the 

., 

right of the cursor. 
Delete deletes the character 
to the left of the cursor. 
Esc-Delete deletes the 

entire word to the left of 
the cursor. 

If you know the emacs text editor, you 
know how to navigate the Terminal-and 

you know the GNU mascot yak. 

Volumes directory. From the top of the 
Finder window, drag the little folder icon 
for the Volumes folder into the Dock. You 
won't be able to access most removable 
drives via the Docked Volumes folder-but 
it's still handy. 

Oun Manin )tny Ltw1' 

~mmv o.wb, J• . 

Drag the title-bar icon into your Dock ... 

,- Dean Martin • 

··'ll Jerry Lewis 
''~ MacAddict 
;.-~ Sammy Davis, Jr. 

Show In fi nde r 

... and your hard drives stay there. 

,~Seven years of handling tech support 
'r!...l for Apple, Power Computing, and a 

Texas school district have given Buz Zoller 

Mac superpowers. 

S b •t technical questions u m1 or helpful tips directly 
via email (askus@macaddict.com) or c/o 
MacAddict, 150 North Hill Dr., Ste. 40, 
Brisbane, CA 94005 . 
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56 /1 HOWTO 
tr add special characters to documents 

Add Special Characters to Documents 
by Kris Fong 

WHAT YOU NEED 

Mac OS X 10.2 or later ($129, 
www.apple.com) 

Any application that supports text 

.. . 
Anorher Schoof Yea B • . ; Dru k r eg1ns· 

n enness and Deb 

I 
•Max, Motley CrUe, and Coca-Cola™ 
would be a lot easier to type if we didn't 
have to go through the ol' tria l-and -error 
key-combo hunting just to type the darn 

things-I mean, what the 0013©®?! Thankfully, 
Apple offers the Character Palette to give us 
hunters-and-peckers a way to save valuable 

time. If you need to type a special character 
and don 't want to key-combo your way to 
oblivion, here's how to 

auchery is Th· y ooo 
Qear Brain.,,,,, IS ear's Theme 

join the Character 
Palette+. 

As we beg; 
here at B-ela 0 ·"a new year 

Jet us remind a:~:~~ Zeta Thef.a, 
broth ess of this ' elfow 
Have a. drunk ti years. t'1eme:· 

September 17 ~ all of .the lime. 
event was· a Yilld ~s Offic1af kickoff 
hung our new- /30Zeout, as we 
our newest additfon-sign ~bo_ve 
grotto (o kay T fhe vinyl 
kiddie Pool i/ ,6 really just a 
Hugh Hern;,,:$~ don~ have 
do have one re either}. We 
don·t mis-take QUest-p/ea&e 
own perso our pool for )'our 
We saw pl;natyl po,rtable faci/itiy. 

t "d t th . o a/umn · U SI ea e Vin eroractuates and • and 
·nee thi ' , managect I • ,1,. A s year scropof re. 0 r ;,, \;;t cough up. cash for a 

' , • anyone knows 
e re looking for recruits an conver1€ancl£ 

s know). ' 

nt us ~OZ8s at UCB' M;rt i fhefool who 
t '<> th~~ ·ball , Please 

" _. •han._ ~'. U» ouse immediately. 

,,.. Mark y ur calenda . 
o.l"CPtembe· Z• th is no'i::.Friday1 

Beer Bash The b t' 0 s Brother 
a: ftp,... outside atr':: sf~rts flowing 
Be there! Gr ._ •• @•nyl grotto. 

Need wacky characters? Toss 
We're lool<in ;· ~ 

represent us ll<fz~ recruits lo 
student elections . . at ~ca ·s 
interested -.,f rou re 
t@ t~-~ -t~1~: see us for a little 

Alu mnl Gordon Bl some into your documents via 

Apple's Character Palette. 
~~ B'Ud Wise, (ai:scn _(above left) 
"""'' boogie . Whll9 Ve nghf) do the 
• hows arr his ne lo N. Brau (right) 

IV ?artychearty dress. 

To access the characters, enable the Character Palette 
menu . (Though you can open the palette via Finder > 

Edit > Special Characters, turning it into a menu item allows 
global access in any app.) Open System Preferences and click 
In ternational. In the resulting panel, click the Input Menu tab 
and check the Character Palette box: Panther users, check 
the Show Input Menu In Menubar box as well. Then close the 
window. You should see a small American flag (Panther) or 
palette icon (Jaguar) in the menu bar. Now open an existing 
document or create a new one in your app of choice. 

Select the keyboard lavouts , Input methods, and palettes that appear In the 
Input menu. 

To make the Character Palette accessible from 

the menubar, check this box in Panther. 
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~!i~_e.. 
~ @ Character Palette 

IS'! mKeyboard Viewer 
./ U.S. 

6 @ J.ilpanese Kana Palette 

l)Kotoerl 

_ Ii H.illf-wldth Karakana 

l!'ll Romajl 
_ rJ Full-width Roman 
_(il)Ainu 
:!.0Hlragana 
:! ~ Katakana 
I» Hangul 

(~show Input menu in menu bar ) 

1 l~ut type ..,_Script 

Palette Unicode 
Palette Unicode 
Ke'flboard Roman 
Paleue Japanese 
Input Method Japanese 

Input Method Ko run 

( Options ... ) 

Tl 
!·I ; 

Tt 

® 
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Character Palette 

From your new menu, select Show 
Character Palette. Select Roman from the 

View drop-down menu and click By Category. 

Click any category name in the left pane to 

Roman ~ 

Favorites 

view its ch aracters in the right pane. Here's a 

demonstration of how the palette works : Say 

$ Currency Symbols ... 0 
0 u ff 

0 fJ vwv y y ... u 
# .., . " Punctuation z z i .. you want to type ii la carte in true French fashion. 

What 's the key combination for ii? Within the 
Character Palette, just click Accented Latin from 
the categories pane, scroll down the right pane 

until you see the ii character, and double-click it 

to add it to your document in your current font at 
the insertion point. Likewise, click the Currency 

Symbols category to gain access to the euro (€) 
and English pound (£),or click the Miscellaneous 
category to find items like© and "ll'. 

• Miscell an eous a a a a a q. a re 
y 

E c d' d e , 
IF Crosses c e 

v ·"' e e e f g 
* Star s.f As.t:er i sks ~ e g 

h " ... n i 
A 

Ii I ·1r i i 
l...atin 

k .Jr I" r K 
A Accented Latin 

I 

.. Character Info 

.. Font Varia ·o n ( Add to Favorites ) E ____ rn_s_ert _ _ ___.) 
Choose the right category, and you can 

hunt down characters as easy as n. 

If nothing happened when you double-clicked, the 
current font's suitcase probably doesn't contain the 

chosen character. No problem-choose a font that does. Click 
the disclosure triangle at the bottom of the palette (it's labeled 
Font Variation in Panther) . In Panther, se lect the character 
in the Collections panel that best matches your chosen font, 

and double-click the character to add it. If the Insert button 

(at the bottom of the palette) is grayed out, your app doesn't 
support this font choice-choose another font until you see 
the button in its active state. In Jaguar, check the Show Only 
Fonts Containing Selected Character box, select a font from 

the Font pop-up, o o o chm mr P.iene g_ 
and double-click v•wd ...... ; ~ 

the character 
in the Related 

Characters pane 
to add it (you may 

need to change 
your app's font 
to your alternate 
choice if the 
character doesn't 
display properly) . 

Because our 

magazine's 

MetaNormalLF

Roman font doesn't 
support this 

character, we Zapf 

Dingbatted it for 

our art guys. 

.r Math 

-+ Arrows 

() Parentheses 

$ Currency Symbols 

'©®®'" •AT+•~· 
_..., ... ~~l; ~it. O • 

® '-'••• ~cl?Q O o 
·:t •'1' el I- ~:><~~' 

"" """" .. .ftlXXJCK 
0 12l l!!llZ) tr l!! @ + ..o s • , Punctuation 

• Miscell.ineous 

iF Crosses __ 

T Chu u1trlnfo 

T Fon1 Vul.1.tlon 

~ lO 't OO OOO~ I 

• I l_ u 0 "C 'F N2 %<;{, ~l • 

Co lltct lons : f Containing stlt<ttd ch.lr.1.ctrr t :) 

• • • • • STHol!I STKoltl STSong Sooul 
Regular Rogular Regula r 

( Add to Favorlt" ) f lnffrt- f'ont ~ 
/}. 

--/}. 

If you need language characters other than Roman, 
such as Kanji or Cyrillic, change the View. For Chinese, 

Japanese, or Korean (in Panther) characters, choose the 
language from the View pop-up menu and go hunting. For 
Cyri ll ic , Greek, Tibetan, and more, select Unicode (in Panther) 
or All (in Jaguar) from the View pop-up and then select the 

appropriate language from the category pane. You'll find tons 
more dingbats, _Q 0 0 Cha ractNPal•tt• G 

alphanumeric 
alternatives, 
and more in the 

Unicode palette. 

Frat boys and Latin 

scholars take 

note-find your 

letters here. 

View : f Unk ocle 

Latin Exte:ndcd- B 

IPA Ext e: nslons 

Spacing Modifler Len ers 

Combining O~cfitic.al Marks 

Greek and Copt k: 

Cyrillic 

Cyrillic Supplementary 

· ·- ;ii, . 'E 'H 'I 'O 
'Y'OtABrt.EZH 

1

0 I K/\MN::OO[l P. 
l:TY<l>X'f'O I Y 

a e ~ i u a ~ y 6 £ 

~ ~ 9 t k A µ v ; o 
rrpc;aTucpxljlw 

BflY.X • 

N.ame : GREEK SMALL LETTER SETA 

'f' Font Vari.1.tion 

Collections : f Conuin1ng ulec.ted chu~ct•r Hj 

B B 13 {3 
,. 

Kai Reg ula r LIHol Pro LISong Pro 
Modlum U~nl 

~ {3 {3 ~ 
Luek:ln Osak.ll Osnkn STFongsong 

Grando Bokl Regula r Rogula r· Rilgular 

( Add to Filvo rites ) ( Insert with Font 

,~Ce peut ne pas etre fran ,ais parfai t, mais Kris Fong prend plaisir 
'!!J a savoir qu'elle peut taper cette phrase. (It may not be perfect 

French, but Kris Fong takes pleasure in knowing that she can type thi s 
sentence.) 
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5 8 ~ ~8! J~r Macs over FireWire 

Network Your Macs over FireWire 
by Russ Hunter 

WHAT YOU NEED 

Two or more FireWire-equipped Macs 
running Mac OS 10.3 

FireWire cable 

FireWire hub and extra FireWire cables 
for Macs more than 15 feet apart 

W 
hen you think of a 
network, you usually 
think of Ethernet and 
AirPort-but your Mac 

has another, lesser-known network 
interface. Apple quietly added IP over 
FireWire support to Mac OS 10.3, 

opening the door to speedy 400-Mbps 

throughput between Macs running 
Panther. We show you how to use 
this secret extra network interface 
to share files and printers at speeds 
faster than 10/lOOBase-T Ethernet 
(but slower than Gigabit Ethernet), as 
well as share an Internet connection. 
And unlike FireWire Target Disk mode, 
FireWire Networking is bidirectional 
and plug-and-play capable-no 
rebooting necessary. So if the dog 
ate your only Ethernet cable, you 
want to share the Internet without a 
router, you need to take advantage 
of FireWire's speed, or you just feel 

like impressing your friends, FireWire 
networking is the ticket. 

-
1 Location Is Everything 

The Network Locations feature is an easy way to store 
separate network settings for different locations or 

situations. If you already use Network Locations, you might 
have one for work and a second for home. But if you've never 
used Network Locations before, don't panic. A change of 
location is just a few clicks away. Open System Preferences 
and click Network. At the top of the pane that appears, click 
the Location pop-up menu and choose New Location. In the 
resulting sheet, enter the name FWnet and click OK- and keep 
your old location in the list so you can switch back to it when 
you' re done with all this FireWire-network hoo-ha. 

2 Plumb a New Port 
Now select Network Port Configurations from the Show 
pop-up menu. In the Port Configurations list, you'll 

Even an immobile desktop 
Mac can make good use of 
Network Locations_ 

Next, select FireWire from the Show pop-up menu. The 
Configure 1Pv4 pop-up menu should be set to Using DHCP by 

default (see "IP Addresses and DHCP," facing page, if you'd like to 
learn more about DHCP and how your Mac gets an IP address). Click 
Apply Now, and your Mac's FireWire port is ready to network. Since it 
takes two to tango, you need to configure a second Mac (or several) 
for FireWire networking to reap the benefits. So repeat steps 1 to 3 on 
another Mac and connect the two with a 6-pin -to-6-pin FireWire cable 
before you move on to the next step. Note that the maximum length 
for a FireWire cable is 15 feet; ifthe Macs are more than 15 feet apart, 
you can use a powered FireWire hub or repeater to double the range. 
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see entries for Internal Modem, Built-In Ethernet, and possibly 
Bluetooth and/or AirPort. You want to add a new FireWire port 
to this mix, so click the New button. In the sheet that appears , 
change the Name field from Untitled to FireWire, and select 
Built-in FireWire from the Port pop-up menu . Click OK, and 
in the Port Configurations list, drag the new FireWire entry to 
the top of the list. Then uncheck any other entries in the list 

""",.,,' l "'M' : I to disable their respective 
•'- l "''~"'°"eon"'"'"=• " ' network ports-at least until 

~:;::nC:;u~~·~~rn::,~:ko1r:~~~;.,Mi!IO t1Ylhtmwhu1 you've configured and tested 
to'\'1tCl1n11 to • nttWOtk. 

the FireWire connection . 

You're the port authority here
add, edit, or deactivate at wi ll. 

location: f~FW_n_• '-----~I~! J 
Show: ( FireWire J. :j 

I TCP/ IP ~ Proxies j 

Configure 1Pv4: ('-"U-'-'s i n--"g-"D-HC-'-P------'-'--'~ : J 

IP Address : ( Renew OHCP Lease ) 

Subnet Mask: OHCP Client ID: 
{lf requlrtdJ 

Router: 

ONS Se rvers: (Optlona ll 

Thanks to Rendezvous's zero-configuration networking, 
you don't have to do much of anything here. 



If you keep your firewall up and running (a good idea 
if you're connected to the Internet, especially via 

broadband), add entries for http and https to allow Web pages 
and secure Web pages, respectively. On the Mac connected 
to the Internet, open System Preferences and click Sharing; 
click the Firewall tab, then click New. In the sheet that appears, 
select Other from the Port Name pop-up menu, and enter 80 
for the Port Number and http in the Description fie ld. Click OK 
and repeat the process for Port Number 443, Description https. 
You're now ready to start sharing. 

Sharing 

Specify a port on which you would like to receive networking traffic. 
Olher ports can be specified by selecting 'Other' in the Port Name 
popup. Then enter a the port name and a number (or a range or series 
of port numbers) along with a description. 

Port Name: '.'.::: O::t::h•:::'======~=; l 
Port Number, Range or Series: 44 3 

Description: G;;: r-tt-p-s/ ______ :::J_..., 

Punch a hole through your firewall if you want to share. 

IP over FireWire is an excellent way to share a single 
Internet connection between two computers. Start by 

creating a Network Location for Internet Sharing on the gateway 
Mac-the one that's already connected to the Internet. Go to 
System Preferences' Network pane as you did in step 1, but 
this time select Edit Locations from the Location pop-up menu. 
Select the location you created in step 1 (FWnet) and click the 
Duplicate button. Change the name of the Location to NetShare 
and click the Done button. Now se lect NetShare in the Location 
pop-up menu and select Network Port Configurations in the 
Show pop-up menu. Your FireWire port should still be at the 
top of the list, but this time leave the Ethernet port checked 
as well-you need to have it active to connect to the Internet. 
Click Apply Now to save your settings. Next, go to System 
Preferences' Sharing pane and select the Internet tab. Set the 
Share Your Connection From pop-up menu to Built-in Ethernet, 
and in the To Computers Using list, check the box for Built-in 
FireWire. Then click the Start button to activate Internet Sharing. 

Computer N1me: Maczilla 

{ Services Flrewall lntemet ] 

Internet Sharing Off 

r7.:::\ Cilek Sia rt to ;il low other computers on the Ports $Clccicd below to shvc vour 
~ connecllontothe lntcrnct. 

Share your connection from: ~c:•::::u i l:.:..1-"';n ..:::E•::.:h •::.::'"::::• • ____ ==n _ __:J; 
To computers using: 

On Poru 

S1 Bullt- in FireWlre I 

Create a mini ISP by sharing your Internet connection. 

,~Russ Hunter was into networking way, way before it was a cool thing 
~tobeinto . 

-
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File sharing works the same over FireWire as it does 
on any other kind of network. Just go to System 

Preferences' Sharing pane and check the boxes to enable 
Personal File Sharing and whatever other shared services you 
need . Apple's Rendezvous technology also works over FireWire; 
as on a regular network, Rendezvous should make the hookup 
automatic-but it might not. Click the Network icon in a Finder 
window's sidebar to browse your nascent network, or select 
Go > Connect To Server in the Finder to connect by name. 
If you can't see one Mac from the other, you can kick-start 
the connection by disconnecting and reconnecting the 
FireWire cable or running the following in a Terminal window: 
pins -c 10 broadcasthost. lfyou still can't access shared 

services at 
computer Name: 

1
Maczllla this point, 
?~~~UCl~~:t::~~~7:°~:0U I Subntl Ciltl rtilCh your ~ d 0 u b le-ch eek 

I Servfces I Fi rewall Internet } 
your Sharing 
preferences 
and make sure 
you have the 

Selec1 a service to change llS settings. 

"" se:mtt 
~~ Personal File Sharing 

~ Windows Sharing 

~ Personal Web Sharing 

~ Remote l ogin 

~ FTP Access 

0 Apple Remote Desk1op 

0 Remote Apple EvenlS 

Prin1er Sharing On 

GU 
~:~0~i1~ 1~~:~!~11n:c~~~':0~~:~'0=1tl". de Si red Servi Ce S 

enabled. 

Note the Computer Name- you'll be looking for 
it from the other Macs. 

IP Addresses and DHCP 
Your Mac sends out a DHCP (dynamic host configuration 
protocol) request when it connects to a network, and if 
there is a DHCP server connected to the same network, 
the server replies with an available IP address and other 
pertinent info. Your computer uses this information 
to configure the network interface. In a typical home 
network, AirPort Base Stations and other broadband 
routers act as DHCP servers for Ethernet and/or wirelessly 
connected Macs. For FireWire networking, one Mac acts as 
a mini DHCP server when you activate Internet sharing. If 
your Mac can't find a DHCP server on the network, the Mac 
can self-assign a DHCP IP address-which is smart, but 
when we set up a FireWire network, this self-assignment 
process occasionally failed. If all your settings are correct 
and you still can't connect, toggle Internet Sharing off and 
back on-this usually sets everything right. 

Clean Up 
When you're done with your FireWire network, return your 
system to its normal network settings. After disconnecting 
the FireWire cable, go to System Preferences, click 
Network, and change your location back to the original 
you noted in step 1. And the next time you need a FireWire 
network, you'll still have that FWnet location set up and 

waiting for you. 
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60 /1 HOWTO 
Li' command Command-F 

Command Command-F 

M 
ac OS 10.4 Tiger promises to revolutionize 
searching your Mac with its Spotlight supersearch 
technology (" Inside the Belly of the Beast," 
Sep/04, p20), but until the big cat arri ves, 

you'll have to do your hunting with the Finder's good old 

The Find command wi ll happily search for files 
by content-by words or phrases in a text file, for 

example. However, if you don't create an index first, Find wil l 
automatical ly index that drive or folder when you first search 
it-a process that can take an ungodly long time. It's smarter to 
index a drive or folder at your convenience, not the Finder's . To 
create an index, highlight the drive or folder you want to search 
and press Command-I to bring up the Info dialog. Click the 
Content Index disclosure triangle to reveal its menu. Click the 
Index Now button to begin the process of indexing all the files 
in that drive or folder, but be warned: Indexing our nearly full 
30GB hard drive for the first time took almost 24 hours. 
Rebuilding the indexes for your disks every month or so will 
keep your searches fast and accurate. To rebuild an index, use 
the same steps as before, but begin by clicking the Delete Index 

Status : Not indexed 

Date: --

( Index Now ) 
!>- Preview:1. 

Delete Index 

button. Then click Index Now 
to start afresh . 

• Ownership & Permissions: 

It's smarter to create an index 
when you-rather than the 
Finder-decide_ .. Comments: 

By default, the Find utility indexes only the contents 
of files written in your Mac's primary language. That's 

not good if you and your Mac are bilingual-but you can easily 
give your searches a more international flavor. If you're running 
OS 10.3, go to Finder> Preferences and click the Advanced tab, 
then press the Select button below Languages For Searching 
File Contents; if you're running OS 10.2, just click the same 
button in the main Preferences dialog. From the resulting menu, 
you can choose as many tongues as you need . (That came out 
sounding way more lascivious than we intended .) 

English 
French 
German 
Greek 
Hebrew 

Be sparing with the number of languages 
you add, however. More languages means 
longer indexing times and larger index files. 

Parlez-vous fran~ais? We don't either
but our Mac can. 
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Find command (Command-F) . That's OK, though, because 
Find has more searching power than most users ever tap. 
We show you how to search your files by content, fine-tune 
your search criteria, and even search content written in 

other languages. 

If you're like us, you keep most of your important stuff in 
a particu lar set of folders. Rather than hunting for them 

each time you search, make them permanent additions to your 
Find dialog. Press Command-F to bring up the Find dialog, then 
click the Search In drop-down menu and select Specific Places. 
To create a shortcut to a folder, click Add, select the folder in the 
Choose A Folder dialog, and click Choose. To remove a folder 

Search in: f Specific places 

0 .- Curley 

shortcut, highlight its listing and click 
Remove or simply press the Delete key. 

61 ['# Dope- Slapping 

0 ~ Eye- Poking 

IJ Larry 
0 _ g Moe Add shortcuts to your favorite folders to 

save time when searching. 

provide more-accurate results in less time. Creating a 
focused search means adding as many file details-or search 
criteria-as possible. To add criteria, click a plus sign (+) in the 
bottom pane of the Find window. If you're running OS 10.3, you 
can search by any combination of Content, Name, Date Created 
or Modified , Visibility, Label, and more-you have fewer options 
if you're running OS 10.2. Don't forget to also narrow the area 
you're searching as much as possible. 

When you've narrowed the search as much as you can, click 
e a " Search. Find will present 

SH•thon: ( Specifu:pt.acu 

la a:::"° IBIQID _________ _ 

0 i;J P'ktllfU 

Surd1 for lteml wt.on· -- ·------
( COnt;;1- rn lndudo 1.-olpl e ® 
(Him!--m t con1•1n1 ~ : I •.opl• 0® 
(fu"7;C;~ ! 1 1""4'.1111n HI ~1~E)(f) 
'-"lKi=""-- 1,.,.,:Jfis f!l ! doc.umtnl h-101$ 

=~=""• __ rn,.,,: IJ • • .. • • . ... e ® 

the results in a new 
window. Clicking a result 
will display its location 
on the disk; double
cli cking will open the 
item. Happy hunting! 

When it comes to search 
criteria, quantity equals 
quality. Search with as 
many details as you can. 

1.ft:,. Johnathon Willi ams can find anything with his Mac-except a social 
~life . Pretend to be his friend at www. johnathonwilliams.com. 
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NIKON Coolpix 
• 5.24 MegaPixel 
• 4x Optical Zoom' 
• 213" CCD 

s42999· 
NEW! Coolpix 4100. 
Coolpix 3700 .... 

· 4x Digital Zoom 
· 7x Optical Zoom 

sso9s9 
DSC·F717 
DSC·F88 

X21 
X50 .. 
A200 

IN FOCUS X2 
·OLP 

DIGITAL CAMERAS 

NIKON Coolpix 54.00 . 
· s. 1 MegaPixels • 
• 4x Digital Zoom 

s34999 
Cool pix 3200 ................ $149.99 
Coolpix 4200 ... ............. $244.99 
Coolpix 5200 ...... ......... .$279.99 

NIKON 070 

LS-40 ........ 

GA·D230 ... ...... ....... ..... $429.99 
GA-033... . .. ........ .. $249.99 
GR·D72... . ... $289.99 
GY·DV300 .. .......... .. $1609.99 
GY·DV5000 ............ ... 53899.99 

SONY DCR-VX2100 d9l!i.. 
• 46x Digital Zoom ~ 
· 12x Optical Zoom 
· 2.5" LCD Sere·· 

s1 80999 ' . wZ 
~~ 

DCA·IP1 ...................... $649.99 
DCR-IP55 .. $599.99 
DCA·IP220 .... .............. $699.99 
NEW! DHR-1000 .. .. .. $2979.99 
GVD1000 ..... ............... $909.99 
GVD800.. .. ...... . $599.99 

SONY DCR·PC350 
• 3.0 MegaPixels 
• 1 Ox Optical Zoom 
• 2.5" LCD Screen 
• BLUETOOTH 

s90999 

NEWI DCR·PC109 ...... $564.99 

JVC LT·32WX84 
• 32" 
·HDTV 

............ $339.99 
........ $404.99 

.... ............ $264.99 
. .. . $299.99 

Special! ZA·90 .. .... .. .. .. $359.99 

JVC GR-HD1 
• 200x Digital Zoom 
· 1 Ox Opt. Zoom 
· 3 . 5~ Color LC 
• USB 

5169999 

GR·DX77 ...... .............. $339.99 
GR·DX97 ..... $369.99 
NEW! GR·DX307 ...... . $449.99 
NEWI GR·DZ7 .. .......... SS49.99 
NEWI GA·MC100/200 .... CALL 
JY-H010U .................. $2099.99 

SONY HDR-FX1 

Spe°cial! OSR-PDX10.S1499.99 
Special! OSR-P0170 .52409.99 
SR-VS30... .. .$899.99 
NEWI OCR· TRV260 .... $279.99 
NEWI DCR·TAV460 .. .. $309.99 

PANASONIC PV-GS200 

NEW! PV·GS2 .. .. .. .. ..... $279.99 
PV·GS9 ....................... $279.99 
PV·GS12... . . .... .. ... 5299.99 
PV-GS 14.... .. ........ 5319.99 
PV-GS 15 ..................... 5349.99 
Special! PV-GS55 .. ... .. $404.99 
PV-GS120 ...... $449.99 
NEWI PV-GS400 .. ....... $949.99 

.. .... ......... $11 79.99 

Optura 30 .................... $504.99 
Optura 40...... . ... ... . $549.99 
Optura XI ................... $729.99 
Optura 300 .. .. ......... $604.99 
NEWI Optura 400 .... .. $609.99 

SONY DCR-HC1000 

DCR-HC20 ........ ........ .. $349.99 
DCR·HC30.. ... .. .... ..... $384.99 
DCA·HC40... .. ....... $439.99 
Special! DCR·HC65 .... 5469.99 
Special! DCR·HC85 .... 5609.99 

DCA·DVD101 .......... ... $519.99 
DCR·OV0201 ... .... ....... $609.99 

PANASONIC AG-DVX100A 
· 3-CCD Imaging 

· Super VHS iiW2 
· 12x Optical 
• IEEE-1394 

5239999 ~ 
AG-DV2500 ............. .. $1279.99 
AG-DVC200 ...... ........ $2649.99 
AG·DVC7 ........... $709.99 
Special! AG-DVC30 .. $1549.99 
NEW! AG-DVC60 ..... $1849.99 
SV·AVSOA .. .. ............ $259.99 
SV-AV100... . . .... ... $609.99 
VD·RM50 .. .. ...... $429.99 
Speciall VD-RM70 ...... $529.99 

• Aquos Liquid 
• TFT Active Ma 

~~~~H~~U .. ... ~i.iiiil' 
LC-20E1U .. .. 
LC·20B4U .. 

Policy: Visa, Mastercard, Discover, American Express, Diners Club, Money Orders, Certified Check, (Personal Checks up to 14,000.00 with name and address imprinted on check). C.0 .D. orders are also accepted. Orders by mail please 
print name address and phone number clearly. Shipping methods· in the Continental U.S.A. will be via Fedex, U.P.S. or Air Mail. Over size items via truck. Shipping and Handling are additional. 21 days for return or exchange (video & dig· 
rtal 7 days) with prior authorization only. (Calf customer service for authorization number). Shipping and Handling are not refundable. All returns are subject to a minimum restocking fee of 5%. Prices may reflect mail-rebate. All returned 
merchandise must be in new condition and must include all packaging and printed material in original, unaltered condition. Broadway Photo is not responsible for typographical errors. All items are covered by USA, International or Broadway 
Photo and Video Warranty. Prices subject to change. Please check our website for current prices. All our merchandise is brand new and factory fresh . Quantities are limited. Thank you and enjoy your order. MA 1104 



Metro Vue 
When your travels take you from forest to Fifth Avenue 
and you need to cloak your iPod accordingly, MetroVue is 
there, three to a pack to match your mood. Available in 
"Girl Pak" or "Guy Pak." 

Professional DV Amazing effects for SportSuit Santa 
keyboard iMovie Crafted by elves of the 
A must have for video NEW! Slick 7 features 70+ softest and furriest 
editors, this keyboard lets 3D transitions, animated materials, your iPod or 
you edit movies like a titles and more. Slick 8 iPod mini wi ll be warm 
pro. Perfect for the offers image stabilization, and cozy hanging with 
person who's New Year's pan/zoom, morphing, etc. the other stockings. 
resolution is "finally finish Coming soon to a theater 
my movie. " near you: your iMovie! 

@fil.fr:f!J ~ G !.Y!.e.!:i~':!-E~ .. 

Trail Vue 
Bullet-tough and fashion-smart, TrailVue is among the 
coolest cases available for the iPod mini. And it's so 
new, even Santa doesn't know about it yet. Available 
in seven color combinations. 

Armor for Mini Pump up the Jam 
''The Schwarzenegger of the Boostaroo gives an extra 
bunch is iPod Armor audio kick to your 
... ideal for skateboarders, headphone jack. Boosts 
snowboarders and other volume, saves batteries, 
sports enthusiasts who and lets you share the 
tend to fall down a lot." tunes.with 2 friends. 
-Time Magazine 

matias boo1taroo co rp ora tion 

~ .. :'·' ~ ~-w.· . ;'.'. 

· I( t= Where Santa shops for all his Ma~ & iPod needs. · · Dr. ott £_. Find a reseller online at http://www.drbott .. com/local phone: 800.541.1230 
"'"'' . ·' .. ' < 



Free 
Shipping! 

Offer applies to all orders over $99. 
After mail-in rebate. Certain restrictions 

apply. Hurry! Offer ends soon. 

eMac™G4 
7 .25GHz G4 with Combo 
or SuperDrive'M 

starting at s794/ 

!") 

iBoo~ 
7GHz G4 with 72. 7" display 
7GHz G4 with 74. 7 "display 
7.2GHz G4 with 72. 7 "display 
7.2GHz G4 with 74. 7 "display 
7.33GHz G4 with 74. 7 "display 

starting at s994/ 



PowerBook® G4 
7.25GHz G4 with 75.2" display 
7.33GHz G4 with 72. 7 "display 
7.33GHz G4 with 72. 7 "display 
7.33GHz G4 with 77" display 
7.SGHz G4 with 75.2" display 
7.SGHz G4 with 7 7" display 

starting at sis94! 

Apple Cinema Display® 
20~ 23" and 30" displays 

starting at si294! 
7 .BG Hz, 2GHz & 2.SGHz 

starting at si4 94! 
Display sold separately. 

-~· ~· -· • FREE Shipping FREE Speakers 

NEW! Apple 
iPod Photo 

• starting at 

s494f 

' 
starting at • 

s294f ··· 

FREE Earbuds & Headphones 

NEW! 
iPod U2 
Special 
Edition 
on ly 

s344f mo795 

ApRle iPod mini 

oni/244/ ti 
FREE RAM OFFER-An additional S39.95 MacMaJI installation fee applies to all models. A $99 MacMall mail-in rebate is required for Power Mac G5 and iBook G4 models. Price of RAM before rebate is $99. A $119 MacMall mail- in rebate is 
required for PowerBook models. Price of RAM before rebate is $11 9. A $49.95 MacMaJI mail-in rebate is required for eMac G4 models. Price of RAM before rebate is $49.95. No rebate required for iMac G5 models. FREE CARRYING CASE 
OFFER-Carrying Case is free after S29.95 MacMall mail-in rebate for iBook or 12.1" and 15.2" PowerBook models. Price before rebate is $29.95. A $39.95 MacMaJI mail-in rebate is required for 17" PowerBook models. Price before rebate 
is S39.95. FREE PRINTER OFFER-Epson Stylus CB6 Printer is free after $70 Epson and S29 MacMall mail-in rebates when purchased with any Apple computer through 12/31104. Price of printer before rebates is $99. FREE PCI TV TUNER 
OFFER-Get a $99 rebate from MacMaJI when you purchase a Miglia PCI TV Tuner with any Power Mac system. Price of Miglia Tech TV Tuner without Power Mac purchase is S149. A $39.99 installation fee applies. #414788. FREE SHIPPING 
OFFER-Free UPS ground shipping on orders over S99 or S9.99 FedEx overnight shipping on selected products. Call or visit macmall.com for details. Not valid with any other discounts. FREE SENNHEISER HEADPHONES OFFER-After $19.99 
MacMall mail-in rebate with purchase of any Apple computer or MP3 player. Offer valid through 12/19/04. Price before rebate is $19.99. FREE SENNHEISER EARBUDS OFFER-After $9.99 MacMall mail-in rebate with purchase of any Apple 
computer or MP3 player. Offer valid tl1rough 12119/04. Price before rebate is $9.99. FREE D-LINK WIRlliSS G BASE STATION-Free after S25 mfr. and $29.99 MacMall Exclusive rebate when purchased with any Apple computer. Price before 
rebate is 554.99. Offer ends 12/19/04. UP TO $500 VALUE FREE OFFER-Subject to change and is offered while supplies last. FREE MAIL-IN REBATE-Save $50 after MacMall mail-in rebate on any notebook or desktop purchase. Limit 
one per address. Restrictions apply. Call for details. ALL OFFERS VALID WHILE SUPPLIES LAST AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR SUBSTITUTION BY MACMALL. 

Source Code: MACADDICT 



• 4 or 8 memory slots 
• 4 internal drive bays 
• AGP BX video card slot 
• 3 PCX or PCI slots 

3200 DDR C.A.S. 3.0 

Maximum up to 8 GBs! 
1 GB kits (2) 512 MB DIMMs 

$189.99 
2 GB kits (2) 1 GB DIMMs 

$429.99 

You've got the right Mac, but does your Mac have the right memo· 
ry? With top quality memory upgrades from Other World Computing, 
OS X and applications ca n run faster and better than ever! Less spinning 
'beach balls'! We have memory for just about every Apple/Mac out 
there! Call and speak to one ofour knowledgeable sa les reps, or visit 
www.macsales.com/memory to use our on line memory guide. 

~ ~11@~ 

S.UPERDRIVE 
W@lliJ~ @@~[?~~ 
!?~@~ @~[1W $69.99 
WWW.MACSALES.COM/SUPERDRIVE 

Make music, movies, data backups and more! 
D 1\1 fl You can use Apple iTunes/ 
Apple 
10'1> 

•• 
Apple 

DVD Player 

~ 

Discburner, Toast, or just Apple Apple Apple 
DVD Studio I Movie Disc Burner 

about any CD/DVD authoring 
'· software available! 

Apple Dragon Bum I Photo 

Up to 16X DVD Burn Speeds 
with up to 32X CD Burn 

Speeds & Dual Layer too! 

Internal options 
for desktop Mac! 

Bigger, better, faster, and quieter! 
Upgrade your hard drive today! 

&}>Seagate. ~ western· 
;ir,r. Digital TOSHIBA 
~~ 

SERIALATA 
ATA/IDE 

CSI 
2.5" Up f 1 

to 100GB , 

HITACHI 

Available for the 
Mac model vou 
have! 

\ I 
3.5" Up to I 

'-400GB from' . 
For iBooks &Jrom $77~ 
PowerBooks "" ~ 

- $57~ For 1Macs, 
- • eMacs,& 

"" PowerMacs 

Hard Drive Controllers 

Is your Mac forgetting 
what time it is? OWC PRAM 
batteries starting at $5.99 

iiii~-



DCPoworin FlroW!111400 

FireWire 
Size Speed Data Buffer 400/USB 

USB2.0 

FWSOO/ 
400* 

DCPoworln 

~ ~ 

P.!!~~-~-.-. .... awe ~ 

80GB 7200RPM 2MB $129.99 
120GB 7200RPM 8MB $169.99 
160GB 7200RPM 8MB $179.99 
200GB 7200RPM 8MB $209.99 
250GB 7200RPM 8MB $239.99 
400GB 7200RPM 8MB $449.99 DVD-+RIRW,+R DL to 16X, CD-R!RW to 32X speed 

OWC Mercury Pro FireWire + USB 2.0/1.1 $159.99 
OWC Neptune FireWire only Solution $149.99 
Mercury Pro and Neptune 'SuperDrive' DVDRW/CDRW models include 
Dantz Ret rospect Exp ress Backup Utility(Mac/PC), all cables, 25 Pieces 
52X CD-R Media, 5 Pieces of DVD-R Media, and a 1 Yea r OWC Warrant y 

, OWC FireWire/USB 52x32x52x CD-R/RW Externals 

OWC Mercury Pro FireWire+USB 2.0/1.1 $97.99 
OWC Neptune FireWire only Solution $89.95 
Mercury Pro and Neptune CD-R/ RW models include Dantz Retrospect 
Express Backup Util ity(Mac/PC), all cables, 25 Pieces 52X CD-R Media, 
and a 1 Yea r OWC Warranty \ 

Add 
Fire Wire 

and/orUSB ' 
Connect to thousands of new --fr:m~9•99 

FireWire/USB Adapters 

USB and FireWire Products! .... 
ADD FlREWlRE 400/800* OR 
USB 1.1/2.0* TO YOUR POWERMAC! 
DWC 2-port FW 400 PCI Card for PowerMacs $9.95 
OWC 3-port FW 800+2 Port 
FireWire 400 PCI for PowerMacs $49. 99 
OWC 3-port FW 400/S Port 
USB 1.1/2.0 PCI for PowerMacs $29.95 
• Fi reWire 800 and USB 2.0 operat ion require Apple OS X 10.2.x o r later. 

ADD FlREWlRE 400/800 TO ANY POWERBOOK! 
owe 2-port FW 400 
PCMCIA for PowerBooks $24.99 

Nova Large Capsule 
Cardioid Microphone $99.00 

~!,:.~~,~~~:.~~ • I 

Contour Shuttle A/V Controllers ' 
Shuttle Pro v2 Jog/Shuttle ~ < 
(15 programmable buttons) $84.99 
Shuttle Express Jog/Shuttle 
(5 programmable buttons) $39.95 

Mercury 
Elite Pro 
The sleek, compact 
solution that 
stands or stacks . 

Your Drive+ 

awe -(!ID 
Mercury 
On-the-Go 
High-speed drives 
that are "fits in a 
pocket" size 

Power ON/OFF 

Call for other Available Models and Options! 
• Elite 800 Pro Fw800/400 solution has same ports as p ictu red FW800/400 +USS 

model, without the USB 2.0 port. 
All Mercu ry Eli te Solutions are App le HFS+ Preformatted Ready to go and include: 
Dan tz Retrospect, Express Backup Utility(Mac/PC), lntech HD Speed too ls(Mac), 
all cables, and a 2 Year OWC Warranty. 

Build your own Mercury Elite FW/USB drive 
Case kits include all connecting cables and driving mounting 
screws. Use any 3.5" IDE/ATA hard drive up to 500GB! 

Oxford911+ FireWire 400 Kit $65.99 
Oxford911 Combo FireWire 400/USB2 Kit $79.95 
Oxford912 FireWire 800/400 Kit $99.95 
Oxford922 FireWire Combo 800/400/USB2 $119.95 

Mercury On-The-Go 
30GB 5400RPM SMB Data Buffer 
40GB 4200RPM SMB Data Buffer 
40GB 5400RPM 16MB Data Buffer 
60GB 5400RPM 16MB Data Buffer 

Call/Visit www.macsales.com for other 20-lOOGB models. 
All Mercury On-The-Gos are App le HFS+ Preformatted and include Dantz 
Retrospect Express Backup Utili ty (Mac/ PC), lntech HD Speedtools(Mac), all 
cab les, AC Power Supply, and a 1 Year OWC Warranty. 

Build your own Mercury On-the-Go FW/USB drive 
Case kits include all connecting cables and driving mounting 
screws. Use any capacity 2.5" IDE/ATA drive 

Oxford911 FireWire 400 Kit $67.99 
Oxford911 Combo FireWire 400/USB2 Kit $79.99 

Features th e same Oxford911 bridge 
as our hig hly acclaimed Elite Pro for 
all the performance and a value that 
can't be beat! 

Call for other Available Models and Options! 

Neptune FW Solutions include Dantz Retrospect 
Express backup software (Mac & PC). lntech Speedtool 
(Mac), al l cables, 1 yr. owe Warranty 

for all of your high-speed storage needs! 
visit http://www.macsales.com/firewire 



n) RoadTrip''" 
RoadTrip! 
FM Transmitter 

$19.99 
for any iPod or music player -
Listen to your music through your car's FM radio. 
(not a power adapter or iPod charger) 

Powerbook Accessories 
upgrades and add-ons for road warriors. 
n ) netuert:ec:tinology~ 

High-Capacity PowerBook Batteries 
Up to 50% more Capacity than Original! 

G4 15" 'Aluminum' 
53.3 watt hour $129.99 

G415" 'Titanium' 
65 watt hour $139.99 
71 watt hour $149.99 

Lombard/Pismo G3 .. " 
7200mAh $159.99 ~'/. 
5400mAh $139.99 

iBook Batteries from $99 
The longest-running laptop internal batteries available 
Call or visit www.macsales.com/batteries for all your 

1t>- -:::.:..:-:.:..= (( @ 

\f§:..=:al 

Replace your short running iPod Battery 
with one that 's far better, the longest Easy Install 1,__ __ _. 
r~~ning internal iPod bat~eries available! "' Opening to~I ' 
V1s1t www.macsales.com/lpod for all of our - • I d di 
great Apple iPod products! - me U e · 

The OWC LSPs are precision cut, 
glove soft leather protectors that 
prevent potentially permanent 
marks which can occur from the 
trackpad and keyboard while 

PowerBook G415" $15.99 

your laptop is closed. - "·'·-

matias products r
PowerBook G3s $14.99 

~IDG/l=AR' 

logear 2 Port USB 2.0 
PCMCIA Card $38.95 
logear Bluetooth to 

15" PowerBook G412" 
I iBooks $12.99 

[] 
~-

Matias Laptop 

USB Adapter, 30 Meter $29.99 
logear Compact Fi rewire 

Rain Design 
iLap 

Village Tronic Hoodman Armor Carrying 
Cases from 

6 Port Hub 1394A $59.99 It 
• T ' G acally- ' 

for IBook and 
PowerBook sizes 
12"-17" 

from $49.90 

VTBook Laptop Hoods 
Add another for Powerbook $78•99 MacAlly BT-Mini 
CRT or Flat Panel and iBook Programmable Bluetooth Mouse $46.99 
Display to your 12" Models $27.95 · -.,........ ..... MacAlly iVoice USB Microphone Adapter $14.99 
Powerbook 15" Models $28.95 PCMCIA MacAlly lceCam USB Video Web Camera $29.99 
$246.99 17" Models $29.95 Ethernet Card $19.99 MacAlly lceCad USB Mini Writing Tablet $39.99 



Satisfy that Need For Speed -
OWC Has a Processor Upgrade to make your Mac like New! $ 

OWCgives $ 
cash back for 

your old 
processor 

0111f: MercuryG4 
Wlf j Extreme 

MacAddct RATEO Macwcu . ·---~ Macworld ~:.~ •. 
e~Ri~o ••••• Soutofs •••• ••• 

G4/74SS 933-1.0GHz $229.95 
G4/74SS 1.0-1.2GHz $295.99 
G4/74SS 1.33-1.4GHz $389.99 
G4/7447 1.6-1.7GHz $489.99 
the first of a new, breakthrough G4 technology! 

Out with the old, 
in with the new 
Even starting from a G4/350MHz 
you can upgrade to 1.?GHz+ 
speed! Upgrades for PowerMac 

!::~~;J~;;;llJ~ G4 AGP Graphics/ Sawtooth, Cube, 
Gigabit Ethernet, Digital Audio, 
and Quicksilver G4 Models. 

G4 DUAL 1.0to1.6GHz from $499.99! 
• 100% Compatible w/all Apple Software 

and Operating Systems 
• 30day100% money back guarantee 
• 3 year warranty lets you buy with confidence! 

Ca/1800-275-4576 or visit 
www.macsales.com/FASTER for 
New PowerMac G4 'MOD' DUAL 
Processor Upgrades from $599.95! 

Power Up that PowerMac G3 Beige, 
G3 Blue & White, & G4 'Yikes' 
with Wicked Fast ZIF Upgrades by 
Powerlogix and Sonnet!' 
j! PowerLog'tx ,, y · 

G3/1.0GHz w/1 MB L2 1 :1 Cache $259.00 
G3/1.2GHz w/1MB L2 1:1 Cache $349.00 
High Performance Value! 

~@NN®r 
JIU/ Y '/J!r 

G4/500MHz w/1MB L2 2:1 Cache $159.00 
G4/800MHz w/1MB L3 4:1 Cache $299.00 
G4/1.0GHz w/1MB L3 4:1 Cache $395.00 

ATI Radeon 9800 Pro Mac Edition · 
AGP w/256MB $379.99 
for AGP-equipped G4s 
ATI Radeon 9800 Pro MacEdition 
AGP w/128MB $349.99 
AT\ Radeon 9000 Pro MacEdition 
AGP w/128MB $149.99 

••• and models with an 
available PCI slot 
ATI Radeon 9200 Pro MacEdition 
PCI w/128MB $129.99 

Visit www.macsales.com/FASTER to see all the upgrades we 
offer for Powerbooks, PC/ Macs, Clones, Etc! Our Upgrade Finder 
shows you just what makes your Mac a FASTER Mac! 

Systems x· ;: .,.v 
Apple OS X ' ,1,\ . 
10.2xjust $29.95 \:!!: 
Apple OS X 10.3x 
'Panther' $79.99 
Utilities 
TechTool Pro 4 -
The ultimate 
Mac utility $67.99 



Buy any New iMac G5 and Get: Buy any New PowerBook and Get: 
• $100 RAM Rebate • $100 RAM Rebate & Free Ground Shipping* 
• Free Epson Printer* • Free Epson Printer* & USB Watch* 
• Free Ground Shipping* • Final Cut Express for just $99 

] 
u 

l~~l'r/I 
Get 90 D~i~·f::t;/ 
Same-Aslc~ 
Financing!* 

~==~;;;:':'.:::::::=~ when you become a Preferred 
• Free 32MB USB Watch* 
• Final Cut Express for just $99 

• Free Laptop Pad & $30 Off .Mac 

• $30 Off .Mac 

Buy any New iBook and Get: 
• $50 RAM Rebate & Free Ground Shipping* 
• Free Epson Printer• & USB Watch* 
• Final Cut Express for just $99 
· -Free Laptop Pad & $30 Off .Mac 

Certified Pre-Owned Macs; 
Huge Selection, Great Value 
Used Macs often provide the best bang 
for the buck, and nobody has a larger 

We now have over 100 configs of 
the classic CRT iMac ... and hun
dreds of Snow iBooks. 
Chances are, if Apple 
made it, we've got it! 
Plices start at just $50 

selection than PowerM1 · 
All our Certified Pre
Owned Macs are 
refurbished, 19-point 
tested and include a 
90-day warranty 

Looking for an awesome deal on a G4 
Power Mac? We offer the most configs 
at the best prices -- starting at just $559 

.-. Bi splay; 

Buy any New Power Mac G5 and Get: 
• $100 RAM Rebate & Free Ground Shipping* 
• Free Epson Printer* & Speakers 
• Final Cut Express for just $99 
• $30 Off .Mac & Free 32MB USB Watch* 
• $300 Quark XPress Rebate 

•after mail-in rebate(s) • some restrictions apply 

iBooks 
Over 100 Snow and Clamshell models Starting at $519 
iMacs 
Over 150 CRT and LCD models . . . . Starting at $289 
PowerBooks 
Over 70 Ti, Pismo & Lombard models . . Starting at $439 
Beige 63 Mini Towers 
Over 40 configurations . . . . . . . . Starting at $119 
Blue & White Yosemite G3s 
Over 25 configurations . . . . . . . . Starting at $349 
Pre-63 Power Macs 
7300s, 7500s, 8600s, 9600s and more!Starting at $269 

Apple 1 TLCD Display . . . . . . . . . . . . $695 

Customer with PowerMax! 
*on approved credit, ask for details 

some restrictions apply, call for details 

Call Us Today For The PowerMax Difference! 
1;;·-

' We Take Trade Ins! t 

Expand Your View 
'"---"'-' ...... "'-'~--- Be it the new Apple Cinema Displays or Apple 20-Cinema LCD Display . .... .. $1294 ~'°""'11JIJ!ll~l"r.!'l''."l"lll~WJ~'""!llJlllllll!fl!ll!-.... 

Apple 2:fLCD Display . . . . . . . . . . . $1795 
a high-quality CRT monitor, PowerMax 
has it in stock. We 're ottering the 
previous model Apple 17-inch LCD 
display for just $695' Or, get into a 

Apple 23-Cinema LCD Display • .. . . .. $1994 iilliii8illiiiM...:::.lliiilililliililllllM.,.ilfiiilliiiilllilllMlll:::M-...& 

=~~~......, 42-inch plasma display. Check out our 
website for all the brands we carry' 

Apple 30- Cinema LCD Display . . . . . .. $3294 
Sony 1 !fLCD Monitor . . . . . . . • . . . . $349 
Sony 19"LCD Monitor .. .•. .. ..... $694 
Lacie 19" LCD Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . $699 
Xerox 1!fLCD Monilor . . ......... . $319 
Samsung 42" Plasma Screen Monitor . . . $2249 

Trade-Jn, Trade Up! Remember, you can trade in your 

PowerMax • ~ af~l 
Makes It ~. .. /) 
Easy To Take .. "V 
YouriPodon 
the Road! 

Get an iPod cassette adapter* and/or an 
auto AC adapter/charger* free with the 
purchase of any new iPod! *after rebate(s) 

old iPod for credit toward a new model! 

AppleCare for iPod a great investment .. $59 
iPod Mini Dock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39 
iPod Mini all colors available . . . . . .. $249 
2068 iPod current model . . . . . . .. . $299 
4068 iPod current model . . . .... .. $394 
iPod/iPhoto 40GB . . . . . . . . . . . . $494 
iPod/iPhoto 60GB . . . • . . . . . . • . $594 
iPod U2 Special Edition . . . . . . . . . . $349 

Airport Extreme Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . $79 
Airport Card - In stock! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $129 
Airport Express Base Station w/ Airtunes ..... ... $129 
Airport Express Base Station withoul modem . . . . .. $179 
Airport Express Base Slation powered over ethernet . . . $249 

r-p-----a----~-~-w---E--1-1----,~~·~~~~~~-~~·~~·~~~b~~~~a~~~~ 

800 441. 6977 Local: (5~3) 624-1827. Fax: (503) 627-1635 

Knowledge is Power 

• • Email: sales@powermax.com 

Personal Financing • Fast P.O. Approvals • Business Leasing • Daily Specials on our Web Site 
Authorized 
Reseller Prices subject to change without notice. Credit card orders strictly verified against fraudulent use. Wrth use of credit card as pay

men~ customer acknowledges that some products are subject to final sale. Many pr1ces are limited to stock on hand. All brand 
Apple Specialist names are registered trademarks of their respective holders. Not responsible for typographical errors. 

Are You A Member Of A User Group? Macintosh User Group members enjoy access to a very 
special Apple-sponsored web site featuring super deals on 
the latest Apple products and more! If you are currently not a 
member of an Apple User Group and would like access to the 
Mug Store special offers, discounts and resources, then 
contact an Apple User Group near you and sign up! 

www.applemugstore.com 
PowerMax is a division of CSNW, Lake Oswego, OR 



••• some call them Hoods! 
(800) 818-3946 

www.HoodmanUSA.com 

·Two removable hot-swappable drives 
• Up to SooGB capacity per drive (l.6TB total) 
• FireWire Boo (400 compatible) 
• Independent power supplies for each drive 

We ' · the industry. 

eMedfa Makes 
Music Easy! 

Learn from CD-ROMs with hit songs. 

Guitar Method 

The easiest way to learn guitar! 

Rock Guitar Method e 
Finally-
Rock, Punk and 
Metal Guitar -
All in One! 

• Teacher from Juilliard 
• Interactive Feedback 

The easiest way 
-=---'== to learn piano! 

Other Products available. 
Please call: 

(888) 363-3424 
Or visit: 

www.emediamusic.com/macaddict 

MacPrices.com 
Nothing But (Mac) Prices 

FIND THE LOWEST PRICE 
COMPARE BUNDLES 
GET THE BEST DEAL 

Price Tracke rs for all Macs 
... updated daily 

www.macprices.com 

Hand-finished 

exotic hardwood 

iDockCover™ 

slips over iPod 

dock adding 

color and style. 

Available in a variety of woods, finishes & colors. 
Weekly drawing for ten iTunes songs! 

www.WestshoreCraftworks.com 



High-Performance 

!!'!!l!!!M!!J~~!!':!i Mac Memory 

) 

iMac GS 

256mb-$55 
512mb - $99 
1Gig - $249 

PowerMac G5 
512mb -$99 
1Gig - $199 
2Gig - $389 

eMac DOR 

256mb - $55 
512mb - $99 

l 1Gig - $199 

iBook G4 

256mb - $69 
512mb- $149 

PowerBook G4 

512mb - $149 
1Gig - $399 

G4DDR 

512mb - $99 
1Gig - $199 
2Gig -$389 

Secure Online Ordering: 

WWW. RAMJET.COM 
1-800-831-4569 

Synchronization Complete. 

ii The Missing Sync 
.____ ______ for Palm OS 

~ www.markspace.com 

Addict JAN/05 Mac Shop 

Giving Tech for the Holidays? 
Make sure it's RAD! 

Great gifts for everyone on your list! 

ScreensavRz-

MacTruck'" 

PodSleevz'" 

Professional-Grade 
Notebook Enclosure 

ultra-rugged 
ergonomic 

www.radtech.us/ma 

-

Tel: 1.800.797.7321 www.raindesigninc.com rain design • 



ount™ 

Adobe® 
Photoshop CS 
Save! 57% 
Order Today! 
Get the Best for Less! 

Macromedia® 
Studio MX 2004 
Save!$710 
Only! $189.95 

4 Programs - 1 Price 

Corel® 

Painter IX 
Save! 79% 
Only! $89.95 

Brand New Version! 

:::' ~:[-.. 1"~:&' ~ 
"•1,: ~t}'·,. 

~ "' 
I '"'' 

- ·- -

-
MACSHOP ~ 

Wacom® 
lntuos3 6x8 
Save!$40 
Only! $289.95 

Great Graphics Tool! 

"Ask about 
ur low price 

We carry thousands of industry-leading software and hardware products at huge discounts for students, teachers 
and schools. These special prices are ONLY for the academic community. And our prices are typically $10-$20 
lower than most college bookstores! Call or visit us online today and start saving! 

Microsoft® This Month's Featured Titles: 
Office 2004 Student/Teacher .... $139 

Quark® 
QuarkXpress 6.1 Student/Teacher $195 

QuarkXpress 6.1 ..... .. ...... ... . $189 
Photo/Graphic Edges 6.0 .. .. $109 
Quicken 2005 ... ..... .... ........... $67 
Roxio Toast 6 ..... ..... ..... ...... .. . $79 

FileMaker® 
FileMaker Pro 7 ... .... .. .. ...... .. $149 

SoundSoap Pro ....... .. ...... ... . $399 
BBEdit 8.0 ............ .. ........ .... $109 

Call Toll 1=ree: '1·800-294-40:55 

Ml.AoademicSunens·torre.oom "WORklNG JIAR'D FOR E'DUCATION'' 
All major manufacturers .. . All at Huge Discounts! 

Mac Shop JAN/05 
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65 2eb Kit (2 x lgb) ~ 
; 65 1 gb Kit (2 x 512mbl ..,. 

iMac 65 1 gb /512mb CHIP 

· iMac 63/64 ALL 
256/512mb/1 ob "'f 0Ry 
PwrBook/iBook 11':. 512mJ1~ I 
64 Tower 256mb/512mb 

All AppleCareQO on SAU 
All Apple Software on SAU 
Apple Production Suite SAVE $200! 

SAVE BIG on Apple Hardware 
30" Cinema Display SAVE $200! 
23" Cinema Display SAVE $150! 
20" Cinema Display SAVE $100! 
G51.8 gHz SAVE $50! 
G5 Dual 1.8 gHz SAVE $75! 
G5 Dual 2.0 gHz SAVE $100! 
G5 Dual 2.5 gHz SAVE BIG - CALL! 
PowerBook 15"1.5GHz SAVE $125 
mn: Ground Shipping on all 6sted Apple Displays & CPlls 

FREE Ground Shipping on all iPods 

We've got all the memory solutions you need for: 

Power Mac G5 -........._ 
Power Mac G4/G3 ~ 
iMac/eMac ~ 
PowerBook G4/G3 
iBook G4/G3 ~ 

SUPER LOW LOW PRICES! 
SUPER SAVIN6S on Hard Drives! 

IDE/ATA Drives 
120GB Western Digital Caviar ATA BMB Cache 7200rpm $89 
25DGB Western Digital Caviar ATA BMB Cache 7200rpm $179 
Serial ATA Drives 
160GB Western Digital BMB Cache 720Drpm Serial ATA $109 
25DGB Western Digital BMB Cache 7200rpm Serial ATA $179 
Notebook Drives 
Hitachi Travelstar BDGB 2.5" 9.5mm 5400Rpm 08K0639 $195 
Fujitsu lDDGB 2.5" 9.5mm 4200Rpm MHU21DOAT $239 

Check Us Out for iPod Goodies, Uard Drives and Accessories! 

800-46l-ll60 
Note: Prices are subject to change. MA 1104 

,., Addict JAN/05 Mac Shop ) 

Reevolution 
Introducing iSkin for the fourth generation iPod. 

~ultra-de.YsoeenproteetOrand rOGJybeltcf~ 
Comes bla V<11ilityd color1. 

iSkin.com 
iSkin'" by iSkin lnc.. All Rights Reserved. 

sportsuit 
convertible metrovue 

(iMARi:iw~R
0

E 
1nnovat1ve products for the Apple market 



Auto/Air Power Adapters 
for all 

Titanium G4s & iBook models 
Replacement Mini 

AC Adapters 
for all 

Titanium G4s & iBook models 
(65 Watts max.) 

Mini AC crdaptersfeaturc: 
• 100 - 240 a11tn switching input 
•Fold away outleiprongs 
• Conuinient cable wrap 

1oitl1 Velcro"" Strap 
• 4 .1 x J.6 .1" J,J # 

Lil on Auxiliary Power Packs 
For all Ti G4s & iBooks 

Extend your laptop runtime 
3 to 4 times longe1· 

Lightwieght 
2.4(MP6o)lbs - 3.4(MP9o)lbs 

Size -11 .25 x 8.5 x .5" 

!.ind adaptcrsfcalw-c: 

• ~i~i~'J~'?~~~!~'/~,~;~:1 itry 
• D u rable ABS housing 
• Nyfon carrying case 

1HaxPower 60(95WH) 
& Jl,faxPOWCI' 9o(i40WH) 

Order online at: 
www.lindelectronics.com 

or call #800-897-8994 to order 
JJnd 1·.h:c.:lr1111h·-.. Inc. rqq. <. uruhridjtc Slr1..•(_•t 1 Minnt"apoU .... M:S ,'i..5.J;.!h Q;">!l!-lJ::t--l,:Jo;.; 

• Fast, advanced, 
proprietary techniques. 

• Recommended and 
certified by all hard chive 
manufacturers. 

• All operating systems; 
Mac, Windows, OS/2, 
Netware and UNIX. 

• All storage devices 
including SAN, RAID 
and NAS systems. 

• Instantly retrieve 
recovered data with 
DataExpress'". 

• Government Contracts 
and High Security Service. 

• Featured on 
Mac Addict, 
Mac World, 
CNN, BBC, 

"We Can Save It!" and others. 



MAC 
OF ALL 

TRADES" 

WE BUY AND SELL 

USED MACS 

www.macofalltrades.com 

Broken Powerbook? 
Fixlt. Cheap. 

avoid costly service 
do-it-yourself Powerbook & iBook repair 

free online Fixlt Guides 
thousands of parts and upgrades 

6-month warranty on most products 

I PB 
IJ fFO[}{] 
IT ~ 

www.pbfixit.com 

· 500 MB Disk Space 
· 25 GB Monthly Trans. 
· 100 Email Accounts 

· Free WebMail 
· Free Brightmail® 
Anti-Spam 

FAMILY HISTORY - GENEALOGY 

REUNION®8 
Reunion 8 is the perfect tool to 
organize your fami ly history. Plenty of 
room for names, dates, places, stories, 
notes, tidbits, and 
sources. Include 
all your favorite 
p ictures, sou nds, 
and home movies. 
Automatically 
bu ild multimedia 
web pages to 
share your family 
hi story on the 

•••• :· ·11 
REUNION 

Internet ! Print la rge, co lo rful tree 
charts, timeline charts, and fan charts I 
"""'!"!'!~ fo r family reu nions. Fun 

1 and educational for the 
w hole family. Reunion 8 1 

takes advantage of OS X 1 

and includes over x I 
1 00 new features I 
and enhancements! 

1-~JL~' _..;-, ~li~~'!-~~ 'fil ·· ·-(:, --p\ .... ...... , ....... _..__.._ .. ..-.................. __ 
1rw_,,, .... 1.ra ..... ,1 111~'t!\ l ....,~a ... ~ i:-- - -· ~ 

Leister Productions 
web site/demo: www.LeisterPro .com 

e-mail: info@LeisterPro.com 

To order, call ... 
MacConnection 800-800-2222 

The Easy Friendly Way 
To Get On The Web! 

FatCowM 
Including: 
· Shopping Cart 
· CGI &PHP 
· Toll-Free Support 
· Website Statistics 

MiniMoo 
· Domain Name 
Parking 

· 1 Email Account 



I I I rl ! t-:. H I i-+"', r: I H' 11~1-1f-:1 L~ 

Zip 100MB grey d isks 3/4/8 pack 
Zip 1DOMB color disks 6/1 O pack 
Zip 250MB grey disks 4/6/8 pack 
Zip 1 OOMB USS Powered Drive 
H lpZlp BOMB M P3 Player 
HlpZlp Auto Adapter 
Pocket Zip Dis ks 

$ 1 1/13/24 
$ 1 9/34 

$19/24/34 
$29 
$29 

$ 7 
$9 

$49/84 Peerless FW drive 1 OGB/20GB 
Peerless 1 OGB Cart/ E xtra FW Base 
FotoShow Trave l Kit I Remote 
FotoShow AC Adapter/S-Vldeo Cable 
Ditto Cart ridges 2/3,7/SGB 

$29/1 9 

s~~~~ . SystemWorks3.0 $19 
s•1s1a Office 2004 Standard "'11E!i>N<!Boman.tS!llrTir-

Jaz 2 USB to SCSI Adapter ~~: •'$189/•$209/279 $59 akre 
MlcroDrlve w/PCMCIA Adapter $39 RoboSapien r. I,~. _ acill'in!af<roW/$50 
24x10x40 USB CDRW 

Zip Monitor Mirror $4 Interactive ~obot .b~..:~J . . 
liFilRiiE~E=wz='~°"~'~'nermS1~o~p~urchaseamli:.ilmll!·:rl·D•I s88 ,0 , ~ . --· 
• - • Free Shlpplngti • ~ I. 
~ ExtPorscheBOOBFW $113 addbattorlosforSS ,.} .. :,/J 
~ Extd216XDLDVDRWw/ToastTI $195 s . .... 
~"'"'" Extd2200GBFW&USBHD $240 . . A1rPort Cards 
~ 16xFWD\llHl'll $1 65 A11fOI $109 ~rtualPC6.1wM1ndowsXP· $139 r' li#. 160GBFW7mpm $140 ' V1rtualPC7wM1ndowsXP- $199 
,.., ... _ .. Seemegamacs.comfantom AirPort 

Get all for $39 (save $26!) 

Think Different Special 

Take $5.00 off your 
order now throug h 
April 22, 2005. Use 
coupon code #2B325C 
when ordering on line. 

iBeam 
laser poii1ter and 
fl ashlight fo r iPod 

-;;'iintshop Extreme •. ... $79 

iSkin eVo2 

all -round protec tion 
fo r the new 

click wheel iPod 

Blank Media ProTouchPB 

We have a full line 
of iPod mini and 

4G iPod accessories. 

www.thinkdifferentstore.com 
Exclusive hosting provider for 

MacAd ct 

MACSHOP ~ 

Special web site hosting offer 
for MacAddict Readers! 

Web Hosting 
Co-Locatioh 

www.lnno-Tech.com/MacAddict 

In no Tech 

Mac Shop JAN/05 



LETTERS 
COWABUNGA! 
When I was in Germany 
last month, I found this 
in the woods. Is that the 
big surprise Bill Gates has 
for us in t he next version 
of Windows, code-named 
Longhorn? Is he trying 
to overtake Mac OS 1.4, 
code-named Tiger? 
-Karlheinz K. Naumann 

Here's a feline-to-bovine 
breeding experiment gone 
horribly awry. 

MESSIN' ABOUT 
I really enjoyed "Shareware 
Explosion!" (Oct/04, p20), 
but the shareware I'm 
having the most fun with 
right now is a sister app to 
MacMAME called MacMESS 
(Multiple Emulator Super 
System, www.mess.org), 
which allows emulation of 
almost every old computer 
or console you've ever heard 
of-377 at last count. It's 
not terribly newbie-friendly, 
but being able to use my old 
Tl-99/4A games on my iBook 
makes it worth the effort. 
-Jay Kells 

ALONE AT THE TOP 
Rik wonders why everybody 
shouldn't switch to Macs 
("When Viruses Attack!" 
Nov/04, p8). My opinion is 
that they shouldn't. Don't get 
me wrong, it would be great if 

the Mac ruled supreme-but 
if all of our friends and 
families had Macs, it sure 
would make for boring 
my-Mac-is-better-than-
you r-peecee conversations. 
There's nothing l like to say 
more than "lf it were a Mac, I 
could ... " when someone asks 
for help with something on a 
peecee.-Joey Bentley 

It's so hard to not act superior 
when in fact we are-eh, 
Joey?-Max 

MR.GUMBY 
LIKES US! 
I had the opportunity to show 
the "mousecar" Staff Video 
from your October Disc to 
Art Clokey, the creator of 
Gum by and one of the great 
pioneers of stop-motion 
claymation-he chuckled 
and thought it was great. Art 
is a wonderful old guy, still 
actively involved in making 
films with his son . He always 
wears something reminiscent 
of Gum by, whether it's his 
blue-green pants or his 
Gum by suspenders. 
-Tim Vaughan 

Please tell Art thanks
and that those mean ol' 
Blockheads still give me 
nightmares.-Max 

MOVE OVER, EBERT 
Nice to see a DVD
management app finally 
featured in your magazine 
(Oct/04, p14). Also good 
to see some great films like 
Enter the Dragon and Leon 

in your wee database. But 
what's with your one-star 
rating of Pink Flamingos?! 
And who in their right mind 
would borrow Ishtar? (Rik, 
obviously.) Also, DVDpedia 
(www.bruji.com/dvdpedia) 
is a far nicer app than your 
pick, DVD Database X. 
It also tastes like peach 
cobbler-and there isn't 

Survey 
Says 

Which of Apple's streamlined designs works best for you? 

Here are the resu lts 
of our September 
2004 survey. Check 
out www.macaddict 
.com each month for 
a new on line poll. 

41% iMac G5 

5% Apple Mouse 

5% iPod Mini 
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17% iMac G4 

17% iPod 
(any full-size model) 

536 respondents 

any other app that offers 
that feature.-Andrew Todd, 
Master of Spoons and Other 
Strangely Alluring Household 
Items 

Rik tells me that Ishtar is 
actually Arabic for Howard 
the Duck.-Max 

MONK IN A FUNK 
In your August issue, I 
noticed a blurb about Hindu 
monks using Macs ("Of 
Macs and Monks," p16) . 
They're not the only monks 
using Macs to publish. I'm 
an Eastern Christian monk, 
and my bishop and l have 
published three books and 
our entire Web site (www 
. byzanti ne-american .org) 
using our collection of Macs. 
We started with a llcx and 
now have a G4-although I 
lust a bit for a dual-processor 
GS. But lust is a sin, and 
now I have to do penance for 
it.-Fr. Brendan-Benedict 

Don't worry-we're sure 
the Big Heavenly Unit will 
understand your righteous 
passion.-Max 
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or letters@macaddict.com 

FOR SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES: 
call (toll-free) 888-771-6222 

CALLING DR. 
RORSCHACH 
While shopping on line for 

movie posters recently, 
I noticed our favorite 
computer made it all the way 

to Middle Earth . Check out 
the cloud formation on the 
right of this poster for Lord 
of the Rings: The Return 
of the King. It's the Apple 
logo!-Jeff Hinkle 

We'd be willing to bet that 
Saruman used a Dell. 

EQUAL TIME 
Saw the pie of George 
W. using an iMac (Log 
Out, Nov/04, p78). I 
doubt the accuracy 
of that photo for two 
reasons: 1) The Onion 
(www.onion.com) used 
the same photo in a 

NOT LIKELY, BRIAN 
Your magazine is not sexy 
enough. Naked chicks and 
video-editing tools are like 

Mom and apple pie. Any 
opportunities for gratuitous 
nudity would also be nice. 
You should put more thi ngs 
horny guys like in the 
magazine.-Brian Donofrio 
Anyone get the feeling that 
perhaps Mr. Donofrio is 
frequently home alone on 
Saturday nights?-Max 

SIMPLE PLEASURES 
Hold down Shift while 
pressing any Expose function 
key, and the windows 
will move in slow motion . 
Practical use? I can't think 
of any, but it looks cool. 

-John Pelura, Ill 

story a month or so ago (clearly that story was in jest), and 

2) Even a Mac is too difficult for him to use.-Jon Bonesteel 
Before Bush-buddy readers freak out at our liberal-
media bias, read on-we're equal-opportunity 

disrespectorators.-Max 

In what conservative talk-show hosts are calling his 

most desperate flip-flop, John Kerry was caught in this 
photograph, when only 16 days before while campaign ing 
in Redmond he called the Mac "a colossal failure." 
-Steve Coles 

WIN~ 
Win Macromedia's 
Studio MX 2004! 
Win a copy of Macromedia's newly updated Web design 

and development suite: Studio MX 2004 ($799, www 
.macromedia.com), which includes Dreamweaver MX 

2004, Flash MX 2004, Fireworks MX 2004, FreeHand 
MX, and Cold Fusion MX 6.1 Developer Edition . Just 
write the best caption forthe picture below and send it in! 
Only one entry per contest. 

Entry Form 

Write a caption for this picture. 

CONTESTANT INFORMATION 
Full Name: 

Address: 

Cit : State: 

Zi : 

Email or telephone: 

Send email entries to: contest@macaddict.com with the subject of Studio MX Contest 
Send snail-mail entries to: Studio MXContest, MocAddlctmagazine, 150 North Hill Dr., Ste. 40, 
Brisbane, CA 94005. 
Deadline fo r entry: January 31, 2004. 
Contest results will appear in our May/ OS issue. 

Contest Rules The judges witl be MacAddict editors and will base their decision on 33 percent humor. 33 percent 
originality, and 33 percen t creativi t y. All entries must be received no later than January 31, 2004, with the winner 
announced around May 2005. By entering th is contest , you ag ree that Future Network USA may use your nam e, 
likeness , and Web site for promotiona l purposes without fu rther payment. All prizes will be awarded, and no minimum 
number of ent ries Is requ ired. If two or more people enter Ident ical winning captions, the entry rece ived first will be 
awarded the contest prize. Prizes won by minors will be awarded to thei r parents or legal guardians. Future Net work 
USA ls not responslble for damages or expenses the winners might incur as a result of this contest or the receipt of a 
prize, and wi nn ers are responsible for income taxes based on the value of t he prize received. A list of wi nn ers may also 
be obtained by sending a s1amped, sel f· addressed envelope to Future Network USA c/o MacAddict Contest, I SO North 
Hill Dr., Ste. 40. Brisbane, CA 94005. This contest is limited to residen ts of the United States. No purchase necessary, 
void in Arizona, Maryland, Vermont, Puerio Rico, and where prohibited by law. 

The F stops here. 

Winner! 
Congratulations to Mary Wagner, who won an Olympus D-580 
Zoom camera ($279, www.olympus.com)-and special thanks 
to the 101 readers who contributed a variation on "O pen the 
iPod bay door, HAL." 
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NEW FEATURE! eDrive 

The new eDrive feature allows you 
to add a bootable emergency 
volume to an existing volume. This 
new eDrive volume is created 
WITHOUT the need to initialize 
the current volume, keeping all 
data intact on the current volume. 
The eDrive is then available if 
something should go wrong with 
your normal startup volume. 

Buy Now! 
www.micromat.com 

THE POWER IS NOW YOURS! 
INTRODUCING •.. 

TECHTOO[ PRO 
VERSION 4 

TechTool Pro includes S.M.A.R.T. testing, hardware 
tests, scheduling and alerts, performance tools, and 
more ... even scavenges for files when all else fails! 

TechTool Pro 4 

Performance Scheduling 

Hardware Drives Volumes Files 

® Hardware 

Piening the Run butlon will exetu tc the selected Ha.rdw~rt: teits. You can change the 
sehtcuons by using the Hardw re r dlsclo arrow r:11.v. 

www.micromat.com Copyright 2003. Micrornat. Inc. 

The Power to Recover, Repair, and Optimize - Made Easy! 

® Micromat Inc. 800-829-6227 707-566-3831 info@micromat.com www.micromat.com 

© 2004 Micromat, Inc. All rights reserved. Tech Tool is a registered trademark of Micromat, Inc. 
Norton Utilities and Norton SystemWorks are U.S. registered trademarks of Symantec Corporation. 

Mac and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 




